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I. Qhrono:t0gy of the Grant 

Early in 1966, two proposals were submitted by faculty members of the 

School of Police Administration and Public Safety, Michigan State University, to 

the Office of Law Enforcement Assistance, U. S. Department of Justice. The first 

of these recommend~d the development and presentation of a series of training 

courses in police and community relations for municipal police officials. The 

second urged support for the design of a chief police executives' training course 

and for the presentation of such a program to an appropriate clientele. 

At the request of the Office of Law Enforcement Assistance, these pro-

posals were integrated, and one application, including elements of each proposal, 

was forwarded for consideration to OLEA. This request was approved, and during 

the summer of 1966, Offic~ of Law Enforcement Assistance Grant 068 was awarded 

to the Nation~ Center on Police and Community Relations, School of Police Admin-

istration and Pilblic Safety, Michigan State University. 

Although the grant called for both community relations and management 

training programs, this report will discuss only the management phases of the 

project since a report was previou~ly subMitted dealing with its community relations 

aspects. 

The proposal called for the development and presentation ~f a Chief 

Police Executives' Training Course. Fifty or some eighty eligible police chiefS 

from midwestern ci ti.es in t'he population range 50,000 to 200,000 were to be 

invited to attend. After an extended correspondence, thirty-one chiefs from ten 

midwestern stateG accepted the invitation, and the course was held from April 3 

through April 21, 1967 in East' La.nsing, Michigan. 

During the summer of 1967, the project director for management training 

requested an extension of the grant so another program could,be offered for those 

• 
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chiefs who participated in the earlier session. In addition t~ the chiefs, 

specifically designated representatives of their city governments were to be 

invited to attend this course. The request was approved, and as a result, forty

four individuals attended a "Workshop on the Police Chief's Executive and Legisla

tive Relationships" which was conducted in Lansing, Michigan on February 26, 27, 

and 28, 1968. 

II. The Chief Police Executives' Training Program 

A. Course Philosophy. From its original meeting, the project staff visual

ized a tvTofold mission: 

1. 

2. 

To aid, through training, chief police executives to bet'ter cope 

with their administrative responsibilities. 

To develop materials and to discover, insofar as possible, those 

methods of instruction which are most usefUl in presenting the 

various aspects of administrative behavior to police chiefs. 

While the staff was certain that it could offer usefUl new information in 

the traditional manner, there was no desire to present just another short 

course. The mood of the group was experimental. Further, this mood was 

reinforced by the belief that true executive development is an exercise in 

self-development. It was, therefore, mandatory that innov.ative techniques 

be devised and tested. 

The major tasks were, then~ to provide the participants with an appro

priate learning environment and to stimUlate them to take the necessary 

learning steps. The informational ,input was, of course, viewed as important, 

but the staff was determined to allow the chiefs to have ample opportunity 

to seek their own maximum in pace and level. The plan called for assisting 

and guiding, not preaching and badgering. 
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B. Course Participants. There are some eighty cities in the population range 

1 50,000 to 200,000 in the eleven midwestern states covered by the grrolt. 

Invitations were extended to the police chiefs of the fifty largest of these 

cities. While the initial re!,ly was encouraging, as time passed, the number 

who agreed to attend decreased. As cancellations occurred, additional chiefs 

were canvassed. Even after all eighty cities were tendered invitations only 

thirty-one chiefs accepted and attended. 
2 

Ten states were represented. 

The limited participation can be explained in a variety of ways. Such 

factors as the length of the course (three weeks) and the staff's unwilling-

ness to accept anyone other than the chief except under the most unusual 

~ circumstances were high on the list of reasons for not attending. There 

were a number who felt that the program offered nothing of value to them. 

Three or four found it necessary to withdraw at the last moment due to the 

press of work. Finally, between ten and fifteen failed to acknowledge the 
• 

original invitation or follow-up contaot:::>. 

An Analysis of Participants 

Much has been said concerning the shortcomings of the present police 

leadership. While such deprecations are not without justification, the staff 

approached its task with a desire to obtain concrete data on the midwestern 

police chief from the medium-sized police department. Rather than on heresay, 

three steps were taken to gain the necessary insights. 

First, each participant was sent a detailed questionnaire to be completed 

and returned before his arrive,l for the training program. A second question-

IThe eleven states are IlUnois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, 
Minnesota; Missouri ~ North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, and Wis.consin. 

2A copy of the list of participants can be found in Appendix I. A. • 

naire was administered the first day of the course. 3 

Second, participants were req1.lired to take two tests, the 1I0tis Test 

of Mental Ability" and Woolley's "v/hat's Your Management 1.Q.?,,4 on the 

first day of the course. 

Finally, each participant had a private interview with the course 

director. This session had a twofold purpose, the soliciting of further 
I 

information concerning the chief and providing the participant with an 

opportunity to offer an evaluation of the proceedings. These feedback 

sessions were held toward the end of the px'ogram. 

Before presenting the information garnered through these activities, 

a word of caution should be interjected. No attempt is made here to 

generalize frOID this data, nor in the staff's opinion should there be. 

There is no reason to believe that this limited sample is representative. 

Indeed, there is some reason to suggest that the very fact that these chiefS 

were willing to attend this course may reflect a certain bias, one toward 

education. Such a bias is not necessarily common among police chiefs. 

Further, the aclministrative environments which produced these chiefs are 

so varied that it is doubtful that anything but gross comparisons are 

possible. Caution is, therfore, in order. 

Despite these limitations, a rough profile of the participant chiefs 

may be of some interest. The "average" chief in this group is between 

forty-five and fifty-five years of age. He is a career police officer 

having come up through the ranks in his department. He has over twenty 

years of service. He has probably completed high school and has an 1. Q. 

of approximately 103 . 

3s~Ple copies of the questionnaires can be found in Appendix I. B • 

4A copy of Woolley's "What's Your Management I.Q.?1! can be found in 
Appendix I. B. 
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There are, of course, v,a.riations. For example; two chiefs 'W'el:"{~ under 

forty and one over s ix·ty • Pi \fe chiefs began their careers with other law 

enforcement a@;end/ds. The Oklah.oma City and Tol edo Police Departments were 

represented along with the Wisconsin State Highway Patrol. Only one chief 

came directly Jeo his present position from the business community. He was 

also.the only chief police executive with less than ten years of police ser

vice. FouY.' chiefs held college degress with law, chemiQ'al engineering, and 

business administration being represented. 

The most controversial of the data gathering aCitivi ties was tb.e ~~esting 

program. Mental tests of the type utilized have be~n subjected to extensive 

criticism. Score variations can result from a wide range of factors including 

age and socia]. and educational backgrounds. Furt.'tiermore, questions as to 

Jeheir actual meaning are readily acknowledged.... The staff was aware of these 

limitations, but still felt that such an exercise would pr9vide useful 

insights. The tests were thus administered. 

While the average O'Gis score "TeS a slightly above average 103, the 

range was more revealing. The two lo"tvest scores were 79. The two highest 

were 130. ~le scores by themselves are not Significant, but it is interesting 

to note that most of the chiefs indicated before taking the exam that an I.Q. 

" well over 100 was necessa:~ for a police recruit. 

The range for the managementI.Q. examination was 65 to 91 with an 

average of 80. These sCOJ:,es roughly correlated with the chief's Otis scores. 

Further, they ranked favol:,ably with the national average for business 

executives, 85. Some of 1:;his slight differential can be attr.ibuted 'to the 

fact that the business telrminology u'cilizec1 in the test was unfamiliar to 

the chiefs. 
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Finally, the majority of the chiefs reported that they did very little 

reading other than newspapers, news periodicals, aqd a few professional 

pUblications. Few had what might be viewed as a working knowledge of the 

existing police literature. 

C. Course Content and Presentation. In compliance with the previously 

stated positions concerning experimentation and executive development, the 

staff designed a diversified program employing a wide variety of teaching 

techniques. The course schedule stressed flexibility and maximized the 

opportmlity for self-development. The schedule may be found in Appendix I. A. 

Course Content 

Two types of material were developed. First, hard d.ata dealing with 

specific police administrative problems such as Policy Making, Inspections 

and Controls, Data Processing for Police, Budgeting, etc. was offered. 

These subject matter areas were selected as a result of staff-·participant 

consultation. Each of the chiefs who accepted an invitation was asked by 

letter to prepare a list of topics which would be useful to him. These were 

compiled, analyzed, and when appropriate, incorporated into the program. 

It should be noted that this exercise was not completely successful ~ue to 

the limited degree of cooperation received from the chiefs. The staff, of 

course, maintained the final responsibility for subject matter selection. 

The second area of concern included a variety of topics 1Jhi1ch might well 

be categorized as management techniques. Discussions dealing with Decision 

Making, Social and Organizational Change, and the Uses of Staff fell within 

this grouping. Further, the course structure placed a premium on the 

development of management skills of this nature. Each chief 1ms exposed to 

a number of role playing situations which stressed this type of performance. 
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In summary, from a content point of view, the staff had no desire to be 

all things to all people. The subjects were selected because they were 

meaningful. Other topics might hl9.ve been just as useful, but only so much 

can be presented in e. three week period. Finally, as was indicated earlier, 

while the content was important, equally important was the fact that it pro

vided a vehicle for experimentation, particularly insofar as methods of 

management instruction were concerned. 

Methods of Instruction 

No single element of this program exemplified its philosophy as did 

this one. A wide variety of methods were utilized from the traditional 

lecture to the relatively unique "In Basket" exercise. Each of these methods 

was employed in an attempt to provide the participants with the opportunity 

to seek their own maximum level and pace in the learning process. 

LECTURES: The basic input technique, other than individual reading which 

will be discussed later, was the lecture. Each day one of the selected 

topics was presented to the participants~ in this form to supply data which 

served as "grist for the mil1.11 Even here structuring was left to the 

individual instructor in most cases. Some lectured the entire period, some 

employed a seminar approach, and in two cases panel presentations were 

deve10pea. The three Policy Making offerings, each held on a different day, 

were designed to give the participants a feeling for the policy making process. 

The first presentation provided inSights iuto the political and legal frame

work encompassing such activity. The second discussed the administrator's 

Problems in this area. The thJ.· rd ,..Tas a s st d . th ~ ca e U Y J.n e development of a 

specific policy. 

I 

I 
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The program was also sufficiently flex! ble to allow fOl~ more extended 

presentations of indi vi4ual topics. For example, an evening session d~i 

Decision Making was held ~t the participants' request. Interestingly, this 

session, though not mandator.y, was attended by almost every member of the 

class. 

'WORK PROJECT SESSIONS: During their first day orientation, the participants 

were informed that five afternoon periods had been s~t ~siae as work project 

sessions. Each chief was asked to select an appropriate topic for develop-

ment. This topic was to be the focus of his efforts during these sessions" 

The individual suggestions of the thirty-one chiefs were reviewed, and as 

a result of consultation, five work g~oups were established.
5 

Each group was directed to organiz~ itself, that is, select a chairman 

ana recorder. Further, a staff member was assigned to each group ~o serve 

as a conSUltant, to suggest appropriate reading matter, and to generally 

assist the group. Whenever possible and as requested, additional conSUltants 

were obtained from the university faculty, the visiting instructional staff, 

and the project staff. 

The work project groups were required to produce a written summary of 

their endeavors. 

CASE STUDY DISCUSSIONS: Another instructional technique utilized was the 

case method. Four management cases were selected from the International 

Association of Chiefs of Police Series. Each was assigned to a staff member 

who was to be responsible for the development of a discussion session built 

around their respective ~ase study. The participants were then divided into 

'The actual work proje~t groups and their selected topics can be found 
in Appendix I. C. 

• 
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four case study groups.6 Over the three week period each group discussed 

each of the four case studies. 

IN BASKET EXERCISE: The most unique of the methods introduced was the 

f1In Basket ll exercise. While this training technique is commonly employed 

in business courses, few police porgrams have exposes their trainees to 

ths type of endeavor. Simply stated, an "In Basket" exercise involves a 

'$ 

role playing situation in which the participant assumes an executive position. 

He is then forced to respond to a number of written communications as they 

are placed in his "in" basket. The activity is comulative with many of the 

required decisions being interrelated. The exercise is performed alone under 

severe time limitations. 

Administratively, three to five participants were told to re;;pol't to a 

complex of offices each afternoon. 7 There they were given a brief orientation 

to the exercise, and then, separated with each being placed in his own office. 

On his desk, he found pencils, paper, and "inll and "out ll baskets. Once 

settled, a secretary entered his office and placed a variety of items in his 

"in" basket. 'Hi!:'! task was then to take the necessary action. This might 

involve establishing priorities, preparing draft letters or other forms of 

correspondence, or forwarding action instructions for subordinates. From 

time to time additiona.l materials would be placed in his "in" basket. Needless 

to say, these materials were des:i.gned to complicate the exercise. 8 

DIRECTED READING: If an individual is to be a successful chi·ef of police, 
~"-.. 

he must remain current. The only possible way to accomplish this is to read 

6The case study group assignments can be found in Appendix I. C. 

7The "in basket H a.ssignment sheet can be found in Appendix I. E. 

8The "in basket" 'materials are in Appendix I. E. 

J 
j 
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and read extensively. Therefore, the staff made every effort to encourage 

the participants to develop good reading habits. First, each individual was 

provided with a variety of reference materials. Besides the usual collection 

of handouts given in connection with the lecturers, 9 all participants 

received a book of mimeographed readings and a series of ten reprint articles 

from the Harvard Business Review. 10 Second, all instructors and staff members 

were directed to make suggestions for further reading whenever a participant 

eA~ressed an interest. As a result, a number of brief bibliographies were 

prepared and d::i.stributed. Third, the course was scheduled in such a way as 

to permit flexibility. No events were programmed for the evening, and a 

reading period was built into the schedule one afternoon a week. Fourth and 

finally, along with the available resources of the University Library, a 

small collection of relevant materials was placed at the disposal of partici-

pants at their living quarters. This was done in the hope that easy access 

vTould serve to inspire reading. 

It should be noted that the r~ading assignments were, with few exceptions, 

not mandatory. ), -ane with the previously stated educational philosophy, 

students were urge(t. ·}.ut not forced to learr.. 

Faculty 

The faculty consisted of two types of individuals. First, there 'Were 

the conSUltants who provided expert advice and/or served as guest instruct

ors. ll They represent what the staff viewed to be a cross section of 

9Samples of these materials can be located in Appendicies I. F., I. G., 
I. 1I., I. I., and I. J. 

lOThe Table of Contents e,.~. '{he Readings and a. list of the articles can 
be found in Appendix I. it. 

llA list of these consultant~ plus the course staff can be found in 
Appendix 1. Av 
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interested academics and the professional ~or1d. This group was selected 

for what they could bring',to the program. Their role wa,s to bring informa

tion, to spark discussion, and to encourage develo~ment. 

The second segment of the faculty was the staff. ~ihi1e some members of 

the staff functioned as instructors, this was not their primary role. The 

staff's major responsibility was to assist the participants along the road 

of executive development. To this end, both the course director and the 

assistant course director lived with the class for the three week period. 

Th~:y were constantly on call for consultation and counseling. 

Facilities 

All formal training was held on the campus of 1-1ichigan State University, 

and all of the facilities of the University, both educational and social, 

were available to the participants during their stay. 

The chiefs lived at a motel near the campus during the course. 

D. Course Evaluation. An evaluation of an activity must of necessity be 

directly related to the stated objectives of that activity. This training 

program was to aid the participants in the development of their executive 

skills, and secondly to devise materials and methods of instruction useful 

in this type of endeavor. Classically, any test of success would involve 

pre and post evaluations of the participants to determine the degree of 

improvement. The staff supports such a procedure, but not when such judgments 

are predicated simply on a \n~itten examination. Improvement in performance 

is the key, not the ability to merely master and reproduce a specified 

quantity of related information. ,Unfortunately, two major roadblocks rest 

squarely in the path of such a meaningful evaluation. 

j-
,'I' 
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First, there is the question of appropriate succ'ess standards. As 'w-i th 

a,ny artistic endeavor, and administratior.l is an al~t as well as a science, it 

is extremely difficult to develop concrete measures of performance. While 

there are available notions as to "good" and "poor" administration, they are 

fa.r from absolute. Gross tests ca,n be applied, but any' student of adminis

tration feels ill at ease when asked to state categorict9.JJ.y what is "good!!. 

Under such circumstances, pre and post analysis, if prOl?er1y executed., will 

a,llow the evaluator to detect change and direction, but it will not permit 

him to unequivocally indicate improvement. The cautiou~s and, indeed, proper 

position is. 'Ghat improvement or retrogression has occurred when judged in 

light of the presently accepted standards. 

A second set of problems also plagues the evaluator in circums'tances of 

this type. Neither sufficient resources nor time are usually available. 

This was, unfortunately, the case here. '\-1hi1e a great deal of data was 

collected on each ~articipant prior to and during his attendance, there was 

no opportunity for a pre and post revie~ uf his administrative performance 

on his own home ground. Without suctl a review, a meaningful evaluation is 

seriously hampered. There were many sound. reasons as to Yl'hy such a c1assica~ 

design Yl'as not adopted. Little purpose would be served in reiterating them 

here, howeve~. Suffice it to say that the staff is aware that the present 

eva.luation is far froIn adequate because of these shortcGmings. Neverthe1ess;~ 

evaluation is P?ssible. 

The following is far from completely objecti vV,' and is in many cases 

impressionistic, but the staff feels that these comments may serve to assist 
,I", 

oth;~s in the development and presentation of meaningful police executive 

development training programs. 
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P~ticipant Evaluation 

Participants c)ffered evaluations under two sets of circumstances, informal 

and formal. 
, 

They were first continuously encouraged to express 'their opinions con-

cerning the course whenever they thought the situation merited such action. 

Also, staff members were specifically instructed to avoid any show of defens-

iveness on their part in an effort to establish a setting amenable to open 

and constructive criticism. As a result, a rather free flow of discussion 
) 

in this vein occurred throughout the three week period. 

Second, two formal mechanisms were employed to secure comments on the 

value of the program from the participating chiefs. As indicated previollsly, 

an individual interview was held toward the end of the course. At this session 

each participant was asked to present his C01llments. Further, every partici-

pant was required to provide the staff with a narrative evaluation report 

on the events of each day. The chief's were directed to be critical when they 

. 12 believed criticism was approprl.s,te. 

In general, ~he participant'S seemed favorably disposed tOvTard the course . 

With few exceptions, they indicated that the training experienced was well 

designed and presented. They sta.ted that it was pertinent to their needs 

and that the in£ormation ruld skills garnered would serve them well upon their 

return to their departments. One chief, however; found nothing of value in 

the program and another expressed strong reservations. 

The chiefs had h~:gh praise for. the instructional staff and their formal 

presentations. They found the "In Basket ll exercise stimulating and useful. 

There seemed to be mixed emotions about the case study approach, but with 

more favorable th6n negative comments. Probably the least successful 

----------------~,-----

l2A copy vf Dai1~!' Ev,al.uati·on Sheet can be found in Appendix I. D. 
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activity from the chiefs' point of view seemed to be the work projects. 

While there was some support, more uncertainty was expressed concerning the 

value of these sessions than. of any other. 

The ambivalence of the class toward the work project sessions was also 

characteristic of the chiefs' early comments dealing y1ith the program's non-

directive approach. Their first few daily evaluations indicated a restless

ness. While the vast majority assumed a "wait and see!! posture, a number of 

participants urged greater structure and some inquired IIv/hat do you want us 

to do?" As time passed, however, most of the participants accepted the fact 

that they were responsible for their development. Their final evaluation 

generally supported the staff's philosophy although some bemoaned the "loss" 

of time involved in adapting to such an educational environment. Not all 

of the participants could be c'lassified as converts, of course. Fully Qne-

th .. th t could have been' l'1accomT\lished" third of them expressed e opl.nl.on a more ~ 

by relying to a greater extent on the lect~re ~thod. 

In conclusion then, the participants accepted the program as a rewarding 

experience. While i!here were a few' detractors, they were, fortunately, a 

very small minority. The chiefs' attitudes can best by summarized by the 

fact that well over half requested that a:n attempt be made to schedule 

another program for them in the near future. 

Staff Evaluation 

There was not a great deal of difference betiveen the evaluation of the 

chiefs and that of the staff. 

COURSE CONTENT: The formal presentation offered data which helped to fi~~ 

a number of informational voids. However, any attempt to rate the value of 

the subjects selected against other possible topics would be pure speculation. 

The subject matter was important and useful·in the judgment of both the 
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practitioners and the staff~ and little more can be said. 
, 

In those areas where an effo~t was made to impart skills directly~ i.e. 

decision making, conference leadership, etc., only time will indicate the 

degree of success. However; because the level of expectation was kept to a 

minimum due, among other things to the amount of time available, the staff 

adjudged some of these endeavors successful. For example, each participant 

was briefiy exposed to the !lIn Basket" technique in an effort to stimulate 

interest in the decision making process. All 8~reed that this procedure was 

an unequivocable success when viewed in this light. 

The class handout materials and the other readings seemd quite useful as 

inpu~ ducuments. There was, nevertheless, some difficulty in those cases 

where the l'eadings were not seen as directly related to "police" interests. 

While interpretation was difficult for some, the vast majority were capable 

of making and did make the necessary transfer. F\rrther~ the police adminis-

tration .literature is far from satisfactory, and rather than lose important 

ideas, the staff decided to utilize the selected articles. 

. METHODS OF INSTRUCTION: The lecture methods, the ca,se study approach, and 

the "In Basket" technique were without doubt the most successful of the 

instructional methods employed during the course. Each fulfilled its desig-

nated purpose. If they are utilized in the manner previously described, the 

staff recommends them to anyone responsible for the development and presenta-

tion of an executive training program for police. 

The panel is also recommended as a means of information input, but it 

is urged that spec5.fic guidelines be established for both speakers and 

participants prior to t~e opening of the session. In panel situations there 

was a pronounced ten.dency to stray from the intended subject matter. The 

basic reaSon for ~.his seemed to be ·a leadership failure. The panel chairmen 

'., 
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refused to assert themselves either in deference to the stature of other 

panel members or from fear of being accused of autocratic behavior. The 

staff is certainthut with strong leadership and clear guidelines governing 

discussion the panel can serve as a useful instructional technique in this 

setting. 

The staff found the work project sessions to be the least useful of the 

instructional techniques. They failed due to the inability of the partici

pants to Ilrun their own show. II When they were asked to decide on an appropri

ate topic and to organize themselves to analyze the selected subject they 

were in most cases completely lost. The staff was constantly confronted by 

the refrain llWhat do you want us to do?" No matter how many times the assigned 

staff member or program director suggested that the project time vTaS theirs, 

they found it extremely difficult to move off dead center. Finally, in 

frustration, the staff'members took over the leadership of most of the 

sessions and some progress occurred. This experience may well have been. 

unique, but the staff feels that such work projects should only be included 

.. if the work grou,~s receive strong direction from specially, selected and 

knOidedg(:lable group leaders. 

The staff viewed the reading program as a conditional success. A greater 

amount of required reading would have'been useful. Though there seemed to be 

considerable voluntary reading, the deGired level was never secured. The 

library facility established at the participants' living quarters was not as 

successful as the staff had hoped. It did, however, prove to be a useful· 

meeting place for the chiefs during their non-class hours. 

FACULTY: With one exception,13 the visit~ng faculty performed excellently. 

Their presentations were meaningful and accepted as such. The most noteworthy 

l3The problem here was instructional style, not content. 
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conclusion to be drawn, however, is that non-policemem can teach policemen, 

not only in non-police areas but in police areas. vfuile one or two of the 

chiefs railed about "theorists" and "ivory tower" college professors, the 

great majority of the participants found such presentation to be among the 

most useful. Further~ not only did the chiefs state this position, but the 

staff observed their favorable reactions and the continued discussion of 

these presentations. 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS: On the whole, the staff considered the HOhiei' Police 

Executives' Training Programll a success. It is certain that the participants 

gained knowledge, understanding and skills from their attendance. Unfortun-' 

ately, although this demonstration provided an opportunity to test both 

materials and methods of instruction, it is not possible to state that 

these materials and methods are the best way to train police chiefs. The 

philosophy that executive development is self-development was applied in the 

real world, and to a degree, pr6ved its efficacy. A great deal more time and 

effort must be expended, however, before it can be offended as "the" approach 

to executive development. The: ste.ff, therefore, recommends this program as 

Ita" method and urges further field tests. Some progress has been made. Much 

more needs to be donel 

III. WOl'kshop on the Police Chief' s Executive and LeBisl!.~ti ve Relationships 

The ilWorkshop on the Police Chief'S Executive and Legislative Relationsl:ips" 

was not offered as part of the original proposal. It was, instead, an outgrowth 

of the police chiefs' training program. Since so many (::hiefs requested another 

program, and since sufficient funds remained to support the preparation and pre-

sentation of such a session, the staff sought an extension of the grant and was 

given same. 

While only a few of the chiefs expr\essed their requests ccncrete:ly insofar 

as content was concerned, a definite pattern was clear. They desire,!. an opportuni t;-; 

,.\. 
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to meet and explore police problems with representatives of their city governments 

on neutral ground and under sympathetic leadership. The staff agreed that such 

a meeting would be productive and began the neceSSal1f preparations. 

Three factors guided the staff' in the structuring of this program. First, 

there was a desire to extend and test further the hJ~othesis that executive 

development :'l.s self-development, The conference was, therefore, to have a non

directive orientation. Second, the staff wished to focus the participants' 

attention upon the external relationships necessary to the successful performance 

of the executiv'e task. Third, the staff believed that this program was an obvious 

continuaticm of the chiefs' course, and that there was a great deal tc be gaine(lc 

by building upon the rapport already existing between the chiefs involved in t1\"';e 

previous offering and themselves. 

As a r€16ult, a three day meeting entitled "Workshop on the Police Chiefs' 

Executive and, Legislative Relationships" was scheduled in LanSing, Michigan. It 

was to be held on February 26, 27, and 28, 1968. Each chief who participated in 

the HChief Police Bxecuti ve 's Training Program" was invited to a'btend and provided 

with the opport.unit,y to invite two appropriate representatives of his dty govern

ment, one each fronl the executive and legislative branches. He was urged to 

select his superior, either the mayor or <:i ty manager, and one councUr;1~1n or 

commissioner, but 1:~he choice was left to him with 'the staff reserving the right 

or final review. 

One of the more taxing problems associated with the project '..ras the Q,uestion 

of attendance. Individuals at this level of the governmental h:lerarchy often 

find it difficult to clear tim~ :l.n their busy schedul,es. Nevertheless, forty

four accepted and attended the workshop. They represented nineteen cities in 
14 eight states. 

14A complete roster of participants can be found in Appendix II. 
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The program consisted of three elements. X'*yYlote and concluding speakers 

attempted to characterize the appropriate relationships. Professor Herman Gold-

stein of the University of Wisconsin discussed the subject from the police view-

point in the opening address and Mr. Graham Watt, the City Manager of Dayton, 

Ohio, offered his impressions in a closing statement .15 

The second phase of the program was a series of small group discussion 

sessions. On the first afternoon, three workshop groups met. All police officials 

were placed in one, the city executives in another, and the final group consisted 

of legislative representati'tes. Each of these groups was asked to suggest specific 

items for the conference agenda with particular reference to the problems of their 

particular group. 

,On the second day, the participants were once again formed into three dis-

c\'l.ssion groups. This time, however, the groups were integrated with representa-

tives from ELny jurisdiction was found in a group. The agenda develop~d during the 

previous af1;ernoon sessions, served as the focal point of discussion in this day's 

morning and afternoon meetings. 

Some items of jnterest which were placed on the agenda were: 

1. The Role of the Police in a City of this Population Range 
2. Problems of Recruiting Police Officers 
3. Police-Fire Pay Parity Issues 
4. Police Involvement in Budget Preparation 
5. Police and Community Relations 
6. Police Unions 
7. Manpower Requirements 

On the morning of the third day, the participants "Tere reintroduced into 

their specialized groups for s1.llllIllary discussions and evaluation of the program. 

The third and final element of the program 'Wae; a series of clinics which were 

conducted the second ~vening of the conference. "Current Developments in Police 

Administration" and '!Police and Community Relations" were discussed. 16 

15Mr • Watt I s remarks are included in Appendi,c II. 

16 A copy of the schedule for the workshop can be found ill Appendix II. 
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The faculty for the conference waS kept to a minimum, It consisted of the 

two main speakers and three group l~aders. 

Evalua,tiol1 

Once again, evaluation is exceedlingly difficult. The participants vTere 

generally kind in their appraisal of the conference. A number of police chiefs 

indicated that the meeting served as I'Itheir first opportunity to sit down and 

talk man to man with their city manager." The legielative group urged further 

meetings. They openly stated a need for assistance in dealing v1i th the complicated 

~ . th n~e Cl.'ty managers and mayors generally found the police problems IaCl.ng em. ~11 

program "useful" and ltinformative. 1I 

a la~ge number of reservations about the program. Nevertheless, there were ~ 

Probably the most significant of these was over a misund.erstanding of the course's 

purpose. The staff admits to adding to this confusion by being tar~ with proper 

announcements, but the real problem resulted from the program director's inability 

to get ithe chiefs to understand the non-directive approach. Further, many of the 

It f th Th. ey "Ivanted not only sympathetiC chiefs wanted the staff lito make a case or em. 

leadership, but outright allies. The staff did not view this as its role, and 

thus, confusion and conflict. 

expressed a desire for greater structuring, but Some non-police conferees 

on the whole they seemed to view the proceedings in a better light. 

V1hile the staff was dismayed over the approximately one-third of the chiefs' 

and a lesser number of other participants' dissatisfaction 'ivith at least part 

of the program~ it was a success in the staff's opinion. 
The many favorable com-

conference, and the continued support for further 1'1'0-
ments during and after the 

Finally, the s'taff is certain that in a significant 
grams, indicated as much. 

t f ' t t1 the need for constant 
number of cases, the participants realized for he l.rs me 

and open communication between the police chief and the city's administration. 
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IV. Summary 

This grant resulted in the development and presentation of two training 

programs to a total of seventy-five participants from thirty-two cities in ten 

states. 

As educational experiences, these programs provided :police chiefs and other 

governmental officinls with a. considerable amount of information and a number of 

usei~ insights which will assist them in the successful accomplishment of their 

respective roles. 

From an experimental point of view, they offered the opportunity for a pre

liminary evaluation of certain methods and materials in the traihing of chief 

police executives. 

As for the prime question, whether or not they will help to significantly 

improve the level of police leadership only time can provide that answer. 

ng 

--------'------...:.;..._ ...... ___________ ...;.. __ .... ' 'c_" _m_' ' 
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NATIONAL CENTER ON POLICE AHD CO~Jl-4UNITY RELATIONS 
School of Police Administration and Public Safety 

!olichigan State Univsersity 
:bast Lansin;h :1ichigan 

CHIEF POLICE EXECUTIVES' TRAINING PROGRAM 

April 3-21, 1967 

. ,. 

Course Director - Raymond T. Galvin 
Assistant Course Director - Vincent S~~inl1ey 
Course Staff: 

Consultants: 

Paul Falzone 
Wayne Hanew:!.cz 
Thomas Johnson 
John Kelly 
John Lonnstreth 
Martin Miller 
Richard Post 

John Angell, Instructor 
Department of Political Science 
Kent State University 

A. F. Brandstatter, Directo~ 
School of Police Administration and Public Safety 
Michigan State University 

James Fisk, Coordinator of Community Relations 
Los Anneles Police D(~partment 

Herma'c .. Goldstein, Assistant Professor 
La~'l School 
University o:c ~Usconsin 

Daniel Kruger, frofessor 
School of Labor~In~ustrial Relations 
Michigan State University 

James LeGrande, Assistant Professor 
School of Police Administration and Public Safety 
Michigan State University 

Gordon 1-1isner, Visiting Associate Professor 
School of Criminology 
University of California 

Louis Radelet, Professor 
School of Police Administration and Public Safety 
Michigan State ~niversity 



Donald Riddle, Dean 
John Jay College of Criminal Justice 
City University of New York 

R. Dean Smith, Director 
Research and Development Division 
International Association of Chie~s of Police 

John Sweeney, Assistant Professor 
School of Police Administration and Public Safety 
Michigan State University 
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Department of Police Administration 
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9:00 ... 
10:30 

10:30 ... 
11:00 

11:00 -
12:00 

12:00 .. 
1:30 

1:30 .. 
3:30 

April 3 
Monday 

Apr;i.14 
Tuesday 

Registration Roles of the 
Administrator 

Welcome R. Galvin 
Director 

A. F .. Brandstatter 

Administration 
R.. Galvin 

Coffee 
Hour 

Administral;:ion 
(continued) 

Lunch 

Te,stin::; and 
Intervie't'1ing 

Coffee 
Hour 

Roles 
(continued) 

Lunch 

Testing and 
lntervie~ling 

April 5 
Wednesday 

Social and 
Organizational 
Change 

H. Tach 

Coffee 
Hour 

ChanGe 
(continued) 

Lunch 

Readine 
Period 

April 6 
Thursday 

AdurLnis tr at i ve' 
Decision'" 
Maldng 
R. Galvin 

Coffee 
Hour 

Decision
Malcin8 
(continued) 

Lunch 

Work 
Projects 

.' 

April 7 
Friday 

Inspections and 
Control 
R. D. Smith 

Coffee 
Hour 

Inspections and 
Control 
(continued) 

Lunch 

Case 
Studies 



April 10 April 11 April 12 April 13 April 14 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

9:00 .. Pol icy-Malting Personnel Policy-l1akh1g II Data .. Processing PolicY"Making III 10:30 D. Riddle Management H. Goldstein for Police J.. LeGrande Panel G.. Misner 

10:30 os Coffee Coffee Coffee Coffee Coffee 11:00 Hour Hour Hour Hour Hour 

11:00 .. Policy-Haldng Personnel Po1icy-Makir.g II Data-Processing Pol ic y-l1a1cing III 12:00 (continued) Management (continued) for Police (cqntinued) Panel (continued) 
(continued) 

12:00 - Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch 1:30 

1:30 ... Case {york Reading Case Work 3:30 Studies Projects Period Studies Projects 

-----------------_.----------------
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9:00 .. 
10:30 

10:30 -
11:00 

11:00 ... 
12.:00 

12:00 .. 
1::30 

1:30 .. 
3:30 

April 17 
110nday 

Use of Staff 
..1. Wood 

Coffli!e 
Hour 

Use of Staff 
(continued) 

t"unch 

Work 
Projects 

April In 
Tuesday 

Community 
Relations 
Panel 

Coffee 
Hour 

Community 
Relations 
Panel 
(continued) 

Lunch 

Case 
Studies 

&pril 19 
Wednesday 

B.udgeting 
R. Galvin 

Coffee 
Hour 

Budgeting 
(continued) 

Lunch 

Reading 
Period 

April 20 
Thursday 

Training 
V. Swinney 

Coffee 
Hour 

Training 
(continued) 

Lunch 

vlork 
Projects 

April 21 
}i'ri,day 

President's 
Commission 
Report 

Coffee 
Hour 

President's 
Comm:i.ssion 
Report 
(continued) 

Lunch 

Graduation 

, '. 
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April 3-21, 1967 
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Independence 
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North Dakota: 

Ohio: 

Fargo 
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Springfield 

South Dakota: 

Sioux Falls 

Wisconsin: 
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Beloit 
Madison 
Racine 
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I. W. Hollowell 

H. S. Hawkey 
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H9'(01ard Bjorklund 
Hilbur Emery 
Leroy Jenkins 
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._-----------r' , Personal Development Inventory 
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Police Executives 

STRICTLY COf\IFIDENTIAL 

Questionnaire 1F_, __ 
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SECTION I 

OCCUPATIOli[.(U. DATA 

1 

I 
STRiCTLY CONFtDENTI~~ --- . .-. 

ia:. 'I .... 

1, ___ , ... '-'"' _____ .. _ ...... 

OCCUPATIONAL DATA 

1. Present Occupational Title:~ ________________________ ~ ________ ~ 

_______________ .l( __________________________________________ ~ ____ 

20 How long have you held this 2,res§.!$ .. position'l...,_~-A---~-~--
(total number of years) 

3. How long have you been employed in this particular police 
department? 

""!·(~t-ot-a-:l,.-n-u-m .... b-e-r·-o-f-y ... e-a-r-s )-

4. Please fill in the following section, listing all ranks held, 
beginning with patrolman, indicating the total-;Umber of years 
spent at each. level !E! !P~ department £.resent~ emploxe,!! i!! 
only. . . 

RANK YEARS 

--

L . 

5. A) Have you ever held any positions within your present police 
department as a civilian (as opposed to a sworn position)? 

__ YES NO .....---.. 

(We would find any comments you might have on the above questions 
very helpfu.l. If you have any enter them em. the bacl~ of this page 
and check (x) the following space~ • ____ 0) 

2 

,'I 
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STRICTI. Y CONFIDENTIAL 
-

IF, 

B) If "yes" above, please describe that job or position: 

If you have been employed within your present department for 
sometime you undoubtedly have enjoyed a variety of assignments 
to the major specialty areas found in municiple police serV'ice. 
Would you summarize this information by filling in the box on 
the next page, using the example below as your guide. Please 
list all operational and staff assignments. If all or part of 
previous police service was outside of presen.t department, see 
section 7 also. (Using reverse chronology will probably help 
your recall on this). 

EXAMPLE 

Specialty Area Rank Held Briefly Describe Duties Number 
Years 

Patrol Div. Patrolman Routine Patrol 3 

Juvenile Div. Patrolman Juvenile Officer 1 
Investigated 

Detective Div. Detective Property Crimes 2 

Patrol Div. Sergeant Watch Su~ervisor 3 

Traffic Divo , Sergeant ivatch Supervisor 2 

Patrol Div. Lieutenant tvatch Supervisor 3 

Communications/Records Lieutenant Officer in Charge 3 

Patrol Div .. Captain Division Commander 3 

,- Chief of Po~ . 4 

, 

'. 

(We would find any con~ents you might have on the above questions 
'/ery helpful. If you have any enter thera on the back of this page 
and check (x) the following space .) 

3 

-

.. 

of 

-

! lr\' 
\ . 
\ t. 

11 
,j 

1 , 
I 
J 

!1 
f ,~ 
11 
t i rr 

IJ 
1·1 

H 
11 
\ 1 , f 
If 
11 
lj 
J 

II 
\1 

I 
, I 

. , 

Specialty Area Rank Held 

. ' 
:::STR:=I::CT:::f...:Y CONFIDENTIMJ, 

1" _______ _ 

Briefly Describe Duties Number of 
Year.s 

---------------------~--------------~---------------------------~--------~ 

~---------.----------4---------------4--------------------------4_--------~ 

II 

I ~ ~--------------.,------~------------~-----------------------------+-----------~ j" 
if 

I 
II 
II 

J 
1 

• _____ 1/, 

1 
~-. -......o---f----

(If you need more space, use the reverse side of this sheet) 

(We t'lou1d find any comments you might have on the above questions 
very helpful" If you have any enter them 011 the bacl< of this page 
and check (x) the follOWing space ____ .) 

4 



STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL 
; 

*-.--------------------
9. PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENT 

A) List belo~" in the spaces provided ill. ~-~ jobs which 
you held previous to employment in your present department? 
Include military service where applicable. Begin with the 
last full time job held which immediately preceded your 
present occupation and work baclruards, chronologically, 
from there; approximate where necessar.x. 

Length of Time . Brief Description of Job C,ity and State 

-

(We would find any comments you misLt li8ve on the above questions 
very helpful. If you have any enter them on tl:e back of this page 
and check (x) the following space .) 

5 

iF ,. 
~; 
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STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL ............ -_........-.::. ... 
.. pm ... 

#_---------~--------
7. PREVIOUS EIYIPLOYMENT, continued. 

Length of Time 
f 

BrW pescription B..f.. Job. City and State 

. • • J • • ... I 

I I I r I 
I 

I .J .. .. , 

I 
, 

~~ ';(. .. '", 

I ] 
I .. 

i 

J-. 

-t 
I 

" " 

....... --r I 
I 

I 
I I - .. 
I - T I ; -~ .. , 

B) Have you held additional part of full .. time jobs while 
employed as a police officer? 

1. YES NO 
.~ J. ~ 

(tole would find any comments you mir:;ht have on the above questions 
very helpful. If you have any enter them on the back of tids page 
and checl~ (x) tLe followillg spa.ce .) 

~ . ...-

6 
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iff: _._------------------
2. If yes, please describe belo't'1: 

Brief Description f b o' Jo F H L or ow on~ 0 f P • d a erl.O 

,,..," 

. .. . 

. ,-

.-
--

, 

(tve would find any comments you migL.t 1.ave on the above questions 
very. helpful. If you haye any enter them on the back of this page 
and check (~c) the following space .) 
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SECTION II 

EDUCATION AlID 

TRAINING DATA 



II. 

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL ==:::- -._--
11: ______ _ 

EDUCATION AND TRAUlI1'1G DATA: Please check boxes where appropriate. 

1. Grade School ft check highest grade completed: -- -

1 2 3"" 4 5 6 7'" G (grades) 
I 

2. High School - check highest grade completed: 

9 TO II 12 (grades) 

3. Trade School - check highest grade completed: 
.. • c-

~ ----- ----- .. - .......... 
1 2 3 What skill was taught? 

4. p:;.llege and/o! Universitx .. checlc highest full year complet~d: 

123456 

Did you receive a degree? 

--yes no 

Check degrees received: 

(Specify ____ ) 
AS BA BS MA MS OTHER 

What ~vas your major area of study? ____________ - ....... ..,...----
(l-'laj"'or Area of Study) 

5. Law Sch~ - check highest full year completed. 

1234 

Did you receive a degree? 

--yes no 

(We would find any CO!AmentS'. you might hAve on the above questions 
very helpful. If you! have '?ony enter them on t:.P- bac1~ of this page 
and check (x) the fol/flowing' space .) 

9 

. , 

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL __ .......- .. " ...... 

11:. 

Are you a member of any state bar association? 

yes no "(states/s) 

6. List below all recruit and in-service traininr; '{'1hich you have 
received from your present department or ,arevio;:g ones e~cc1,;di1i.il 
role-call traininr; or other iifi£orunl', traininB session!. (see
next section for FBI, SPI, Northwestern, and Michigan State Univer
sity courses). 

Title of Traini~g Session Lenoth of Training Period 

.. 

(t>1e would find any comments you might have on the above questions 
very he1pft.l. If you have any enter them on the baclc. of t~'lis paae 
and check (x) the follot-7ing ::pace .) 

10 
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Tit.le of 

'. 

-----------~-----------------------------------------------~ 

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL .-. - .... ..... 
IF _______ __ 

7. List below all special training received outside of your depart
ment, i.e., FBI National Academy, FBI Regional School~ and 
Seminars, SPI, Northwestern Traffic Institute, Police-Community 
Relations Institute MSU, etc. 

Course Sponsoring Agencv Length of Course 

-

-

.-.- ~,-

. ,. . (If you need more space, use the reverse sl.de 0:': thl.s sheet) 

(We would find any comments you might have on the above questions 
very helpful. If you have any enter them on the baclt of this patte 
and checl~ (x) the fol1o~'1ing space .) I;> 

11 

. , 

8. 

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL 
~~--- - ---

iF --------------------
List belm'1 all police or similar professional journalsl maeazines/ 
newsletters to ~'lhich you subscribe to or read regularly. 

A. 
(Title} 

B 
(Titie) 

c 
(Title) 

D. 
(Title) 

E -(Title) 

F 
(Title) 

G 
(Title) 

H 
(Title) 

(We would find any comments you might ~1ave on the above que~tions 
very helpful. If you have any enter them on the bacl~ of thl.s page 
and checl, (x) the following space .) 

12 
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SECTION III 

PERSONAL AND FAHILY DATA 

I-----------,--------------~ 

1.2 

z If -~ 

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL - . - .... -
fF_. ______ :,,_ 

Ii 
ii 
Ii 
'\ 
'~ -

pTRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL 
___ 0 -

~,----------------
I. PERSONAL AND FAMILY DATA: 

A. DATE OF BIRTH: _____________________ _ 

B. PLACE OF BIRTH: 

1) Country (if other than U.S. ) .. _ . ..-____________ -

2) STATE: ________ ~------------------__________ ~ 

3) COmITY:~----------------------__ ---------------
4) CITY: ______ .,~':_r. __________________ .. 

5) RURAL/URBAN ORmGIN: (check one 'Vlhich most nearly describes 
ccmmunity raised in) 

_"",, __ SMALL COMMUNITY 
(0'·25, 000 popo) 

""!,""",--:MEDIUM COMMUNITY 
(25,000 to 100,000 pop·«.) 

LARGE COMMUNITY 
~(1~0~0-,000 + poPo) 

_ ... _.-.:NOT APPLICABLE, MOVED RESIDENCE 
FREQUENTLY 

C~ RACE: 

CAUCASIAN OTHER --' ___ , ___ NEGROID -._--
D$ ETHNIC EXTRACTION: (what ethnic stock or group have you derived 

from, eog., Irish/American, Police/American, 
German/American) 

E. RELIGIOUS PR}~FERENCE: (check 1 & 2 as is applicable) 

1) PROTESTAl'1T 
-- (DENOMINATION:_ .. , ___________ ) 

__ CATHOLIC (ROMAN AND EASTERN RITE) 

JEWISH --
,. _OTHER, Specify: .... , __ ....... ____ D ______ _ 

13 
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..... 

2) 

~TRICTLY =PP:N:F=ID:E:NT:IAL=== 

*---------------
__ .-ACTIVE CHURCH MEMBER (Attends ChU17Ch services weeldy, 

lay member of church hierarchy,usher, choir, etc.) 

_--.:REGULAR CHURCH MEMBER (Attends church services ~veekly 
or at least onGe a month) 

INACTIVE CHURCH MEMBER (Attends church less than once _. 
a month or never attends) 

F. SOCIAL, RELIGIOUS, AND FROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS: (please li~t 
below any and all social, religious, or professional organiza
tions and clubs in which you are a member. Please indicate 
any and all offices you have held (rr do hold. Please check the 
appropriate bmc indicating the decree of participation and 
activity you actually e:cperience in each "group.) 

NAME OF ORGANIZATION: OFFICES HELD: DEGREE OF ACTIVITY: ... I __ 

.... • ,-- D D Cf 
Very Active Not 
Active Active 

.. I::J D 0 
Very Active Not 
Active Act5.\'e 

. , .. D CI CI 
Very Active Not 
Active Active 

i:J 0 CI 
Very Active Not 
Active Active 

1:=1 CJ CI 
Very Active Not 
Activ'e Active 

14 
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I NAME OF ORGANIZAXION: 

-------------------------

OFFICES HELD: - -

. :;.:. 

,.. 
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STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL __ 6 I 

*-,--------------
DEGREE ~F ACTIVITY: 
• t 

0 D CI 
Very Active Not 
Active Active 

Cl tJ Cl 
Very Active Not 
Active Active 

a t:.i t::i 
Very Active Not 
Active Active 

"u 0 0 
Very Active Not 
Active Active 

0 C1 t::1 
Very Active Not 
Active Active 

0 tJ D 
Very Active Not 
Active Active 

t:t 'Cl 'C1 
Very Active Not 
Active Activ'e 

t:! [j t:1 
Very Active Not 
Active Active 



STRICTLY ::f.0::N=F:::ID::E:::N::TI:AL= 

if: 
--.----------~------

G,. MARITAL AND FAMILY DATA: (Please a1.1S~·ler 1, 2, & 3) 

1) MARITAL STATUS: (check appropriate1:esponse) 

A. MARRIED 

B. SINGLE (never married} 

C. DIVORCED 

D. DIVORCED AND REMARRIED 

Ee WIDOVffiR 

F. WIDOVJER AND REMARRIED 

2) CHILDREN: 

A. NUMBER: 
(how many) 

B. AGES: -'-
C. NUMBER PP~SENTLY DEPENDING ON YOU FOR, SOLE SUPPORT: 

3) WIFE: (please check and/or fill in vlhere applicable) 

A. HER CITIZENSHIP 

foreign born --
naturalized citizen ---
born in U.S. --

B. HER FO~~ EDUCATION: (check & fi1l~in where applicable) 

1. grade school 
(total years) 

2. high school 
(total years) 

Diploma , --
3. college Yes No 

(total years) Degree __ , -_. 
Ye!3 No 

16 
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STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL 

WIFE, continued. 

4. ..,... ..... ......:-__ ~special skills training 
'(total years) 

(e3 g. beautician, secretary, practical or 
registered nurse, etc.) list skill here: 

C. HER MAJOR OCCUPATION: (check those vlhich apply) 

house~'1ife only ---
house,\'1ife and fu1l time employment ---' -- , 

3., __ . __ ..;housewife and parE ~ tilp10yment 

4. If you've answered 2) or 3) above, describe very 
briefly your wife's job: 

D. HER SOCIAL aT:).d/or PROFESSIONAL MEl1BERSHIPS: (please list 
below any and all social; auxiliary, professional, or church 
orGanizations which your '\'1i£e belongs to, includine all . 
ofiices or positions she may have held in these organiza
tions) 

prganization: Offices Held: - . 
/ 

Ye~ No 

/ -2. _, ____________ _ 

Yes No 

/ 
Yes No 

4. / 
Yes No 

/ 
Yes No 

5. 

17 
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4) 

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL . -. 
1"_. ____ . __ _ 

YOUR PARENTS: (please check and/or fill in \'lhere applicable) 

A. THEIR CITIZENSHIP 

1. Mother: 

foreign born ---
naturalized citizen ---
born in UoS, ---

2. Father: 

--foreign born 

naturalized citizen ---
born in U,S. --

B. THEIR FORl'IAL EDUC.AT!ON 

1 •. Hother: 

_____ total years 

2. Father: 

total years ---
C. THEIR lYIAJ'OR OCCUPATIONS (check and/or fill in where 

applicable) 

1. 110ther: 

a. housewife only .. 
housewife and full time employment ---- --

Co ___ housewife and .I1?art ~ employment 

if you've answered b) or c) above, describe 
very briefly your mothers occupation outside 
the home. 

-
~'-------------------------------------

5) 

.. ---...... ~-..... 

.STRICtLY CONFIDENTIAL 
•. Fa 

1' _______ _ 

23 Father: (describe very briefly your father's !!i2£ 
occupation) 

BROTHERS AND SISTERS: 

A. Brothers (enter data as applicable) 

total number 
-=(!""'num--=-b-e-r) 

B. Brother1s ages, education and o(~~pation (use a separate 
box for each brother) 

•• I ...... -
his present age his present age 

-
- . 

, 

(major occupation) (major occupation) (inajor occupation) (i;ajor occupa tlf.'on) 

(number of 
years of 
formal 
education 

• 

(number of 
years of 
formal 
education 

. 

. 
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(number of 
years of 
formal 
education 

. 

- -
"(number 

•• s-

of 
years of 
formal 
education 



, .. 

C. 

D. 

-her present age 

(major occupation) 

'(number of 
years of 
formal 
education 

.8.TRICT1! ::C::ONF=ID::E:NT:::I::AL:::; 

11 ______ _ 

Sisters (enter data as applicable) 

total number 
t • 

(number) 

Sister's ages, education and occupation (use a separate 
box for each sister) 

h'er present age her present age 
.. 

her present 

, 

-- --

age 

(~ajor occupation: (major occupation) (major occupation) 

'(number of 
years of 
formal 
education 

'{number of 
years of 
formal 
education 

" -
- .. 

"<"number of 
years of 
formal 
education 

6) Do you have additional dependents? 

___ a_YES ___ NO SPECIFY ... , ___________ _ 

20 
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WHAT' SYOUR MANAGEMENT I.Q.? -
Compiled by Ellis H. Woolley 

Number ____________ __ 



1. 

Use of "lords in reading questions: 

Complete the follol'1ing alliteration: 
An efficient and capable o.dministro.tor, mona.ger, or supervisor 
Iteeps clearly in mind that the parts of management are materials, 
machines, methods, money, and • 

Supply the missing uord: 
Some mnno.zers, administrators, and supervisors interpret 
o:-_~_~~_us meaning "doinB !]!.!I Tins interpretat""j,-on-
is entirely inadequate, as it involves action on the part of but 
one person, uhile o.ctuo.Uy the \'lord involves thecoordinnted 
nction of t\10 or luore 'persons: -rt""means 't'lorking ,d.th others." 

Match the follmling ,",orda by selecting those most aRProEriatel,v 
reflecting the PI'im,anr fnctors· of each: 

3. Organization ( 
( 
( 

) Policies 
) Cha.rts 4. Management 

5. Supervisor ) Interpretation 

6. 

8 .. 

Multiple-choice questions ..... sclect one by letter; 

The principles of' scientific tuunagement as recognized in American 
industry ~'lere developed ____________________ • 
(0.) In ancient times 
(b) During the recent war 
(c) Early in this century 

The scientific method of modern management is identical to the 
method of • 
(0.) The ~se ... v;"':"e .... n~l~ib=-'e-r-al.~-a-rt:-s---------------' 
(b) Physics 
(0)' Religion 

Certain management "methods" in particular enterprises dra't'1 much 
criticism, ,.;rhen criticism should rather be leveled at • 
(n) Stubborn stoclmolders :----
(b) Over-capitalization 
(c) FaUlty org;anization pattern 

The purpose of organization is to determine relationships and 
contacts together l'lith • 
(a) \'Jorking hours and"-p-a-y-s-c-a'="le-s------------
(b) Limi ts and scope of responsi.;9ili ties 
(c) Profits and losses 

10. Records and system are both essential to organization. Records 
nre usually considered more so because they " 
(a) Require less "professional" deve1opmen':'t--------
(b)'l'ake up file space ' .. 
(c) Are more tangible 

11. 

12. 

13. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

Concise l.·epoJ,'ts that se.l."Ve same reall¥, l.,orth~.,hile p. urpose partially 
discharge responsibilities of 
(a) Subordinates .---------. 
(b) Customers 
(c) Stocltholders 

The line-and-staff type of organization is an outgrowth of 

~~~~~----~~-----. ----u The la\'7S of Moses and Aaron 
b) Modern industrial development 
c) A short. cut to efficien~~ 

Organization charts 
chaJ,'ucter of 

cannot achieve the best results u:l.thout the 

(a) Duu1ism·---.... · -.---------" 
(b) Specialization 
(c) Functionali&u 

t~~thin the limits set up in the position description chart super-
Vl.sors are part of . , 
(a) t-lorker groups • 
(b) Manl;lgcment 
(c) Plant equipment 

When instructions 
proper : , 
(0.) Staff advice 
(b) Principle 
(c) Channeling 

and orders follot'l the lines of authority, it is 
• 

instead of his supE~rvisor about another" Hhen you aslt an employee 
employee f s ''lork, you 
(0,) Hurt hi .• s feelin"~g~s-----"---· 
(b) Jump channels 
( c) Create disorder 

The major function of a supervisor is to 
management policie~. --,-------------------
(a) Formulate 
(b) Interpret 
(c) Ignore \ .. : 

Hhen a. supervisor misrepresents management, he 
(a) Jeopardizes his Olm position ..... --------. 
(b) Stimt.llates mana~enlent to get along 
(c) Taltes the part of the \'1orker 

To perform a. staff function in an crganiztlt10n is to' 
only. -,_ .... _--
(a) Give orders . 
(b) Advise 
(c) Interpret 



e 
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20. Lines of supervision should be considered os lin<:ls of uuthority 
in i'rhich • 
(a) Advice is given 
(b) .Industrial Relations act 
(cl All orders must flo" 

21. Clarification of responsfbilities and authol."ity :makes for strong 

~~~~~--~~---------------. \ a) Policy-mnlting 
(b) Advice acceptance 
(c) Supervision , 

22. An uaportant part of every supervisorts job is to represent 
mrumgement accurately to the "lorlters by • 
(a) Readin.~the hom<:l to\m papers 
(b) lCeeping them fully informed 
(c) .Distributing the ".,orlt load equitably 

23. Bnsically, the supervisor has • 
(a) Multiple responsibilities 
(b) No "management" re'sponsibilities 
( c) 1\ single duty 

24. The terms manager, administrator, and supervis2,!: have been used 
interchangeably in this qui~. This bas been done purposely to 

7-~~~~----------------------. Confuse managers 
En~hasi~e breadth of responsibility 
Estnblish limits of supervision and management 

25. If, as a result of organization charts, system, records, and 
reasonable 't'Torlt load, you are able to delegate all YOU1" routine 
i'TOrlt to others, you _-
(a) Are entitled to promotion 
(b) Are doing all that the ,job offers for your talent 
(c) Conf'onn to the best estimates of "lhat a manager or super

visor should do 

The follm'1inR True-False questions should be prefiJced by a T or F: 

26. The first consideration of a supervisor is development of 
an eff<:lctive uorlting organization. 

27. An effective organization can always be built nround a group 
-----of loyal employees. 

28. 

30. 

Instruction is a tool available to the supervisor for the 
-purpose of increasing and improving production~ 

_~The uell-trained l'lorld,nB forc:eisa result of maintaining 
0. large training department. 

_---The supervisor should. see that all employees are sent to 
trnini~ classes. 

;;':::'~" '.-

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

,38. 

39. 

40. 

t~l. 

42. 

46. 

i~8. 

.. 4- ' 

In planning for trainingJ the supervisor should make a Trade 
---Analysis preparatory to selecting those "Tho are to be tau..1ht, 

M_The supervisor must be al'lare of the fundamentals of learning 
and teachine. 

___ It is an erl'or to assume that others are equally inlliel'ested 
in a subject that has management sanction or approval. 

___ T,eachin~ is complete only ,.,hen the learner has learned. 

Limitations of' the lecture method of instruction include --insufficient evidence of learner's understanding. 

___ Lectures may be supplmllented by questions, illustrations, 
and charts. 

__ Small groups and individuals co.n best be instructed by the 
Direct Instruction Method. 

... study from text and recitation can be used to e:l~tend the 
-~time devoted to the subject. 

\ 
\ 

~_The number of "learning impressions" should be controlled 
\ by the instructor. 

___ \~ unit of instrllction is generally a usable division of 
subject Inatter~. 

Correctly phrased questions have value because they require 
-----active participation of the learner. 

___ t.·nlen . the uork force is constant and stable, training can be 
suspended .. 

_____ The modern supervisor considers current technical int'ormation 
necessary to job accomplishment. 

__ Training can be used to establish a strong relationsh:lp bett-Ieen 
the supervisor and the "'1or:ker. 

In training a 't'lorlter, the first thing the supervisor sbould 
-do is shcn'1 in detail hO"1 the job is performed. 

__ Another instruction rule is to emphasize hOl'1 ~ to do the 
job. 

____ A good rule to follou in giving instructions or orders is to 
provide just as much information atone time as YOuposlsess, 
and 'put it in 't'lritin~ if' necessary for emphasis .. 

There is doubtful relct:Lonship between a versatile \'1ork force ---and cycUcal. varil"l.tions in production. 

t, 



50. 

51. 

52. 

55. 

51. 

58. 

59. 

60. 
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Standnl"<iizedprocedures and schedules for instruction nre 
--·d·esirable in repetitive operations. 

The attitude of supervisOll"S and managers tOl'lard trainirlB 
--should be one of sincere interest and "1i1lingness to teach. 

!he follo't'ring True-Fals.(~ questions are based on Factors and 
Development of Leadersh~: .1 

A supervisor should make an analytical study of his responsi .. 
--.; 

bilities in order to iteveloppla.nning, coordinution, avoid 
~'lea1tnesSes in the ora,anizo.tion, and make effective use of 
people's capacities. 

_--::t1ashington, lIIapoleol11, and Lincoln are often referred to as 
born leaders; the IrIan uho is not a born leader is doomed to 
failure .. 

.A study of the nc'tions of recognized leaders may greatly 
----in~rease one' s lo.lO\'lledge of leadership. 

Leadership qunli ties include knot'lleo.gc of technical. and 
--m'echanical elements, and personal characteristics of' pe:>pla. 

A good superiLsor on a sizable project seldom delegates any 
---of his autho1.'ity to a subordinate if he anticipates sntis

factory completion of the project. 

A supervisor cannot maintain the respect of his men if he ---upologizea or admits a mistake. 

___ Leadersh;,p is ''lon or earned and is developed; it is not 
acquired by delegation or endo~1.ment. 

. 
In atten~ting to improve his leadership, the supervisor must 

-~look fort'1Ord and must forget his past actions 't'lhich have leo 
to failure or success. 

__ The supervisor's autho).'ity is final--his is the last t·Tord. 

Th~/ supervisor can delegate duties and responsibility, but 
--U}',t1mate responsibility of the supervisor for the uorlt connot 

b~ passed on to anyone else. 

6l..;£t' training is used to build a skilled and reliable t'lorking 
"""""force, less of the other phases of leadership '1111 be required 

of the sup~rvisor. 

" 62. It is all right to It alibi" to an employee if you have a good 
excuse .. 

cc) 

63. The motivating factor rumong most employees is to be paid at 
the end of the t'Teek and to be told uhat to do. 

64. I,10st people are inclined to," ride h(''1bbies'' Ul'lcl place und.'l.te 
emphasis upon certain factors to the detriment of. others. 

65. __ l.7any shortcomings are habits engrlged in. t'Titho'Ut consci.ous 
thought; having been o.cquired, they are often l1listakenly 
held to be inherited tl!1d incapo.ble of change .. 

66.. Misunderstanding is fretluently the cause of imagined unfo.irness'll 

67. An employee's private problems should have preference over 
the 't'lorlt load in ease of a reques t for J.Guve. 

68. Bullheaded people are usually conceited. 

70. 

71. 

7? ..;. 

"77. 

___ ~lost people are sensitive to any suggestion that they laclt the 
qualities of leadership. 

___ Establishing procedures and practices that save tilUe,effort, 
and money are more unportont than building morale in an 
organization. . 

___ DelG3atir<;A of authority is associated t'lith responsibility 
for e;etti$Jg the job done. 

~ good supervisor supplies a complete plan of the job operation 
",hen delegating l'esponsibili ty. 

____ l\ supervisor can often help a dissatisfied uorlter if he finds 
out 't-lhich of the t'lorker t s needs or desires ore not being met. 

______ The more details a supervisor handles by hllnself, the better 
executive he is likel~r to be. 

_____ The major function of a supervisor is not to formulate policies 
but rather to interpret them and ce.rry out procedures necessa.ry 
to effect the policies in his particular unit. . . 

1I1uJltiple"!choice q,uestions .. -select one by letter: 

Orders that are extremehp detailed should be ~ ________ ----------e 
Ill) C1. early stated -
b) In ~'1riting 
'c) Illustrated 

.AI supervisor can go a long ",ay tOt-lard improving his group uorldn~ , 
'(lonelitions he taltes time to consult relative 
iiO t-:rork situations. -----------' 

!'a) , An astro1oger 
,b) The boss 

':' c) Capable employees 



78. 

79. 

81. 

83. 

84. 

86. 
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vThen order~ are given that impose entire responsibility on the 
shoulders :of the supervisor they are kno"m as, __ .,_._. ___ _ 
orders .• 
hl) Impli.-;d 
(b) Suggestive 
(c)Commund 

To get more cooperation, it is COlilnlon ·to use _______ _ 
orders. 
(a) Implied 
(b)( Request 
(c) f:>'Uggestive 

To a group of experienced "lorkers, it is common to USt; ___ -

orders • 
. .,.( u .... )--rm=---plied 
(b) Command 
(c) Direct 

Though money is important, there are other factors ":1hich greatly 
affect the erapla,yee's job perfonaance from day to day. They are 
generally headed by • 
(0.) l'1ine, uomen, and' song 
(b) Family and home li£'<7 
(c) Educational background 

The '\'1orker is most apt to be 

la) Regular employment . 
. b) An "easy" job 

c) His home paid for 

contented if he oos. ___ . ____ e 

The most satisfying re\1o.rd to the aVerage "1orker is. _____ .. 
(oJ Overtime w'ork assignments -
(b) Public credit fOl\' a ~job "lell done 
(c} A pa.y raise . 

Uncongenial surroundings cause 't1orkers to be _-
(a) In~ompctent -------

;', (b) Lazy' 
(c) Dissatisfied 

. ' 

Proper placement and adequate use of talelilt is the responsibility 
of the e 
{o.~.Hi~~ri~ng-. -o-!f:f~· ~ic-e------
(b The supervi~\or 
( c The employee;, 

\~\ 

"Di$cipline" has ~\~veral meanings and connotations. Because 'Of its 
derivation. from. d~~ci'Ple, the s~perv1sor should put _______ ___ 
as the '1:1:1 defir,d~)n in his use of the "lord. , 

!nl' If'Penalty for b!f'eaking rulc.{s" 
, b "Train to obecli.ence" . 

c ."Educate onese~\f to the habit of confol1lling" 
1.\ 
II 

\\ 

o 

. \ 
~1 
t 

1-

I 

,1 

} 

I 
! 
t 
1 

• 

08. 

90. 

91. 

.8-

r.usunderstandi~ of regulations, lazi.ness, and laclc of interest 
are subjects for • 
(a) Disclml'gca 
(b) Hetrnining 
(c) ReaGsigmnent or transfer 

Some employees are fond of horseplay. Several remedies have been 
used to udvantage in stopping the inclination, including _____ ,. 
(a) Bl.'ty hirll a horse 
(b) Send' him home for a daU or t110 
(c) Give him more rcsponsibilit:y 

There are several effp,ctive "1ays to reprimand a "rorker, if you 
muat--particula.rl~r • 
(0.) By humiliating hira 
(b) In a loud and spicy manner 
(c) Strictly in p~iva.te 

Squelching false rumors pr~llptly may help to _______ • 
(a) Avoid labor disturbances 
(b) Keep management from complainin!I 
(c) Better supervisor relations 

Aftel" a t'lOrltel" has been rcpl"illlanded or ':1arned, the supervisor 
should make sure that he realizes the importance of his raisto.lte 
by • 
(a l Reminding him of it from time to time 
(b) l'1ithdra,'11ng privileges for a \'1hile 
(c) Helping to aVQid. repetition of the offense 

Dissatisfaction is often due to a supervisor's failure to. _________ • 
(a) Iltlform ~'10rkers of cMllges in polici~\l and procedure;;! 
(b) Si~nd 'birthday g:teetin~s " 
(c) Rieprimand '\'1\111e the matter is "ho'.;l1 

93. It is loften said liThe real leader is not afraid of occasional 
rdstaltes. " He. 
(a) Places tlle blame on his people 
(b) Doesn't "pass the buck" 
(c) Never l"Cpet:.'.ts mistaltes 

94. /No Sl\perviS01~ is ,entitled to the confidence of his ~\1en until he 
'demonstrates his ability, to, ______ .. _-.,_-

, 1(0.) Give orders. 
(b.) Get pay increases 
'c) Plan for them 

95.;: S,triltes can most often be avoided by use of l>lhichbr these oethods? 

,~~--~~~--~-.-~~~. 

~
a.lnv. olte the. provisions of the }lagner Act 
b' Enrly ad;jl\stinent of grievances . 
c) Use of arbitration 

I) 
1,. 

" 



96. A proeram or activity designeq, to develop "benE;!i'iciul suggestionstt 

should '. 
Ca} Pay large r,eturns to inventors 
(b) l1educe absenteeism 
Cc} Improve job satisfaction and vocational interest 
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CASE STUDY GROUPS 
(Assignments) 

GROUP A GROUP B GROUP C 

Bjorklund "Baltezor Anderson 
Boedeker Bauermeister DO~'lling 

Cardinal Burnosky Gibson 
Chamberlain Emery Hawkey 
Damos Fox Ho 11 ot'1e 11 
Giddens Jenkins Husby 
Krasny May Hutchinson 
Wilburn D. Wright Rinehart 

R. Wright Stokowski 

CASE STUDY GROUPS 
(Room Assignments) 

April 7 10 
GROUP A Room 32 Union Building Kellogg Center e 1M 111 

GROUP B Room 405 Olds Room 32 Union 
117 Building 

118 

GROUP C Albert Pick Motel Kellogg Center 
113 11:7 

GROUP D Albert Pick J:.lotel Kellogg Center 
111 113 

GROUP ]) 

Bugenske 
Flood 
Hale 
Jordan 
Koller 
O'Keefe 
Riddle 
Shryock 
Wolff 

13 18 
4050lds' Kellogg 
113 Center 

117 

Albert Kellogg 
Pick Motel Center 
111 113 

Room 32 405 Olds 
Union 111 
Building 
118 

Albert Room 32 
Pick Motel Union 
117 Building 

118 

I e 
I 
1\ 

I 
! 
j 
1 

I 

Work Project Groups 

Group I (Civil Disturbances) 

Baltezor 
Bauermeister 
Burnosky 
Hale 
Husby 
Hutchinson 
Koller 

G,;-oup III 

Bjorklund 
Boed,~ker 

Cardinal 
Emery 
Flood 
Fox 
Giddens 
Jordan 
Krasny 
Rinehart 
"'lilburn 
11. 't-Jright 
Wolff 

(Inspections and Control) 

Group II (E.D.P.) 

Damos 
Jenkins 
May 
Stokowski 

Group IV (Personnel Management) 
. '. 

Anderson 
Dowling 
Hawkey 

Group V (Personnel Evaluations) 

Hollowell 
O'Keefe 
Shryock 
D. Wright 
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Date, __________________ __ 

Daily Evaluation Sheet 
Chief Police Executives· Training Program 

-----------------------------------------------~---------------------

,', 

--------------------------------------------------~-------------------, 
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IN-BASKET ASSIGm~NTS 

April April April 
6 7 10 

Anderson Baltezor Bauermt?ister 
Bugenske Bjorklund Cardinal 
Dowling Boedeker Fox 
Emery Flood Gibson 
Bale Jordan Hollowell 

April • Ap~·:U April 
13 14 17 

Burnosky Hutchinson Damos 
Chamberlain Jenkins Krasny 
Giddens Rinehart Shryock 
May D. Wright Wolff 
Riddle 

Report 401b 01ds Hall at 1:15 p.m. on date of assignments. 

April 
11 

Hawkey 
Husby 
Koller 
O'Keefe 

April 
18 

Stokowski 
Wilburn 
R. Wright 

INSTRUCTIONS 

You are now going to participate in a relatively new type of 

activity. Although the time period is short the problems are typical 

and real-life and should be given your serious attention. You will 

work as if you were Chief of Police, X Police Depart~ent which employs 

100 people. The day is Wednesday, April 12, 1967. It is 7:45 A.M. 

a~d you have just arrived at your office. The enclosed materials were 

left in your IN-BASKET by Miss Devine. 

You are to go through the entire packet of materialo and take 

whatever action you deem appropriate on each item. Every action you 

w'ish to take should be written--all letters, memos, and instructions, 
! 

including memos to your secretary, and memos to yourself. You may 

write notes directly on the pieces of correspondence o~ attach notes 

by means of the paper clips provided. It is important that you put 

yourself completely in the Chief's situation~ 

Although recogtlizing that you must operate almost solely on the 

basis of past experience and knowledge, you have the following letter 

from your predecessor: 

. , 



X Police Department 

After resigning as Police Chief from Y Police Department and 

vacationing for two ~oJeelr.s, you have arrivedat X Police Department 

to start your new job there as Police Chief. Since you spent your 

vacation in California, you are out of touch with the situation; and 

though eager to start the new job, you k~10W little about your specific 

problems, the ,unique features of your position, and the department 

itself. On arriving at your job the mornins of the first day, you 

find three memos: one ~rom the city manager, one from the switch-

board operator, and one from the personnel director (Exhibits I-III). 

EXHIBIT I 

InterAgency Communication 

TO: Chief of Police FROM: Ernest Stone 

DEPT: Administrative Office DEPT: City Manager 

SUBJ: Urgent "DATE: 4/10/57 

I have been asked to substitute for the main speal~er, who is ill, 

at our annual City Managers Association meeting, Thursday afternoon, 

April 13. Since this has been such short notice and since the topic 

is "City PlanninG; for Public Safety," I "1Quld like for you to fly to 

Ne't'l York on the 12 th so that I can test some of my ideas on you. A 

room will be 1!eeerved for you at the Miflin Hotel, where I am staying. 

You call catch a plane for New York at 1:35 P.M. Call me if you can't 

make it. vle' 11 be back Friday, probably around 11: 30 P.M. 

ES 

\ 
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EXHIBIT II 

X Police Department 

Interdepartmental Communication 

TO~ Chief of Police FROM: Elsie Herd 

DEI'T: Administrative O,Hice DEPT: Switchboard Operator 

SUBJ: Your Secretary 'V7ill be Absent DATE: 4/12 /67 

Your secretary~ Miss Rose Devine, called this morning at 6:30 from the 

airport. Her mClt:her is very ill and the doctor told Rose to come at 

oncc~. She is sorry not tIe b\e at work on your first day, but will be 

back Friday morninG, at the vc.ry latest. 

Elsie 

EXHIBIT III 

X Police Department 

Interdepartmental Co~munication 

TO: Chief of Police FROM: John Clover, Captain 

DEPT: Administrative Offi<.~e DEPT: Director of Personnel 
and Trainig 

8UBJ:: Recruiting Trip DATE: 4/10/67 

I 'm ~;orry that I can I t be with you on your first day, but three months 

ago, the City Manager and your predecessor, Sam Endright had scheduled 

a recruiting trip for me through Ohio, Nichisan, and Wisconsin. This 

trip will take about t,'10 weeks" Thus, I should be bacle Monday, the 

24th. 

---------------------~-------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------.~----~------------------------.. 
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EXHIBIT IV 

March 31, 1967 

Dear Chief:. 

I know that any advice or information given by me may be suspect 

and biased; but, since I enjoyed my tenure with X Police Department 

and have retired under very pleasant conditions and have generally 

enjoyed my working relationships with the management, I thought (as 

I told you earlier) the, following may be of some help to you in getting 

geared-in. Certainly, I do not mean to be presumptuous nor is any 

offense intended. Here, then, is my capsule size-up of the people that 

you will be working with: 

Rose Devine u_ Your secretary--she is loyal, smart, and has 
been employed by X Police Department for eight 
years. I found her to be ver:y capable and help
ful, and I'm sure you will too. 

Ernest Stone -- Your city manager--This is a tough one for me 
to handle! There is no doubt that he is far
sighted, energetic and personable, and has the 
.best interests of the c~':yin mind. His one 
fau1t--if he has one--is that he will tackl~ 
anything and can't say "no" t() anyone.. But 
he always seems to.pul1 it off. 

Harry Smith -- Assistant Chief--This way be your one cross to 
bear. He has been with the department for 31 
years ~\Ud has worked himself up through the 
ranks. He doesn' t appear to delegate' much, 
perhaps because he has some difficulty in 
communicating. Needless to say, he doesn't 
think much of outsiders! 

:"j ,. 
r. hope that you. enjoy working with the department as much as I did. 

! will be vacationing until the middle ,of May; but, if I can help 

after. that, feel free to ~all on me. 

Sam Endright 
.. 

P.S. An over-simplified organization chart ~~Qu1d look like the follot~ing: 

" 

, 

.ttlL...-_ ... __ ... ______ .... _ 

I 
Patrol Division 

Captain P. Younn 

( { 
Ii 
\\ 
\', 

, 
f 

Chief of Police 

Assistant Chief 

Harry s.~.~_ 

, I -~ 

-J 

Detective Division pervices D ivision 

Captain C. Olson ir. E. Joh ns 
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AIR MAIL 
lfE"cx~m;;;;;k._I .... V;;;;,ER_Y_ 

Dear Chief: 

EXI1IBIT V 

Mormouth Motel 
Lansing 6, Michigan 
4/11/67 

Although this is urgent, I am writing rather than telephoning 

because I wasn't sure when you could be contacted by phone. 

Today I bumped into Tom Hook who we, and especially Mr. Stone, 

have been cultivating for some time as a possible replacement for 

Ed Johns. As you probably know, Ed retires in four years. 

Tom Hook wants me to meet him in Grand Rapids on Monday, April 24, 

to discuss his joining us. Although I know him fairly well, there's 

some doubt as to whether or not I'm the one lo1ho should talk to him. 

Ed Johns has accused those of us in personnel of trying to empire-

build and take over all the hiring for the department--and he isn't 

the easiest person to get along with. Moreover, Tom will have to work 

under Ed for at least tlqO or three years. 

If I talk to Tom, I won't get back until very late Monday night. 

Please give me your advice as to what I should do. 

You can contact me: 

Wednesday (12th) night, after 7:00 P.M. 
Great Bear Inn 
Flint, Michigan 

thursday (13th) night, after 8:00 P.M. 
Savoy Hotel 
De troi t, Mi,diigan 

P.S. This seems to be a very good time to talk to Tom Hook. He seems. 
particularly interested in us at this time. 

John Clover 
Director of Personnel 

and Training 

Hr. Samuel Endright 
Chief of Police 
X Police Department 
City of X 

EXHIBIT VI 

Peter S'. l1ilby 
Attorney - At - La'iq 

Indianapolis, Indiana 
Atuater 3-1552 

April 10, 1967 

RE: Simmons VS. City of X 

Dear Mr. Endright: 

I have been retained by Hr. Frank E. Simmons to recover for personal 

injuries and property damages due to the neGligent operation of your 

motor vehicle by your employee,Thomas Smith,on April 6, 19J7 at Main 

and Henry Streets. 

Your favorable recommendation concerninG the settling of this matter 

to the eity GouncH would be appreciated. 

However, failure to hear from you within ten days will result in my 

filing action against :rou without further notice. 

PSM: db 

Very truly yours, 
\ 

Peter S. Milby 

C:.· 
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EXHIBIT VII 

X Police Department 

Interdepartmental Communication 

TO: Chief of Police FROM: Ed Johns 

DEPT; Administrative Office DEPT: Services Division 

SUBJ: Disciplinary Committee Meeting DATE: 4/12/67 

Naturally, you will want to attend our disciplinary session, 

Friday, April 14, at 1:30 P.M. 

We've been telling these jokers for six months that we're going 

to clamp down on tardiness. There has been too doggone much of it 

around here. Each of these guys was absent for the third time within 

the last six-month period and I've told the men that we're going to 

be tough. Where do you stand? 

]l2.£.§.ttmental B!!.k: "An employee shall be suspended for up to 
three days for being late the third time, as well as for any 
subsequent lates, ",ithin any six-month period. n 

Ad~ Incident: Adams, a respected senior patrolman is a keyman 
on his shift and" when he is late, three other men are idle. He 
is to. retire in two years. His home has no telephone and the 
sno't.;r-plough gener:ally does not reach his vicinity until late in 
the morning aftel': a heavy snow. He said that twice, in order to 
avoid being late" he has stayed downtown but the cost of dinner, 
lodging, and bre.akfast is prohibitive, he says! 

11m!. Incident: Baker, a very conscientious and a better than 
average officer, late for the third time because his wife gave 
birth to a seven-pound boy at 8:05 A.M. After seeing the wife 
and baby, he came immediately to work. 

Carter Incident: Carter, an average officer, submitted a charge 
slip from a service station as he reported late for the third time. 
His story was: although leaving home at a reasonable time, he had 
a flat tire. Trying llot to be late, he had a service-station 
attendant change the wheel. This cost him one-dollar as well as 
embarrassing him because someone else ~.;ras doing the ·~ork while he 
"just tltood around with his hands in his pockets." 

I· 
I 

.' J 
I 

I 

EXHIBIT VII 
(continued) 

Edmonds Incident: Edmonds, a "jol~er,tt arrived late for the third 
~-A"; he ,'18"; leaving the house, ~1e heard, "Honey, 't-lai t for 
me. I Hant to ride dQ't'7ntown with you. 11 He waited while she put 
her hat on and he 't·18ited •••••••••••• Boreover, it was rauanc. 
So he had ~o drive a considerable distance out of his way to get 
here. He 'tlaS an8ry! 
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EXHIBIT VIII 

X Police Department 

Interdepartmental CClmmunication 

PERSONAL 
CONFIDENTIAl, 

TO: Chief Sam Endr:i.cht 

DEPT: Administrative Office 

SUBJ: Paul Young 

FROM: C. Olson, Captain 

DEPT: Detective Division 

DATE: April 10, 1967 

I have heard through the grapevine and "unimpeachable" sources that 

Paul Young has been lookin:::; around and has had a job offer on which 

he is goinC to 3:i.ve a ::;im answer next uee1"1 I don it think anyone 

else in the department knows this yet. I just 1:'lllppened to catch 

the rUmor. I know that you feel that he is one of the most valuable 

men :I.n the department, and thought I 't'1ould :Let you kno'\'1 about this 

for whatever action you want to take. 

-;; 

t~'!J:~~~' . 

--------------------------------------------~~~-------- -~--------------~-----

.;. .. 

EXHIBIT IX 

InterAgency Communication 

Date: 4/4/67 

TO: Chief, X Police Department 

From: Chief, X Fire Department 

Subject: Harassment of F.D. personnel by police officers. 

I would like to bring to your attention another incident of police 

officers picking on fire department personnel. Several of your offi

cers again ticketed our trucks for blocking traffic. Said trucks had 

been pulled from station #7 while the apron and floor of the station 

house was hosed clean. Trucks were extending into the first lane of 

traffic, but traffic was extremely light during the time this occurred. 

Such incidents only add to the bad feelings which are growing between 

our departments. Your predecessor refused to curb simi1iar actions, 

and worse, on the part of police officers. These a~tions seem to 

stem from last years attempt by the Fire Fighters Local to gain pay 

raises separate from the police department. 

Action is needed, please respond • 

.~. 
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EXHIBIT X 

(Elsie Herd delivers this memo at 10:15 a.m., April 12) 

TO; Chief of Police FROM: Elsie 

DEPT: Administr:,ltive Office DEPT: Switchboard 

SUBJ! Message from your wife DATE: April 12, 1967 

Your \-life said she didn t t want to bother you on your first day and for 

me to just leave a message. First, she said that she is really happy 

with the new home. WhUe she was there with the movers, the social 

secretary of Trevor Country Club stopped in and invited both of you 

to the club Friday night as honorary guests. The Elkhart club to 

which you previously belonged notified this local club that you had 

moved and wanted them to help in your getting acquainted. It is a 

dinner dance and starts at 8:30. Your wife was lucky enough to get 

a baby sitter. 

E .H. 

, • (> ~ I • 

• 

EXHIBIT XI 

April 10, 1967 
X City, Any State 

Dear Chief: 

On Wednesday afterrloon, April 12, 1967, at 3:00 P.M. please 

expect a visit from myself and a selected delegation of local safety 

representatives. Those accompaqying me will represent 10(~a1 ser,rice 

groups,'county ministerial association, shopping center business 

owners association, :and parent association for safety. Of this group 

I consider your attention to the comments of the parents to be most 

urgent • 

I expect concrete action to result from this meeting which will 

improve local traffic safety. Deplorable safety conditions were 

brought to light following the hit and run death of the four year old· 

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Tracy, local Methodist pastor. 

Again, let me emphasize the urgent need of this meeting at the 

time and date indicated above. Any preparation you can accomplish 

1d be benefic ial to accomplishing actual prior to our meeting wou 

action at that time. 

Sincerely, 

Duane Harsh 
Councilman - Fourtb Hard 

---~----------~------~,~------------------
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THE UNIVERSALITY OF THE EXECUTIVE PROCESS 
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THE BASIC "GOOD HAN" 

EFFECTIVE INTELLIGENCE 

EMOTIONAL STABILITY 

INTEGRITY 

HEALTH 

E~ITHUSIASM 
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ACTIVITIES AND RESPONSIBILI~IES 

OF 

THE EXECUTIVE 

1 " PLANNER AND GOAL SETTER 

Determines purposes 

Clarifies Objectives 

Analyzes Limitations 

Inventories Resources 

Plans Policies, Programs, and Operations 

Sets Individual and Group Standards 

Places Action Programs In Perspective 



ACTIVITIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES ACTIVITIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

OF OF 

THE EXECUTIVE THE EXECUTIVE 

2. ORGANIZER AND STAFFER 3 • FINANCIER AND BUDGETEER 

Designs Structure Appraises Financial Resource Potentials 

Determines Relationship of Individuals and Groups Secures Financial Resources 

Relates Hierarchy To Obje~tives Allocates Financial Resources 

Recognizes and Uses Informal Organization Creates A Budget Program 

Recruits and Develops Managers Relates Performance To Money 

Provides A Personnel System Credits Results 

~. , 



ACTIVITIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

OF 

THE EXECtfiIVE 

4. ggMMUNI,_·C_A;;.;;T_OR;;;....;;A~ND;;;....;:I;.;;.;NT:.;;;;E_R_P .... RE_' T,..E=R 

Opens ,Information Channels Upward, Downward, Horizontally, and Diagonally 

(Interprets OrganizatioX1 To Creators (Citizens, Representatives, 

Or Stockholders), To Clients (Citizen Or Customers) to 

Employees, To ComrAunity Organizations, and To Other Publics) 

Designs and Fosters Informa,tional Systems 

Secures Internal and External Understanding 
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ACTIVITIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

OF 

THE EXECUTIVE 

5 • DIRECTOR AND COORDINATOR 

Implements Use Of Ruman and Economic Resources 

Assesses, Balances, and Relates Individuals, Groups, and·Things 

Integrates Action and Purpose 

Exercises Centripetal Force 

Harmonizes Viel'1points 

Converts Conflict Into Teamwork 

" 



l' ACTIVITIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
i e ACTIVITIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

I OF OF 
'1 THE EXECUTIVE i THE EXECUTIVE 

J 
{ 

6. 1!ADER AND INNOVAT~R I 7. DELEGATOR AND CONTROLLER 

Motivates i Allocates Functions 
! 

Sets Example Assigns Responsibilities 

Inspires Decentralizes Operating Decisions 

Coaches and Guides Delineates Scope Of Authprity 

Challenges Through Innovation Uses Staff Specialists Effectively 

Preshapes The Environment For Actlon Allo'tv's Freedom To Make A Mistake 

Generates Group PQ~e~ Provides An Informational System 

Fo~lows Up Pre-Set Standards By Review and Inspection Of Result 

~e e Corrects As A Training Process 

I 
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ACTIVITIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

OF 

THE EXECUTIVE 

8. DECISION MAKER AND RISK TAKER 

Facilitates The "Law Of The Situation" 

Analyzes and Classifies Decisions 

Retains Or Delegates Decisions 

Sets Decision Priorities 

Reviews and Evaluates Decisions 

Reverses Decisions 

Assumes Risk For Policy, Program, Procedure, and Personnel 

Accepts Challenge To Hold Or Change His Position 

ACTIVITIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

OF 

THE EXECUTIVE 

9. APPRAISER AND EVALUATOIi 

Appraises Subordinaf.~es) Superiors, and Pe':;:>;fs 

Evaluates The Situation As To Progress Or Retrogression 

Reviews The Service Of '£h$ Organization To Society 

Reviews Fact Finding and Investigative Activities A,:; To 

Accuracy and Bias 



ACTIVITIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

OF 

THE EXECUTIVE 

10. REORGANIZER AND THERAPIST 

Reorients Staff To Organization Goals 

Deals Sympathetically With Resistance To Change 

Develops New Attitudes 

Improves Channels and Procedures 

Readjusts Organization Structure To People 

-----~:, 

ACTIVITIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

OF 

THE EXECUTIVE 

11. PERCEIVER AND CONCEPTUALIZER 

Distinguishes Fact From Fancy 

Develops Sensitivity Of Himself To Others and Of Others To Each Other 

Visualizes Ideas 

Relates The Particular To The Universal 

Understands Relationships 
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POLICE PARTICIPATION 
GOAL SETTING--PROGRAM PLANNING 
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* BASIC QUALIFICATIONS OF THE EXECUTIVE 

1. Intelligence 

2. Analytical Ability 

3. Judgment 

4. Initiative and Resourcefulness 

5. Dependability 

6. Decisiveness 

7. Adaptability and Flexibility 

8. Emotional Stability 

9. Persona.1ity 

10. Leadership (In Action) 

*Adapted From Carl Heyle,Appraising Executive Performance 
(American Management Association, 1958) 

A DEFINITION OF "MANAGEMENT ABILITY" 

The Ability To State A Goal and Reach It-

Through The Efforts Of Other People--

And Satisfy Those tVhose Judgment Must Be Respected 

Under Conditions Of Stress. 

If 



ACTION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EXECUTIVE 

POSITIVE NEGATIVE 

1. Alert--New Ideas l. Slave Driver 

2. Open Mind 2. Martinet 

3. Sense Of Timing 3. "Soft" Disciplinarian 

4. Sense Of Urgency 4. Snoopervisor 

5. Free Market--Ideas 5. Eternal Sphinx 

6. Covets A Challenge 6. Office Politician 

7. Tough Minded 7. Who Did This? 

8. Creative 8. Easy "Yes"--Never Do! 

9. Innovator 9. Soft Soaper . 

10. Judgment--Dilemma Of Ideas 10. Perfectionist 
Versus Disturbance 
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SKILLS PERTINENT TO EXECUTIVE ACTION IN RELATION TO 
DEMAND AT FOUR LEVELS OF AUTHORITY 
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LM1 ENFORC:EMBNr, TRAiNiNG PROGRAM 
SCHOOL OF POLICE AbMiNISTRATtON AND PUBLIC SAFETY 

MICHlaAN sifAT~ UNIVERSITY 

Course Material: FUNDAMENTAL, zCONStDERATIONS OF MANAGEMEt-.~ 

MANAGEMENt 

Management is a process which is concerned with the proper manipulation 
or use of all the factors in a situation so as to accomplish some end 
result or goal. The word implies determining the means by which a 
predetermined objective may be accomplished through the efforts of 
other people. 

A definition of management with primary reference to business £l,nd 
industrial activity points out that:' I~anagement is the science and 
the art of securing maximtnn results with a minimum of effort $0 as to 
secure mru~imum prosperity and happiness for both employer and employee, 
and to give the best possible service to the public in general." This 
definitiorl stresses the importance of integrating the interest of the 
owners, p(3rsonsemployed by the organization, and the publir.:. 

There 1s a universality of management. This means that thle basic man
agerial proc!ess and the guiding principles associated with this process 
apply equally well to the operation of any group endeavor be it 
industrial~ municipal, political, social~ economic, relisious, or the 
like. 

The management process consists of certain basic functi,ons; namely, 
planninl~, organizing, motivating, and controlling. Thf~se may be studied, 
knowled:se about them obtained, and skill in their use and application 
acquired. 

AUTHORl,TY - RESPONSIBILITY - ACCOUNtABILITY 

Author~:.U - I.\uthority is the keynote of all management activity. It is 
the matrix that binds and hold,s the parts of an organization together. 
It giv~~s metming to a per13on' fJ relationship and position in a management 
group. 

Authorllty (~stab1ishes or oth/arwise signifies a relationship between two 
or more pe,rsons in which one; of them has the right, power, or privilege 
to dir~~ct the efforts of th(.! other or others. The nature and extent of 
this d:lre;ction must be in keeping with accepted purposes and obj'ectives 
of the o7cganization. In aiJdition, it must be in keeping with mental and 
phys~.cla1: capacities of a subordinate to perform. Further more, there 
are ce:~'.:ain legal and soc:i .. al limitations to the use of authority • 

Implief) in the above defi.nition of authority is the right to make decisions 
and t~le l?~ to have thlsm executed. 
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The exis,tence of different types of authority relationships among units, 
segm9nt~,.or divisions of an organization gives tise to different kinds 
or types of authority. These may be classified as lin~, staff, and 
functional authority. 

Line authority is the ultimate .authority in organization. It consists 
~n uninterrupted series of directly delegated authority to the 
point of impact of an autho~ity relationship. Through its use, a person 
exercises direct command and control over a subordinate. Relatively 
speaking, line authority represents the main source of power for putting 
an organization into motion and for keeping it in motion. 

Staff authority is subordinate to line authority. It is the authority 
to advise, recommend, counsel, and assist others in an organization 
but not to command. 

Functional authority is also subordinate to line authority. This type 
of authority is usually restricted in that the right to command action 
is limited to certain specified procedures, policies, practices, and 
the like. Functional authority makes use of the "specialist" in 
organization. 

Responsibility - Responsibility is the obligation to perform as directed. 
The person over whom authority is exercised is duty bound to strive 
willingly toward the attainment of specified objectives. Thus, respo~!i
bility grows out of an authority relationship. 

. Authority and responsibility are t''lins •. They should be coequal and 
coel{.istent. Any other relationship between the two is direct cause 
for friction, misunderstanding, misdirection, and other unpleasantri.es 
and inefficiencies in organization. 

Accountabilitv - Accountability is a part of responsibility. This means 
tilalt a person in striving to meet his 1'esponsib~lities can expect to 
ha~re the quality and quantity of his performance judged by the person 
who exercises authority over him. 

Fil11ally, the acceptance of AUTHORITY denotes the acceptance of 
RESPONSIBILITY ~nd ACCOUNrABILITY. 

~~.GERIAL FUNCTIONS: 

!'J:.ANNING 

Since organization exists for a purpose, management planning begins 
with a poslltive identification of goals or objectives. These goals 
and objectives should be capable of attainment, they should be clearly 
established and communicated to all concerned in an organization, and 
they should include a reasonable satisfaction of certain service, social, 
and personal wants and desires. 
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The managerial function of planning embraces a visualization and 
determination of a course of action that will lead toward the accom
plishment 0'£ a particular objective. Eventually, it involves making 
a choice from among alternative actions. A road map is a plan. Among 
other things, it indicates what to do and where to go in order to 
reach a destinatio~. 

Planning is an intellectual activity. It is hard work. It 1s unpopu
lar. I!/lanners look unemployed. 

Within an organization ther~ will exist a hiera~chy of plans. Included 
in the arrangement are (a) broad, long-range pl,ans, (b) shorter-range 
plans which treat with departmental activities, and (c) derivative 
plans that describe in greater detail the roles of individuals groups 
etc. ' , 

In order to visualize and choose among courses of future action some 
process of assembling, relating, and considering all available facts 
and assumptions is necessal·Y. One generally acc.\epted process entails 
answering the following questions: 

1. What is the objective? 
2. What action is necessary to accomplish it? 
3. Why must this action be taken? 
4. When must this action be taken? 
5. Who is authorized to take thi.s action? 
6. Where. will the ,'lctio(A take place? " 
7. Hot\! \~il1 the action ti1ke place? 

There are various types or kinds of plans. Among them are: 

Policies - broad, long-range plans or guides. 
Procedu~es - plans that are more specific. 
Programs and Projects w single~uBe or one-time plans. 
Budgets - plans that are expressed in financial terms. 

Plans deal with human and non"human resources; people, money, materials, 
equipment, utilities, etc. Plans form the basis for control. Without 
plans there. is no control. 

A major problem in organization is to decide how far in advance planning 
should be attempted and in. what detail. Managerial personnel should 
a1m for that degree of foresightedness and detail where the volume of 
their planning is greatest commensurate with the cost and effort involved. 

ORGANIZING 

The managerial function of organizing concerns itself with establishing 
~ro2er relationships among work, people, and work environment. It in
volves a study of objectives, designating functions to be formed 
grouping people, and defining working relationships among them. 'Planning 

represents potentially succe.ssful action. Organizing helps to crystal
lize the initial planning by properly establishing and relating human 
and non~human resources needed to carry out planned actions to a suc~ 
c6ssful conclusion. 

Organizat1.onally speaking, the whole is greater than the sum of its 
parts. That is, people can do more and accomplish more collectively, 
through specialization, than they can individually. To achieve ad
vafitages of speCialization, use is made of vertical division (depart
mentalization). Horizontal division (organizational levels) is 
created to achieve "optimumll span of control (the maximum number of 
persons that can be supervised effectively by a single individual). 

In performing the function of organizing, the following is recom
mended for consideration: 

1. Know objectives. 
2. Break work down into component activities. 
3. Break g~oup activities into practical units. 
4. For each activity, define the duties to be performed. 
5. For each activity, establish authority relationships. 
6. Assign qualified pexsonnel. 
7. Delegate the necessary authority. 

The organization structure reSUlting from division and delegation is a 
dynamic organism. It changes and requires changes. 

MOTIVATING (directing, supervising, actuating) 
>. 

The managerial function of motivating, in the main, has to do with 
selecting the best means available tQ; create and maintain the· desire 
of all persons in an organization to achieve oojectiyes willingly 
and in keeping with planning and organizing efforts. ·BY proper pet'-' 
forn\ance of this function, managerial personnel can attain or. better 
anticipate results from efforts exerted by t.he human resource within 
an organizatio~. This major step in the management process is d:f.rectly 
concerned with moving the organization. It places it in action and 
keeps it in action .. 

Motivating conce~ns itself withaome of the more intangible areas of 
manageriGI effort. These areas highlight and stress activities and· 
techniques associated with: 

Leadership - The activity of influencing people to strive 
willingly for mutual objectives. 

Human Relations ~ Integrating manpower resources for in
"telligent and· effective use by knowing and reasonably 
satisfying human wants and desires and by maintaining 
satisfactory authority and ~rprking rel ationships ~ith" 
and among members of the or~~nization. 

~.\. 
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Education and Training .. Helping individuals to develop 
their potential qualities. Equipping them to better 
understand and adjust themselves to their work, to see' 
themselves in relation to their surroundings, and to 
derive the greatest advantage and satisfaction fr.om 
them, and, consequently, to render the best service to 
the Qrganization. 

Communica~ion - The process of conveying meaning. It 
is the dynamic process by which leadership takes effect 
in an organization. In the main, its purpose is to 
get action, to direct action, and to report action. 

CONTROLLING 

The managel'ial function of controlling is characterized by checking and 
correcting. It is effected by comparing. actual performance with planned 
performance and by taking corrective action when significant deviation 
occurs between the two. A statement of objectives and the determination 
of a plan must precede any perfo·rmance of control. 

Controlling involves the use of standards. These may be qualitative 
(descriptive procedures). They may be quantit-ative (measured or ex
pressed in numerical terms). The better, more precise and unequivocal 
the standard, the better the control. 

For any standard there $hou1d be an "allowable deviation." By taking 
action only when the allowable deviation is exceeded, managerial per· 
sonnel practice the principle, I~anagement by Exception." 

The time element is of paramount importance in controlling. Corrective 
action should be taken as soon as possible before, during, or after 
deviation from standard as the ~ase may be, so as to prevent further 
deviation or other occurrences which do not conform to plan. This 
requires speed and accuracy in measuring and evaluating performance. 

Essential steps in the control may be expressed as follows: 

1. Review objectives. 
2. Determine standards or elements of measurement. 
3. Measure performance. 
4. Compare actual with standard. 
5. Decide as to the necessity of some form of corrective 

action" what, when, where, ~lho, how much, etc. 
6. Appl., corrective action. 
7. Communicate with those concerned. 

Control involves, Bssentially, human perfo~~mance evaluation. Managerial 
and worker personnel at all levels and in ail groups must be continually' 
asldng the question, "How am I d,oing'l" 

. ' 
).' . 
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Just as the organization structure is e dynamic entity and must ehange, 
plans and their controls must be fle:lcib1e. They require periodic 
e~amination and revision to retain their effectiveness. 

IMPORTANT THINGS TO THII:ilI{ ABOUT 

Any organization to be considered successful must produce value in 
measure greater than its cost. The success of the profit-seeking 
organ1zat:f,on can be evaluated by comparing the value of its performance 
(income) with the cost of its ~erformance (outgo). 

When the OUTGO exceeds INCOME, UPICEEP will be f!\ur DOWNFAI1L. 

Constant awareness of the symptoms of managerial shortcom.ing6 call 
help to improve managerial effectiveness: 

Losing sight of ultimate objectives. 
Failing to plan well eno\lgh atld far enough in advance. 
Confusing the management process wU:;h "Il,'lture of ll70rku 

activities. 
Withholding authority - failing to delega\te ~ugh authority. 
Being jealous of prerogatives. 
Opposing change \o1ithout a thorough analys:ls of a s:l.tuation. 
Failing to properly apportion TIME, of ~'lhil,ch there is not enough. 
Failing to recognize and make use of the knmdedge and IDEAS 

of subordinates. 

.Robert M. Rompf, Assistallt Professor, Business AdmiT.listr~H'Jf~ 
Room 241, Eppley Center 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND rtmLIC SERVICE 
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National Center on Police and Community Relations 
School of Police Administration and Public Safety 

Michigan State University 
East Lansing, Michi8an 

CHIEF POLICE EXECUTIVES' TRAINING PROGRAM 

The Political Official and the Police Chief~\' 

The Case 

To comprehend the persl:lnalities of the principles involved in this case 
is to g,a.in a more compli..ete undel~standina of the entire issue. It will 
also be necessary to allude to t'eligious and fraternal affiliations of 
personalities; this is done only that the case be presented in its 
entirety. 

Charles Smith. Charles Smith began his public career as an agent ~'lith 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation in 1935.. During l-lorld War II he 
was an administrative aSSistant tt) Bureau Chief J. Edgar Hoover before 
moving to the Los Angeles office. In 1951 he .left the FBI after 16 
years service to join the faculty of Bricham Young Univ~rsity in Provo, 
Utah; while at this institution he conducted a number of police training 
classes in the State of Utah and gl1.ined a reputation as a capable adminis
trator. In 1956 he was given a leCilve of absense fr~m B. Y. U. to accept 
an appointment as Chief of Police of Central City; the appointment uas 
made by Mayor Arthur Stone. 

It should be pointed out here that ~loth Smith and Mayor Stone lo1ere, and 
are, active members in the Mormon Church, the dominant religious body 
in the State. The popul.ar understandin~ of the people is that the invi
tation to Smith to become Chief of Police u~s iS~lued by the Mayor at' the 
behest of the presiding authorities of the Mormon Church, whose head
quarters are in Central City. 

J. Thomas Lewis. J. Thomas It'.ewis was Mayor of Price 1 Utah, from 1940 .. 48. 
During this .time an F .B.I. r(~port indicated that Price was considered 
"wide open" during a good pal:t of Lewis' administration. Lewis' later 
evident disUke of the F.B.I. Beems to date from this report. 

In 1948 Lewis ran f01:' 'Governol' of Utah on the. Republican ticket and 
swamped his Democrat opponent in face of Truman's soundly taking the 
state from Deweyo Lewis was then mentioned often and favorably as vice
presidential material, not only by his Olm party, but by organizers of 
a proposed new ultra-conservative party to be headed by Senator Joe 
McCarthy. .• 

*The following material was p1;'epared under the direction of Dr. Bruce 
Storm of the School of Public Administration~ Unive~'sity of Southern 
California. 
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During his tuo terms as 30vernor from 19l~O .. 56, Lewis lo1as always opposed 
by the state's educators, and during his second campaign was ~ctively 
opposed by the U.E.A. n1e governor stated that teachers were a Group 
of demagogues and or8anized as a pressure group, they t'lere a threat 
to democracy. Le~is' main claim to fame during his te1:m was that he 
had saved the state considerable money. 

Republican sentiment in the state was such in 1956 that there '(-las a 
grass roots campaign in local precincts to elect delegates to the state 
convention who l'lou1d not vote for Lewis-not necessarily pledged to anyone 
else" Lewis, along with George D. Cloy, 'Vlas placed on the primary ballot 
and was defeated by Cloy. He then declared as an independent and lost a 
three-way race involving Cloy and the Democratic candidate, L. T. R09ney, 
in the fall. 

In 1957 Lewis became president of "For Amezoica" an ultra-conse, .. vative 
or"'anization devoted to llsaving the Constitution," He travelled the 
co~ntry in that year and advocated repeal of tl.e 16th Amendment, 

Lewis was president of "For America" until 1953 when he declared as an 
independent for U~S. Senator from Utah, making an all-out campaign 
against Senator Arthur vli11s, ~4ho had encouraaed George Cloy to give up 
his job on the Colorado River Board and run against Lewis in the 1956 
gubernatorial race. Lel'1is ran in third place but was successful in 
drawing enough votes away from Wills to let the Democratic candidate win", 

In 1959 Central City municipal ~lections saw Lewis wiu the race for Mayor 
in a non-partisan election against a weak opponent. The voting populace 
showed such apathy in the contest that Princess Alice, an elephant in 
the local zoo, received 200 write-in votes. 

Sto1:m Clouds Gather 

T11at feelings exiSted between Smith and Lewis during and after the cam
paign for Mayor, is a fairly-t'lell established fact, although Lewis main
tained a discreet silence during the cqntest~ Partial reason for this 
silence was undoubtedly due to Lewi~' awareness o~ Smith's tremendous 
personal popularity. David Robinson, the defeated candidate, had stated 
that, if elected, he 't'1ot~ld retain Smith as polic'Ell chief; Lewis, on the 
o~her hand, pointedly made no mention of the law-man. 

ShC'rtly after Lel'lia won the election, he sent a letter to a number of h~s 
ft1ends telling them to l'lear the enclosed object, a clothespin, on thel.r 
noses when they passed the poH_ce station. This was apparently the 
opening salvo to Lewis' campaign to rid himself of the unwanted Smith. 

Controversy was further heightened over Lewis' objections to three assist
ant police chiefs; he maintained that they were an unnecessary expense. 
Smith sa.id that he l1eeded them, to which tel-lis .replied that .there l'1ere 
already too many chi~fs and not enough Indians • 

> 
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It is well to digress for a moment to p01,nt out that Smith had a good 
working relationship with the other members of the five~man commission. 
VIith the exception of Lewis ll all had served together during the adminis
tration of former Mayor Stewart; any controversies that mg; have eXisted 
~'1ere not publicized. After Lewis assumed office there was no open con
flict between the commission and Smith, 't'lith the exception of Le't'lis. 
There were, however, frequent conflicts between Lewis and other commis
sion members, mainly over the budget. At this time, under the Central 
City commission form of government, Lewis vlas" Commissioner of Public 
Safety in addition to his duties as Mayor. 

Smith Sacked 

On March 21, in the Monday night meeting of the commission, Lewis 
informed the other members of the dismissal of Chief Smith; this move 
was upheld by a three-to-two vote. . Voting against the Mayor was L. T. 
Rooney, who was the defeated Democratic candidate in the 1956 election 
for governor in which Le't'1is was the defeated Independent candidate. 
The two commissioners voting with the Mayor, stated that they had no 
complaint with Smith; they felt that he had run a good department, but 
also felt that an executive had the right to select his subordinate 
officers. (One of these blo commissioners 't'las under indictment for 
malfeasance in office and has since been found guilty; his case is . 
presently under appeal). There was no advance notice to Smith of the 
pending action at the Monday meeting, and,he was not notified of the 
action until after the meeting. 

Lewis gave no reason for his action during the meeting other 
state that he found that he could no longer work 't'lith Smith. 
"He (Smith) apparently didn't agree with me and I just found 
sible to work with him. I ha.ve no desire to hurt the man in 
I donlt intend to go into any details about it." 

than to 
He said, 

it impos
any way and 

However, the Mayor said department budget matte,;s and the question of 
uniform allQwances were only part of the troubles between them. 

A rather generalized state of confusion existed in Central City for 
several days following the unexpected ouster. Everywhere, as people 
went back forth to work, the release of the,chief was the major topic 
of conversation. The majority of the comment was heavil.y in favor of 
Chief Smith and critical of Mayor Lewis •. Among many citizens; Lewis 
had easily become the most unpopular figure in the city with reaction 
ranging from mild disappr.oval to shock and bitter outbursts. 

On Tuesday, March 22, both men made statement.s before the public; Smith, 
in a televised appearanc.e, and Lewis before an Exchange Club meeting :tn 
Provo, a city 40 miles south of Central City. It had originally beert 
arranged. that the two T,01ou.ld meet in the televised discussion. h1.1tLewis 
chose to make his.initial statement outside the capitol city. 

'! ... 
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It is interesting to note that the statements made by both men at this 
time, and in later utterances to press and public, contained the same 
charges made initially; the only new material added was substantiating 
evidence to earlier charges. 

In his televised appearance, Sl\1lith stated that many of the problems 
could have been overcome had the mayor made himself available for 
discussion of common problems. He went on further to state that their 
differences were not economic and budgetary in nature; that the real 
reason they had not been gettirlg along 't'las because, "he asked me to do 
some things that I could not conscientiously do." 

Smith charged that it was the intention of Lewis to have Central ~ity 
a wide-open city, as was Price, Utah, when Lewis was mayor of that 
community. He also alleged that there was a concerted effort by liquor 
interests to force sale of liquor by the drink in Utah, with Central 
City the focal point of the drive. In tJ.:l.is connection he charged that 
the mayor had asked him to keep "hands-off ll the private clubs. He 
stated that an individual who owned a club in Central City had come to 
his office and aslced his cooperation in making Lewis look good as mayor; 
that it was the ~ayor's aim, and the group backing him, to use the post 
as a beginning in a drive to the U. S. Senate in 1962. Smith went on 
to tell 'of a raid upon a club in the city in which gambling was taking 
p1ace and that Lewis was present; the mayor was not accused of being a 
participant. 

In reporting a conversation between the mayor and police chief, SmUh 
stated that Lewis said, lIyou know, Chief, I think you're the kind of 
fellow who doesn I.t think anybody is any good unless they belong to your 
church. II Smith went on to say that l:'eligion had b,een injected several 
times into this particular conversation Rnd he feit that it had no place 
whatsoever in the issue. 

The mayor's charges against the chief were centered around the theme of 
lack of cooperation and insubordination. It was his qharge that dif
ferences between him and the chief in regard to cutting police depart
ment expenses were ruining the morale of the department. 

In later televised appearances amplifications were made of earlior .,' 
charges" Lewis claimed thar; Smith had used City employees and' city 
materials for private purposes, and that he had given free copies of 
the 1958 Police Department Report to local Mormon authorities.. Mayor 
LewiS also declared that he did' riot tell the former chief to "keep 
hands off"pdvate club operations but said that, because of complaints 
of the shortage of policemen, they should be used on more important law 
infractions •. In a further reference to Smith's religious affiliation, 
Lewis WB.I,:j supposed to have stated that Smith was more interested in 
fighting sin than crime. 

\ I 
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Smith countered these charges by stating that the mayor had deliberately 
failed to mention that copies of the 195GReport went to leaders of all 
churches in Central City as well as Mormon leaders. He also denied 
categorically that he had made improper use of city employees and mate~ 
rial. 

Le~is Changes Jobs 

On the Tuesday morning following the firing, a public meeting was held 
in the commission chambers at which more than 200 citizens crowded in 
to protest the firing of Chief Smith. The citizens were extremely ver
bal in denouncing the mayor - the entire commission was present - and 
asked that the dismissal be reconsidered. This meeting was adjourned 
with no action being taken, and as Lewis left the chambers he was practi
cally mobbed by the irate citizenryo One individual present at this 
meeting who has had a long persQna1 acquaintance with Lewis, stated that 
the mayor "really took a beating; I've never seen him look so bad." 

At the regular Wednesday morning session of the ~ommission, Mayor Lewis 
proposed a shift in posts held by commission members, and as a result 
of this reorganization, the mayor moved from his position as Commissioner 
of Public Safety to that of Fi'nance. Observers of th~ scene theorized 
later that this was what Lewis was after all the time; that he wanted 
the finance department but also wanted to rid himself of Smith before he 
changed jobs. 

Even though he had publically stated that he would not protest his firing 
and that he would not seek to regain the lost position, it was reliably 
reported that Smith fully expected 1;0 be called bacl~ as chief following 
announcement' of the s'to1itch in connnil3sion assignments. He felt that the 
change had been made to save face f,:>r Le't-1iS and so that he could be re
hired, which couldn't be done as lo:ng as Lewis was Commissioner of Public 
Safety. 

However, the ne'tol commissionel:, .:i. K. Jcmes. stated, in answer to a ques
tion from a Smith supporte~i th~t thgr~ was no chance that Smith would 
be taken baGk~ that the "breach was too 'tolide. 1I Jones bad supported Lewis 
in the Monday firing. 

AftermaEJ.1 

As before stated, the individuals concerned, althou3h making a number of 
public statements., did not materially add to the charges made above. 
The bulk of activity has since. been (~entered around efforts. of citizens 
to make their views felt, and these views have been almost entirely 
behind Smith and against Lewis. There is no provision in Utah for the 
re-cail or impeachment of elected city officials, so one group has con
cerned itself with attempting to gain enough signatures to place the 
re-call issue before the legislature. This is seemin.gly an answer to 
Mayor Lewis '~ho. when told that citizells didn't 1i1<e his actions irt 

firing Smith, retorted lIthey know what they can do about it.1I There 
~Jere several public protest meetings held to support the ousted chief 
but this move died when Smith said he would not protest the dismissal: 

It is interesting to note the reaction" 0:: the police department to the 
firing. A polling of officers revealed that wi.th fe~'l exceptions, 
nearly all felt that a blow had been dealt to law enforcement in Central 
CitYI! Most of the officers questioned said they felt that Chief Smith 
during his time as chief, had raised the efficiency, national recogni-' 
tion and standards of the department to an all-time high. 

lIAlthough we might not have been exactly happy with the outgoing regime, II 
all officers concluded, "it brought this 'department up to the highest 
standards it has ever had during its history." 

A. post .. ~criptto police activities during the week follo'toling tLe Nonday 
f,l·ring 1S that a detachment of officers had to be detailed to protect 
the mayor's house during the night. The mayor also complained bitterly 
about citizens calling him at home at all hours and hurling "vile insultsll 

at him. 

.. Reli~ion~Power, Odds 'n Ends 

Although the essentials of the case have been reported above, there are 
other elements that should be recorded in order that certain factors 
be. made mo~e clear. The points to be presanted deal with-the power 
structure ln Utah, Comments concerning Smith and Lewis made by interested 
observers of the scene, and late developments. 

Pow~r Structure 

Conversation with residen.ts of Central City seemed to typify the Smith
Lewis fracas as a struggle bet'toleen the Mormon Church and the forces 
oppos:d to it. These same individuals emphasized that Central City 'tolas 
pecullar in that the Morilions stood on one side.and those backing Lewis 
on the other. 

Without goi.ng intQ historical reasons for the division. it is a recog ... 
nizable situation that the power hierarchy in the area"consists of four 
well-defined groups: the Mormon Church, the Masonic Lodge, the Chambet' 
of Commerce, and the Catholic Church, ~'1ith the last-named playing a less 
prominent role. 

As stated ea:t:iier, Smith, a Mormpri, was invited to be Chief of PoHce by 
a Mormon mayor at the insistence of the presiding officers of the Mormon 
Church. This would normally cause -no great stir unless events spot
l~ghted thel issue, a~d the election of Lel'1is did just that, causing a 
d1visiona.iong the hnes mentioned above. Smith incurred the wrath of 
the Chamb/er of Commerce shortly after assuming his position in 1956 by 
stating f;o the newspapers that Central City needed "cleaning up" before 
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it ~lOuld become a good family town and attract new business and resi .. 
dents. Lewis was, and is, active in the Masonic Lodge; it was reported 
after the dismissal that a meeting of the Lodge's ruling body in Central 
City following Lewis' election, decided that Smith "had to go." 

It is reliably reported that the staff of The Desert News, owned by the 
11ormon Church, spent a two-day period gathering a bill of particulars 
to be used against Le~-lis, charging him '-7ith malfeasance in office. The 
editor was nctallm-led to publish the story, the reason being given that 
while Smith was chief, he failed to prosecute a traffic violation in" 
volving a prominent Mormon leader. It was believed that Lewis would 
explQit this incident if he were attacked by the Mormon's official paper. 

Voice of the People .. --
The consensus of opinion concerning Le~~is ~'1as that he probably wanted 
to be U. S. Senator, and was using the mayor's office as a rallying 
point around which to unite those factions which vlould back him in 
opposing a Mormon incumbent in 1962. 

Lewis is described as being a very engaginG person who was extremely 
personable, but, "li1<e many politicians who have a strong desire to 
succeed, he has grasped at one or two points and is playing them to 
the hilt; these are to save taxes and extreme ecopomy, and the voters 
love that." 

Lewis is further described as being an e:~tremely poor administrator. 
A man who; first and last, is a politician who could work all angles 
to his advantage~ But in his first attack on Smith, Lewis aroused 
the Mormon opposition along with other factions opposed to him, and 
this was a maneuver that boomeranged into a severe set-back for his 
political ambitions. 

Charles Smith was ackuo\'1ledged to be an outstanding administrator, even 
by those who did not lil~e him personally. That he had tremendous per
sonal popularity among the voters there is obvious, but this following 
was not sufficient to save him from dismissal. Even though Smit:h had 
good relations with other members of the Central City Commission, his 
seemingly superior manner undoubtedly cost him support when it came to 
a show-down vote on the, firing. His religious affiliation probably leept 
him from establishing a close and harmonious worl:ing relationship l'1ith 
non-Mormon elements "1ho could have brought pressure to bear on the mayor, 
and the impreSSion he gave some quarters of. fighting sin and not crime 
lost him further support. 

Smith I S handling of the situation fol1O\~ing the dismissal did help his 
cause. He underplayed ~1is own role and was ver:y skillful in appearing 
humble before the people. This humility did much to recoup his strengt!1 
among those who had previously accused him of having a superior attitude. 

~~~---,--------................. -----__ .. ftlii·' .. ' __ IIIIIiIlllill .. __ ..... ___ • r 
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Later Events 

Shortly after the disoissal Smith said that he would not turn down a 
draft for governor; this was !n answer to his supporters who were 
urging him to seek the office. At the Republican state convention 
on May 7, 1960, Smith declared himself to be an active cnadidate for 
the Republican nomination for governore 

As further evidence of the growing support for his political ambitions, 
Smith was also selected as a member of the state G.O.P. delegation to 
the national convention{, Lewis, who had also announced his candidacy 
for a delegate's slot, ran last in the field of those seeking to malte 
the trip to Chicago. 

", 
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PLfiNN1NG 

ORGANIZATION AND l.1At=lAGE..~Nr 

ORGANIZATION - PLANNING 

Police objectives are achieved most effectively and economi.cal,ly through 
the efficient operation of three inter-related processes: viz., planning, 
doing, and controlling. Of these, planning is basic. Without it, 
effective direction, coordination, and control are impossible. 

Planning Defin~ 

Planning is the process of developing a method of procedure or an arrange
ment of pGrts intended to facilitate the achievement of a ~efined objective. 

Plans are found in a variety of forms.. The budge't is a work plan in terms 
of expenditure requirements. An organi~ation chart represents a plan. 

The Value of a Plan -. 
A plan implements policy and clarifies it by defining more precisely an 
innnediate objective or'purpose and outlining what is to be done to ac
hieve it. 

A plan serves as a guide or reference in both training and performance. 
It simplifies the direction of the members of the group, facilitates the 
coordination of their efforts, and places responsibility. 

The planning process gives continued attention to the improvement of 
practices and procedures. 

A plan enables a check on accomplishment. 

Wise planning assures the most effective and economical use of resources 
in the accomplishment of the purpose of the organization. 

The Nature of Police Planning 

Police plans may be classified in a number of weys~ To facilitate orderly 
discussion, they are here arbitrarily divided into management plans, opera
ting, procedural, tactical, and extra-departmentaL This classification 
with its terminology may be controversial. 

Manasement Plans 

Management plans relate to the. problems of equipping, staffing, and pre~ 
paring the department to do the job, rather than to its actual opera:ticJ\ 
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as an organized force. They include the organization plan (with defini n 

tions of the duties of the component organic units), the budget, and 
procedures relating to accounting, purchasing, and personnel management 
(recruitment, training, rating, selection for promotion, discipline, and 
welfare) • 

Qe.~'e.ill.Q.p~ 

These include the work programs of the line divisions. The work to be 
done to accomplish the purposes of patrol, crime investigation, traffic 
etc., must be analyzed from the point of view of the nE',ture, time and 
place of the comp~nent tasks, and measured in tel'ms of manpc";i'e.r and 
equipment r1equirements. Men and equipment must be ass:tgned to each 
branch of service; specific objectiV'es must be defined and methods of 
action deve:loped for their achievement. Some procedures relating spe
cifically to the accomplishment of these objectives will also be planned. 

Procedural Plans 

Included here is every procedure that has been outlined and officially 
adopted al3 the standard method of action to be followed by all members 
of the de/part\nent under specified circumstances. These plans constitute 
the standard operating procedures of the department. 

Procedurd plans include reporting regulations, record-division operations, 
dispatching procedures; procedures to be follo,~ed in stopping, question ... 
:Lng; set.-lrching, handcuffing, and transporting persons ,.,hose actions, in 
a vehicle or on foot, arouse the suspicions of an officer. 

Tactical Plat'!,s 

Are restricted to methods of action to be taken at a designated l~cation 
and under specified circumstances. Tactical plans represent the applica
tion of proce~ures to specific situations. Action that is to be taken in 
the event of '1 jail emergency or ,when a report is received that a robbery 
is in progl'esis or has just been committed at a specified location, such 
as at the First National Bank, are examples of tactical plans. 

Extra-departmental Plans 

Extra-departmental plans include those that require action or 'assistance 
frtnD persons or agencies outside the police department, or that relate 
to some fotm of connnunity organization. 

Scope of Planning 

Planning needs are not the same in all departments. Units of government 
sometim(~s employ an outside staff to plan a complete reorgarlization of 
the fOX'ce with a modernization of all departmental procedures. In such 
an undertaking, ressarcb is necessary to provide an inventory of person
nel, f~quipment, and buUdings, and to appraise police-service require
ments. On the other hand, a department may undertake a similar basic 
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9verhauling of its own organi~ational structure and operating procedures 
over a somewhat longer period of time. Other departments, on the con
trary, have carried on a satisfactory planning program over the years. 
Their plans are usually stabilized and there may be little to be done 
except to keep them up-to-date. 

Organizatio~for Planning 

The chief of police has ultimate responsibility for planning, just as he 
has final responsibility for all processes operating in the organization. 
Except in the small force, he will not have the time to carryon department-", 
wide planning and to supervise the planning process throughout the 
department. For this reason provision must be made for a planning unit 
for plans that are department-wide in scope and for supervising the plan
ning process throughout the department. In a small force, planning re
sponsibilities may be placed on a deSignated officer. 

Duties of a Planning Un~ 

The planning unit should consider stimulation of the planning process as 
a first ~esponsibility. The duties of the planning unit may be best de
scribed by saying that it performs planning duties that would be per
formed by the chief if he had sufficient time. 

The duties of the planning officer or unit may be listed as follows: 

To review and analyze periodically all department plans. 

To modernize and improve plans that are department~wide~ 
in sf:ope. 

To suggest the modernization and improvement of operational 
plans of operating divisions. 

To lend such assistance to the operating divisions in the 
preparation and improvement of their plans as they may desire. 

To analyze the operation of plans to ascertain their suita
bility; when a new plan is placed in operation; to discuss 
its weaknesses llTith operating pelt'sonne1 and to effect need .. 
ed improvements in it. 

The Stimulation of the Planning Proces~ 

It should be understood at the outset that planning is a process that 
permeates the entire organization~ Planning must be i:n operation at 
evet'y level and in every functional unit of the organill:ation. Since 
this i8 so, nOl, one pe'rson may be given total responsibUity for planning. 

The purpose of otganization for planning is to stimulate the planning 
process. Insofar as the creation of a planning unit accomplishes this 
p~rpo8e» it is achieving its end. The planning unit» however, should 

Ie 
I 
! 

not do all department planning. A planning unit or a part-time planning 
officer is tempted to take over 'the e~tire process rather than to stimu
late it. This hazard should be reco.gnized and' gUG:':Z'ded against. 

Recognition of the Need for the Plan 

If the need for the plan is no't'· recognized, the plall obv1.ously will not 
be prepared. It is important, therefore, that attention be given to 
the discovery of the need. Otherwise, essential planning will not be 
done and the effectiveness of operations will conseq~e~tly be impaired. 

POLICE ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENr 

Administrative Planning 

From an administrative point of view, a plan of operations is a synthesis 
of various plans: annual, long-term, short-teTm, and special. The need 
for a plan of operations is recognized by all, but the practice of pro
viding one is not yet general. Planning is the lV'orking out in broad out
line of the things that need to be done and the methods for doing them in 
order to accomplish the purpose set for the enterprise. It involves a 
forecast of the future problem and a scheme for meeting it. Police prob~ 
lems involving crime, delinquency, vice, and traffic occur and re~occur 
in time and place with such a high degree of regularity, that adminis
trative predictions are possible. Accurate estimates of the situation 
can be prepared and from them short-term, long-te~$ and special plans 
can be formulated. 

. ' 

Perhaps one reason for the lack of planning ,in the field of police ad
ministration is the great effort required and the lack of managerial 
ability to sustain such effort; another is the fact that the basic data 
necessary for estimate and planning are not 'available in the average 
police organization. The extent and quality of police intelligence'or 
administrative data depend upon the character and administra'tion of the 
police record system. Expert surveys of police departments 'in the, 

. United States reveal a wide range in the character of polic~ records 
administration. 

" 

'I 
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LAW ENFORCEMENt mtNf~(;, .l?~OGRAM 
SCHOOL OF POLICE ADMINISTRATI(jN AND PUBLIC SAFETY 

MICHIGAN STATE UNtVERSITY 

POLICY 

Policies in Police Operations 

Policy, and How It Differs from Rule 
A. Definition of policy 
B. Definition of rule 
C. General interpre:tations 
'D. Characteristics 'i1hich distinguish 

11. &S:sentials lof Policy Formation 
A,. Definite, positi'lTe, and clear 
B. Translatable int'o practice 
-C. Flexible yet highly permanent 
D. Cover all foreseeable situations 
E. Founded on facts,' and sound .judgment 
F. Conform to laws &ud public interest 
G. General statement rather than detailed procedure 

III. Why Policy Should be Reduced to Writing 
A. Lessens misinterpretations an4 error 
B. Provides a chec!k list 
C. Constitutes u~lefu1 instructional device 
D. Failure to write is admission of weakness 

IV. Why is Responsibl1e for Formulating Policy 
A. Control must lie at top management level 
B. Policy maker seeks staff aid and guidance 
C. Not only a police corlcern 

V. Steps in the Development of Policy 
A. Determine objectives 
l}. Outline p'roblems 
C. Consider practical aspects 
D. Test and 4naly~e 

VI. Prescribing Procedures and Rules 
A. Consider objectives, problems, and policies 
B. Make it a job analysis 
C. Make 1.': extensive enough to maintain uniformity 
D. Be brief as possible with clarity 
E. Follow s~andard pattern 

VII. An Example of Policy ApplicatioI7, in Tolerance :tn Enforcement 
A. The policy is identified 
B. How to justify 

VIII. Operational Areas Needing Po;licy Formulation (Examples Only) 
A.ln accident investigatioltl 
B. In traffic law enforcement 
C. In traffic direction 

t
e 
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LAH ENFORCEMENT TRAINIl'TG PROGRAM 
SCHOOL OF POLICE 'ADMINJ;STRATION AND PUBLIC S.AFE.TY 

MICHIGAN S'l'ATE UNIVERSITY 

Policy Formulation in Police Management 

by iielson A. Watson 
Field Service Division 

Inte:rnat.ional Association of Chiefs of Police 

WHAT POLICY IS 

A. Term Used in Different Hays 

B. Definition 

C. Anatomy" of Aclministrati ve Concepts 
q 

1. Philosophy 
2. Objectives 
3. Principles 
4. :?'olic'ies 
5. Programs 
6. Practices 
7. Procedures 
8. Rules and Regulations 

D. The Role of Policy 

II. \<THY FOLICY IS NEEDED 

A. Guide to Action 

B. Consistency and Measurement 
• 

C. Translates Philosophy into Action 

D. Implements Objectives 

E. Stability and Continuity 

F. Administrative Tools 

G. Policy and Decision-making 

III. SOURCES.AND DEVELOPMENT OF FOLICY 

A. Authority and Responsibility 

B. Limiting Factors 

C. Sources of Policy 
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- 2 - ANATOMY OF ADMINISTRATIVE CONCEPTS 
D. Development of Policy -- .. --~ 

E. Methods of Deciding 011 Policy 
OBJECTIVES 

F. B~oad Participation 
-

G. Ultimate Responsibility 

H. Policy Levels 

r. steps in Policy Development I 
R 
E 

R G 
U U 
L L 

IV. FO:/;lICY COVERAGE 

V. ESSENTIALS OF GOOD FOLICY 

A. Clarity 

i E A / S T 

I I 
0 
N 
S 

C. Appropriateness 

VI. IMPLEMENTING POLICY 

A. Cohesion of Effort 

B. Policy in Vlriting 

I P 
{ R PROCE DURES 

0 I G I • R 
C. Disseminati0n of Policy A 

M 
.1 

pf 

PRACT CES 

. 

OUTSIDE 

~ POLICIES AUTHORITY ;-

PRINC ~IES 
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PHILOSOPHY '" 
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LAW ENFORCEMENt TRAINl~1(; PROGRAM 
SCHOOL OF POLICE ADMINISTRATION l-"N]) PUBLIC SAFETY 

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVEltSITY 

Internal Co~~~!-!mEosed 
on. the Admbd,strator .. ---

I t, Exercise of control is prime requisite of success of the Administrator. 
Without well-defined methods and devices or exercising controls over 
the department function, the administrator will find that other ~gencies 
will impose controls on him. 

II. Define the Who~ What, When, Where, t~y, and How of Administrative 
Controls. 

A. ID!2. controls. 

1. Large departments-special inspection divisions. 
2. Small departments-every command officer. 
3. Fallacies of dogma of delegation. 

B. ,t~at are controls. -
1. ' Reports, audits, physical and process inspections, follow up 

devices. 

C., When are controls imposed. -
D. Where are controls exercised. 

1. In all line, staff, and inspection functions. 

E. tofuy are controls imposed. 

'1. ;~rust your personnel? 
2. 'Present personnel needs and future projections. 
3. Improve P;~:i.;~ol function. 

F. !!2! are co,ntX'ols imposed. 

1. The development of control systems and processes. 

III. Exami,ne mechanics of control in three areas ofdepartroent functions
Staff, Line, ~nd Inspection. 

A. Staff. 

1. Assignment of research. 
2. Continuous maintenance of policies ~d rules and procedures. 
3. Hiring-issuance of property-responsibility of officer for 

custody-
4. Training. 
S. Rac-ords. 

a. Court. 
b. Pictures. 

B. 

-
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c. Case ~eports. 
d . IndeXing of p~\rsons and property • 
e. Control of time spent, in records keeping. 
f. Retention and ,c1ispos:i.tion of records. 
g. Revie'to1 of evidence. 
h. Maintenance of department intelligence. 

6. Council requests. 
7. Request from department to upper echelons. 
8. Purchasing procedures and ~~intenance of up-to-date specifi

cations. 
9. Surveys and studies, and their follow-up. 

10. Library. 

Line or Operations. 

l. Communications, 
{ 

a. Methods of recording and auditing c.lf radio, telephone, and 
"incident reports ... 

2. Incidents. 

a. Use of shift commander's reports. 
b. Audits. of car logs. 
c. Audits of officoar's tir.ne relports ... 

3. Functional time distribution. 

a. Audits and 'annual cC'lmparisons. 

4. Follow-up systems. 

a. Tickler files. 
b. Calendar systems. 
c. Multiple case copies systems. 
d. Importance in public relations. Follow up of injuries 

and obituaries" 

5. Performance and production control. 

a. Means of evaluating performance and production. 
b. Determination of o'£ficer' s competence. 

(1) Use of p,ersonnel jackets and qualifications sheets. 

6. Pre-planning and exercises. 
7. Accident .rell)('Jrt quality control. 
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C. InspectioXlsQ 

1. Definition-difference between personnel and process inspe~tion. 

a. Hood files-intelligence. 
b. Internal-personnel. 
c. Board of Inquiry. 

(1) Crooked cops and prosecution. 

D. Personnel Performance. 

1. Citizen complaints. 
2. AAA follow-up card. 
3. Personal interviews. 

IV. Every commander must exercise these control devices in all of his 
functions regardless of how apparently insignificant. 

V. Can we administer competently without the exercise Qf controls? 

VI. What happens if we don't exercise controls. 

LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINIl'Xl PROGRAH 
SCHOOL OF POLICE ADMINISTRATION AND FUBLIC SAFETY 

COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCE 
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY 

GEJllERAL ORDER 62-1 Index Number A-1 
I ~ 

t'JRITTElI! ORDERS AND MErIIORANDUMS 

I. PUBPOSE 

The purpose of thi~ order is to establish a standard definition and 
format for the 1;Tritten ordel's and memorandums of this Department. It also pro
vides for proper preparation,indexing and distribution so that all personnel 

. concerned may be It~pt informed Of, departmental policies and procedures. 

II. DEFINITION OF· ORDERS AND MEMORANDUI.iS 

A. General Orders: General Orders ,·rill be issued for the 'purpose of 
announcing the adoption or revision of )?olJ.cy or procedure applicable 
generally throughout the Departmen'e., General Orders \'lill only be 
issued under the authorization of the Police Department. 

B. ~SONNEL MEMORANDUMS: Personnel Memorandums ,'1111 be issued for the 
pU!'Pose of announcing the' foUol'11ng: 

1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 

The appointment of net'l personnel. 
The assi3nment or transfer of members fran one unit to another. 
The issuance of official recoanition for superior service and 
acts of bravery. 
The promotion or demotion of members fram one rank to another. 
The suspension, dislnissal and/or restoration to duty of a member. 
The resignation or retirement of a member. 

All such memorandums will be issued only \'lith the authorization of the 
Chief, Police Department. . Personnel Memorandums "Till be directed to 
those "lho have a need to-Jtnow .. 

C. Special Orders: Special Orders ~'1il1 be issued to announce policy and 
procedure in regard to a specific circumstance or event, or p.oli.CY or 
procedure that are of a temporary and self-cancelling nature, or "1hich 
have applicability .only to a specific segment or activity of the Depart
ment. Special Ordt'!rs ,·1111 be issued only unde.r the authorization of' 
the Police Department. Special Orders ,'lil1 be directed to ali pe~sonnel 
or to the limited group 101ho are specifically'affected by the order. 

III. DISTRIBUTION OF ORDERS AND MEMORANDUMS 

A. In order that members may be held responsible for the subject matter of 
department orders. and memorandums, they loTill be issued copies of all 
orders ,,:hich a.ffect them •. 
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;B. General Orders ,\'1ill be issued to all personnel. 

C. Sp~cial Orders and Person."lel Memorand'WllS will normally be sent only 
to' individuals affected by their content. 

D. Copies of all General Orders and those Special Orders and Personnel 
~aemorandums ",hich are sent to the various commands tiill be maintained 
in a master file at each command headquarters. 

E .. c The distribution ,\,lil1 be noted on each document by code letter as 
£0110"IS: 

1. 
2. 

REFERENCES 

"N' includes all 'personnel. 
"Bit includes major commands, the Chiefts Office, Operations 
Burea\l, Major Investigations Division, Divisions ~~~l, ;/:2 al'ld :/;f3 
and the Administrative Diyision. 
"C'I includes ItB" group aild other specific units or individuals 
noted. 

l:1henever a:pplicable~ all orders and memorandums ,\·till carry notations 
directing attention to other ol'ders, 'iDemorandUlns or documents l'1hich are related. 
Any General Order, Special Order or Personnel Memorandum which rescinds, super
sedes or .. ,hal:lges in any manner other documents 't·lill carry the identifying data 
nec.essary to connect them. 

v. DATING 

All ordars and memorandums i'lill indicate their effective date. 

VI. INDEXING:. GENERAL FORMA'l' 

A. The Chief's Office uill be responsible for indexing and coding General 
and Special Orders and Personnel Memorandums. 

B. 

o. 

General Orders "iill be numbered consecutively ,\,lith a prefix consisting 
of the last t\'10 digi·ts of the year, i.e. 62-1, 62-2, etc. The chiefts 
office i'1i11 maintain a Master File in this manner. All major connnands 
and all personnel w111 maintain their copies of General Orders in a 
J)epartlilental Manual. Each General Order 11ill have an additional code 
beiot1 the date. These letter number combinations are: 

1. A-l, A .. 2, etc. ... Adminis·tration 
2. P-l, P .. 2, etc. .. Personnel Policy and Procedure 
3. R .. l, R-2, etc. .. Rules and Regulations 
!~. G-l ,l G ... 2, etc ... General Policy and Procedure 

This additional code uill be utilized. in mair.ltaining the General Orders 
in the Departmental .Manual. 

Special Orders and Personnel, MemoraJl,d.ums "'ill be numbered consecutively 
uith a "Prefix consisting of the last t~'10 digits of the year, i.e. 62 ... 1, 

e 
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62 .. 2, etc. The Chief's Office 1'lill maintain a lvIaster File 0'1' both of 
these types of documents by utilizing this coding system. Y~jor com
mands and all personnel ~'lill also maintain copies of Special Orders and 
Personnel Memorandoms in their Departmental Manuals in this manner,. 

The Departmental rJlanual \"ill consist of all General Orders, Special 
Orliers and Personnel i>lernoranQ.Utns that the major commands or' individuals 
receive. It shall be bound in an appropx-iate loose-ieaf binder and 
shall be organized according to the follol'ling table of contents: 

Volume I .. General Orders 
Administration 
Fersonnel Policy and Procedure 
Htlles and Regulations 
General Policy and Procedure 

Volume II ... Person.~el Memorandums 
Volume III - Special Orders 

, 

Departmental Manuals "lill be maintained by major commano..m and individuals. 
These Manuals "lill be available for inspection. 

VII. CANCELLATION 

The existing orders, rules, regulations and documents of previous 
Ch:f.et's, are currently under reviel'1. They lI1111 be considered in force 
unless rescinded. 

VIII. EFFECTIVE DATE 

,This order is Elffective December 28, 1962. 

BY ORDER OF: 

CHIEF 

DISTRIBUTION: A 
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SCHOOL OF POLICE ADMINISTRATION AND PUBLIC SAFETY 
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY 

COURSE: Police Executives' Training Program 

SUBJECT: Police Decision Making 

t. Decision. Making 

A. Definition: Process utilized inratitlnally choosing between 
several alternatives. 

1. Process 

2. R,at;ionality 

a. Ends and means to goal 

b. Limitations 

(1) Individual 

(2) Organizat,ional 
, 

(3) Unanticipat;ed consequence 

c. Administrative rationality 

B. Importance of decision making to the police executive 

C. 'l;he steps in the process 

1. Goals 

2. Preparation for the de.cision 

a. Sources 

b. Is the problem yours? 

3. Clarification of the problem 

4. Research and fact finding 

5. Identification of alternatives 

6 • Evaluation, of considerat:l.ons 

1. Selection between alternatives, •. 

8. Implementing the decision, . 

9. Follow-up 

" -"-'---
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The Problem: 

The Alternatives: 

Considerations 

Civil LiabIlity 

Criminal l,1abi11ty 

Precedent 

Financial 

Internal "Rel;ations 

Ope rat Lons 

'EfficiencY 

Departmental 
Resources 

Public Relattons 

others 

• 
DIAGROONG A PROBLEM TO CLARIFY ALTERNATIVES AND CONSIDERATIOIiJS 

(,. Alternatives 
\\ 
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WRITTEN METHOD OF EVALUATING ONE ALmRNATIVE BY CANCELLING 

• POSITIVE AND ~"EGATIVE FACTORS • The Problem: 

The Alternative: 
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Topical Outline 

To Be Used In A Lecture On 

"USES OF STAFF" 

To Be Presented To 

The Police Executives Training Program 

Michigan State University 

April 17, 1967 

By 

James E. Wood 
Chairman, Management Option 

Traffic Institute, Northwestern University 

I. Role of Staff 

II. Examples and kinds of Staff 'Hork 

~-------------------
.. 
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III. Types of Staff 

A. General 

B. Special 

C. Personal 

~ .. 

------- ~'----
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IV. When Use is Justified 
VI. Special Organizational Arrangements for Staff Work 

V. Personal and Organizational Requisites to Successful Staff Work 
VII. Completed Staff Action 



THE COMPO~~NT PARTS OF A STAFF STUDY 

1. HEADI;NG 

The heading contains the Title of the study, and the classification or 
file number. 

2. PROBLEM 

The problem should be stated as a mission in military. In police work 
a concise statement of the problem which the study will undertake to 
resolve. Particular care must be taken by the staff officer to assure 
himself that he fully understands problem before proceeding with the 
study. Basic problem is to find out whether or not there is a problem. 
Then decide if you need to go on further. Problem should be stated in 
single issue terms - not multi-faceted. 

3. ASSUMPTIONS 

Any assumptions which are necessary for a logical discussion of the 
problems, which cannot be accept and considered. List the assumptions 
or conditions which in addition to the known facts, are considered 
essential to establish completeness and give validity to the study. If 
the stated problem is simple and concerns current operations and all the 
factors to be evaluated can be established as facts, the paragraph is 
omitted. In complic~ted studies or studies of future operations logical 
projects will have to be made. Assumptions become requirements and 
should be kept to a minimum and must be realistic. All assumptions 
should be listed in the study. Experience and knowledge lv-ill assifit in 
making assumptions. 

4. ' FACTS BEARING ON THE PROBLEM 

Statements of undeniable fact having a direct bearing on the problem or 
its solution. The facts should be capable of documentation, lv-hen pos
sible. This section should help to clarify the problem. The statements 
should not be opinions, speculations, conjectures, probable e,rentuali
ties, or conclusions. Previous positions taken on matter in tthe past 
may be used. Quoting of regulations, or state policies or any other 
consideration which is relevant and indisputable. 

5. DISCUSSION 

A careful analysiS of the essential facts, presenting consideration 
both pro and con., to arrive logically at the conclusions and :recom
mendations. This paragraph consists of an analysis and evalUiation of 
the combination of facts and assumptions interwoven with reas()ned and 
considered opinllon which develops the necessary background fOl:nt which 
logical conc 1us.ions can be drawn. The arrangement should be logical. 
If study is lengthy the discussion will appear in the 1 annex;, The 
mission of the :Writer is to present to his superior a clear, concise, 
and logical pe~sona1 analYSis of all available information re11evant to 
the problem. " 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusions arrived at after a careful analysis and study of the 
factors involved. Only those conclusions which are in consonance with 
the assumptions, facts and discussions should be enumerated. No new • 
material or idea should be introduced at this stage of ,the study. JUst1-
fying clauses are not desirable in phrasing conclusions. 

7 • ACTION RECOMMENDED 

The conclusions reached usually indicate the need for action to be taken. 
Valid recommendations on the action to be taken are the test of the staff 
study -- the solution to the original problem. These recommendations 
should be stated in simple language and must chart a clear course of 
action for the commander. If implementation is required, the implemen
ting documents must be prepared and submitted with the study as annexes 
thereto. This is completed staff action. 

8. CLOSING 

Signature, including position, title and telephone number. 

9. ANNEXES 

When the material presented in any paragraph of the study is necessarily 
lengthy or complicated, it should be placed in an accompanying annex. 
Supporting documents, as required are included as annexes. Annexes in 
turn, may be supported by appendixes. 

IO. CONCURRENCES AND NON .. CONCURRENCES 

Other members of 'the staff and all interested agencies have the right to' 
concur or non-concur. Non-concurrences shOUld be stated briefly at this • 
point or if too lengthy in an annex. Concurrences secured after the 
compl~tion of the study are formal and do not ta~e the place ~f the in.., 
formal concurrences obtained during the preparat10n. The act10n by the 
approving authority ~ay ·or may not appear on the study .. If the recommen
dation is that he sign a letter (which has been prepared and attached as 
and annex), the fact that he signs it constitutes an 'approval. If, 
however the study proposes a,certain procedure or policy, then the sig
nature ~f the approving authority on the study is sufficient to put that 
into effect. Recommended that each be itl ~v-riting - Give reasons for Non
Concurrence. Sample problems which can be resolved by the use of Staff 
Study: 

1. Use of horses in parks and crowd control? 
2. Whether to shoot looters? 
3. Should we continue use of K-9 units? 
4. Are we losing our image of force in one-man cars? 
5. Should we buy ha1icopters for police use? 
6. Feasibility of a 40-hour in-service training program? 
7. Length of recruit training? 
8. In-service training vs. external training for command personnel? 
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Staff Conferences 

Conference Guide --- .. -

Thie series of Staff Con£erence~ is intended to demonstrate the effectiveness 
of g~oup thinking. the sub jl:'"c.ts wet:'e picked f::nm among many that B,re of 
interest to the police Duper.visor. 

Single answers to any of th~se problems will be difficult to arrive at, but 
many ideas advanced by J:he group should prove of value. The objective is to 
bring the ~ollective experience and brain power of the group to bear upon the 
problem. 

Participation of all conference members 1s requh'ed but it '-li11 be the respon
sibility of the ccnference leaJer to maintain reasonable order and to guide 
the group in presenting its ideas. 

The class will be divided into groups, each group will develop one discussion 
piece. The group will select its own conference leader and will be guided by 
his directions. 

Persuasion based upon logic will strengthen the conference. Statements and 
ideas that have no basis in facts if carried to an extreme, will make little 
or no contribution to the group. 

Study each discussion piece carefully and be p'repared for lively. intelligent, 
participation, either as a group member or as an interested spectator. 

Each discussion piece has several important points. Group leaders will meet 
with the instructor to discuss the material before completing final arrange
ments for their respective conference. 

Students should read each discussion piece. Each conference will run for 
forty (40) minutes plus ten (10) additional minutes that will be allotted 
for a question period. The conference leader will be held accountable to keep 
the conference on schedule and ~£~tant~ to ke~p diccussion and guestionson 
~e assigned discussi0!Leie9~. Stuc'lents observing the conference will not be 
pel.'illitted to interrupt by asking q'i.\(~stions or making obset'vations until the 
question period is opened by the conference leader. 

Put yourself into the situation. Visualize this conference as one conducted 
at the district or section level. Place the conference leader in the position 
of District or Section Commander. Remember, you are a member of the Com
mander's staff and for the purpr)ses -;fth1"S conference, functioning as staff 
to him. That is, to come up wUh worth,tvhile information that will assist him 
in his command responsibilities. 

NOTE: This material to be used in class room instruction as a learning 
experience in staff cor!ferenee participation • 

., 
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Staff Conference Discussion Piece 

Control of Organizational Behavior 

Control of member behavior is a problem that occupies much of the 1a~-l 

enforcement supervisor's working hours. How to gain conformance for 

certain organizational beliefs, philosophies, theories, and operations, 

has resulted in a proliferation of mechanical or "built in" controls. 

The organization itself is structured to provide maximum controls. The 

various levels of the hierarchy are designed to exercise a high degree 

of control over subordinate levels. This establishment of a chain of 

command makes it possible for maximum use of delegation of authority, and 

at the same time, institutes controls through assignment of responsibility 

and accountability. 

To better illustrate this, examine a typical organization chart. The 

chat't, along with description of duties of the major commands, will show 

how controls are set up organizationally. 

The Chief has over-all responsibility for departmental operations, but in 

order to accomplish his mission, he has delegated authority to others to 

accomplish functional activities. The Deputy or Assistant Chiefs have 

authority and responsibility in their particular areas. 

Each of the major commands is broken do~m into smaller commands. These 

commands in turn are broken down into smaller units, and so on. Through 

this system each level attempts to control behavior of the next 10~-ler 

level. How this control is exercised may be genexalized as follows. 

Organizational planning, manuals, rules and regulations, training, report-

ting procedures, standard operating procedures, and job descriptionS, are 
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attempts to facilitate control of behavior through the formal organization. 

Certain types of controls that might be tarmed "organizational"1nclude: 

1. Use of staff units in supervision, for instance, the vice 
commander exercises technical supervision in the vice 
area; the inspector makes staff inspections to ensure 
compliance with departmental policies; the traffic com
mander exercises technical supervision in his area of 
responsibility. 

2. Standards and measurements are established to furnish 
an objective behavior control guide. 

3. Reports and records of all activity have certain control 
features built into them. 

4. Orders are another strong control, often requiring a 
report back by a certain time on results obtained. 

Human controls through supervision are provided by techniques such as 

teaching, inspection, investigation, examination, appraisal, and visitation. 

The very nature of law enforcement dictates that a rigid set of controls 

be adopted in order to keep behavioral defects at a minimum. Temptations 

constantly before the individual enforcement officer range from a free meal 

to large bribes f~om organized criminals. Agreement by an officer to over-

look gambling or prostitution might res~lt in bribes that amount to several 

times his annual salary. 

Offers of political "clout" to overlook or to crack down on certain offenses 

are dangled before t.he enforcement officer. Very closely associated with 

this one is the very natural desire to be liked by all. 

Another "job hazard" that confr,:,nts the patrolman is as follows: 

An enforcement officer, after being verbally abused in the proper discharge 

of his duties, might be tempted to take out his vengeance on others when 

encountering this reaction in future cases. 

ft·· 
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Excessive use of violence either physical or verbal, is a means that is 

invitil:lg to use in r.~taliation. These and other problems have causl:ld the 
,-

previously mentioned controls, plus many ot(lel~S, t~ come into being. In 

spite of all these controls, beha~ior defects still exist and cause 

severe problems in law enforcement. 

The ever-present threat to the policeman's job security, public condem-

nation, and even possible imprisonment, hasn't been eff~lctive in bringing 

every individual around to complete acceptance of the organizational 

behavior patterns. v1hy is it that one policeman, after c<ltching another 

policeman in an illegal act, will not report him? Why will one policeman 

cover up delinquent ants for a colleague? What thought prOCEsses are at 

work that cause a supervisor to accept", belol'l standard performance from 

his subordinates? What causes a police supervisor to chance losing his 

own position in covering up misbehavior of one of his subo:cdinates? 

Th~ folloWing answers would come from a typical group of police officers. 

Poli,cemen tend to be clannish and withdraw into a tight, ~ratertial group. 

There are many people "looking over our shoulders" who are sure to 

misinterpret or deliberately distort any derogatory information about 

police. 

Another reason for failure to take action in some cases of individual 

misbehavior is a fear of resulting publicity. Even where a policeman has 

violated a minor organizational rule, the resulting publicity may ruin his 

career, embtlI'rass his family, and cause severe damage to community-police 

relations. 
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The political arena in which police perfor.m. is held by some to be a 

deterrent to behavior control. The argument is advanced that since 

political parties are constantly scrutinizing police activities, that it 

is better to conceal minor infractions les'c. they become political issues, 

issues in which the police always lose. 

A relatively new trend that might go far in producing positive results 

in disciplinary actions is the s1l1rge toward professionalization. A prime 

tenet of professionalization is a university accepted cc.,de 'of conduct that 

is enforced by the members of a profess·ion. Many police administrators 

feel that strides are being made in this direction. 

In any event, the problem must be studied carefully by all police managers 

whether thay he first line, middle management or at administrative rank. 

It is manage!Ilent' s responsibility. Hm'?' cari the police supervisor dis-

charge his management responsibility to improve organizational behavior? 

How can the supervisor establish working conditions that induce voluntary 

compliance with department policies? What can the supervisor do to gain 

high level performance from his subordinates? 

NOTE: This discussion piece is an example of tra,ining material and is 
used only as a training device. 

-

"The Assistant toll 

A. Six Major Functions 

1. Communication: interpreting what the chief meant 

seeing that all top commanders have a common 

understanding of what is wanted - al$o to 

oc'casiona11y remind the chief what he requested 

key members of his staff to do. 

2. Catalyst: facilitates exchange of vie~~s between 

key commanders, allows conflictillg views to be 

resolved without referring to the chief. 

Difficult to do - must not appear to assume the 

chief's authority. 

3. Intelligence agent: keep the chief informed of 

what is going on'. The chief is often surrounded 

by an insulative barrier that prevents needed 

information fr~m getting through. 

4. External image: can spot the chief's blind 

spots in areas of external relations - and can 

assess the impact of specific decision (press 

and public, and inter-agency). 

5. Spunding Board ~ allows the chief to t:ty out 

ideas on the aSsistant. This requires maturity 

I) 
;.' ,. 

Off. Form 1/:29 
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OUTLINE 

and judgment on the part of the assistant to avoid 

partisan reaction. Must hav'e good organizational 

background to place chief's ideas into perspective. 

Must have fortitude to point out his limited ability 

to advise in a certain area and recommend someone 

else to bring a more knowledgeable viewpoint. 

Must avoid being a "yes" man. 

6. Administrative Arrangements: ensure that travel 

arrangements, summaries of meetings, and digests 

of correspondence are prepared. Much of this work 

will be overseen not actually performed. If this 

is overdone, then the "assistant to" may become a 

"clerk." 

B. Qualifications for Eff.ectiveness 

1. Technical knowledge,helpful. 

2. Possess a good understanding of basic management 

processes, especially in the area of decisions to 

be made. To be able to discern the types of 

decisions that the chief should make and those 

that should be made at a lower level. 

3. Know and understand how things get done in other 

departments of government and agencies - such as 

central services (personnel, budget division, etc.) 

legislative body, etc. 

.~ .. 

t' 
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OUTLINE 

4. Be adaptable and be able to grow in relation to 

the changing complexities of the job. 

5. Be aware continually of own relationships with 

the chief and with those on whom the chief relies 

in each field. 

6. Develop a special sensitivity to the chief's 

~veaknesses and blind spots. 

C. Basic Ground Rules to Observe 

1. To evidence objectivity to the ch~ef and line 

commanders alike. Never become identified with 

particulat,' function, (traffiC, CID, etc.), or 

indicate bias because of previous experience 

and training. 

2. Must develop ability to act wholly within the 

context of the chief. If major commanders get 

the feeling that directives, etc., being passed 

on by the assistant are not completely those of 

the chief then conflict may arise necessitating 

need for "clarifying" the order. 

3. Never take advantage of the relationship with 

the chief. For instance, suggesting to others 

that he has made up his mind when he hasn't. 

\I' 

NOTES 
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OUTLINE 

4. Assume a position of helping commanders - not of 

an obstacle standing between them and the chief. 

5. Continuously seek information and make it clear 

to all concerned that you are always searching 

for it. 

6. Avoid contests for power. 

NOTES 

• ' 

"ON COUNSEL" 

Francis Bacon 

The greatest trust between man and man is the trust of giving 

counsel; for in other confidences men commit the parts of life, 

their lands, their goods, their children, their credit, some 

particular affair; but to such as they make their counsellors they 

commit the whole; by how much the more they are obliged to all 

faith and integrity. The wisest princes need not think it any 

diminution to their greatness, or derogation to their sufficiency 

to rely upon counsel. 

Isaiah 9:6 God himself is not without, but hath made it one of 

the great names of his blessed Son, "The Counsellor." 

Proverbs 20:18 Solomon hath pronounced "~n counsel is stability." 

A king, when he presides in council, let him beware how he opens 

his own inclination too much in that "to1hich he propuundeth; for 

else counsellors ~.7i1l but take the "lind of him, and, instead of 

giving free counsel, will sing him a song of "I shall please." 

(In jest from Psalm 114:9 the Vulgate) . 
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SCHOOL OF PQLICE ADMINISTRATION AND PUBLIC SAFETY 

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY 

Police BudsetiM 

I. c. Police Budgetilllg 

A. Definition: A compreben8ive fiscal plan for a juri.· 
diction over an established period of time. 

1. Comprehensive 

2. Time factor 

3. Not authority to spend 

B. Need for 8 budget 

1. Scarcity of fu~~ 
" ~ \ 

2. Ligal requirements 

3. Planning 

4. Control 

C. The budget process 

1 • Budget directive 

2. Budget calendar 

3. Budget format 

a. Object 

b. Program 

c. Performanc\t 

D. Budgetary phase. 

1. Prepara.tion 

2 .~ Submission arid adoption 

3. Execution 

4. Audit 

E. Capital, outlay (' '.r 

'.) 
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SUGGESTED MEMO ~ROM CHIEF ADMINISTRATOR TO 
'DEPARTMENr HEADS REQUESTING WOlU{ mOGRAMS 

AND EXPENDITURES ESTIMATES 

TO: Police Chief or Police Superintendent 

FRf~: Chief Executive 

SUBJECT: 1963 Budget 

,DATE: July 15, 196-

11 ,. 

The budget season is here again. The deadline for submitting in duplicate 
your estimates and performance justification to this office is September I, 
196-. 

General.Budget Pilicy 

Indexes of employment and business .activity both nationally and for our 
area have risen to record peace-tilIle levels. Based on .per cent of 1947-
49, ,the general business. index for our jurisdiction averaged 159 during 
the first 6 months of 196-. Indicsltions are that present levels will be 
continued through the fiscal period. Population growth at current rate 
of 2% per year will probably contit1lue. 

Preliminaryprojectione of revenue 'sources indicate moderate inc~ease 
in total available. Our end of period surplus will be abov~ the last 
period by approximately $60,000, primarily because of current sales tax 
'rec.eipts being. above. estimates and because of greater savings on depart
mental appropriations made possible by your careful management. Unfor
tuna~ely, very little of our -increal;ed income can be rele&sed for many 
desitable expansions in services other than providing for population 
growth. Next year we must finance the 196-elections and provide for 
increased salaries as adjusted duril118 the c,urrent year. A conservative 
budget policy must therefore be followed. Gener~lly speaking each depart
ment mU$,t look primarily to savings from continued adoption of more effi
cient operating methods if expansions or improvements in service are to 
be. affected. . 

Justifying Your Budget in. Terms of pjarformance 
\\ 
.~ , 

In the final analysis. the bUdg~t rel)resents dollar values placed on a 
work programdeeigned to accomplish E!pecific, end-results from the perfor
mance of_ev~ry activil~Y_ In recent )rears, therefol:e, we have revised the 
style of the annualb~ldget document~ ;\It now inCLudes summaries of depart .. 
lllent work program,s anet other . information' designed ,to give our legislative 
body and citizens a bEltter underetanc:J,ing of the seirvices to be financed 
from taxes. Further b!udgetary impro;t,ements are p!,Os sib Ie with continued 
cooperation of'all dep'artment heads. . 

Each departmeiii:. he"~d, should review ~ritically th1e existing practices in 
the various activities cnder his jU1'isdiction to; determ:li:ua wh':U: improve
ments can be made to bring about more ef~icient,and economid~h operatiOn. 

I'· 
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I hope yOI'l, will have many such recommendations to make; if not, ~lease 
state in your letter.of transmittal that you have undertaken such a review 
and have no recommendations to. make. Also, since it is the responsibility 
of the legislative body-to determine the standards of service to be pro
,rided, it will be particularly helpful to indicate what economies can be 
effected by reducing the standards and what additional expe.nditures would 
be necessary to raise the staJl,dards. Special attention should be given to 
items you believe can be Teduced or eliminated and to services that may 
no longer be essential or may be replaced by more essential activity. 

Q!:her.Supporting Information 

1. Prepare a brief statement of the overa11 objective of your department"s 
op.~'ration. This should be in a concise form which you would suggest 
for inclusion in the actual budget document sent to the councU. As a 
guide, re'.f'i~w the similar statement as contained in the curre'nt budget 
and see if it answers the question--what are we trying to do in terms 
of end-result? In the case of some of the larger departments responsi
ble for a number of major s1~rvice operations, the statement should be 
broad enough to include the overall objectives of each of the major 
services. 

2. Prepar~ a short table and/or statement for the budget document that 
will answer the. question--how we11 is the job being done? Where pos
sible this should pe expressed in quantitative terms such as volume 
of fire loss compared to national averages, etc. 

3 •. Submit an organization"chart indicating present lines of authority and 
assignment of functions and responsibilities to each organization 
division and section. Proposed changes should be indicated in a dif
ferent cQlor on the p'resent chart ot by a~taching a second chart. 

\. ' 

4. 'Depa't'tments which have a variety of ope~,ating locations' and' service 
areas should have available for bui:1get hearings and for city council 

(_''--, ~b~~\get conferences complete maps showing. all facility locations and 
~"'--.~~ ;/bOti'ndariesof various types of service districts. 

.~, 

Personnel 

l.All positions are to be budgeted on'the basis of the presentcompen
sation schedule and classification plan. You areauthori,zed to bud~et 
salary increases that cw1l1 come up in 196- involving applicati()n o:e 
the rules for normal advancement by~~eps within the aalary ranges 
established for positions under the present pay plan. 

2. Persopnel>i'eque~~s should be justifi~d ona man-hour or man .. montb 
basis by relating requests to the measur'ements of work load or by . . 

,., manning standards' established" for various activities of yout depart-
" mant. The' major test of your administrative competence is ability 

to ,ri'lake constant improvements in the efficiency of yO}1r department 
which should make possible each fiscal period senne increases:inwork 
load and improvements in service without addin,8 new",tPersonnel. 

jI 
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3. New position classifications requested should. be Oll the basis of 
those titles which the department head believes to be most appropriate 
in view of duties performed. For each new additional position re
quested, however ,a statement of duties to be performed, as vlell as 
the relative position of the job in the organization, should be sub
mitted in a separate letter and in duplicate. The latter statement 
will be forwarded by this office or the personnel director for as" 
signment. of tentative classification if the item is approved. 

Base your estimates for nonpersonal service items and commodities. on 
prices in effect a.s/\of the present date except for certain specific items 
which will be indic'ated in a memorandum that you will receive from the 
purchasing agent. On equipment outlay items~ontact the purchasing office 
for the most recent price information. With respect to any major items 
of nonpersonal service or commodities please include in your letter of 
justification an explanation of how your estimate was calculated. 

Outlays 

Major capital improvement items requested should be in accordance with 
your department's 196- section of the long-term capital improvemen~ pr.o
gram as most; recently revised~ Project sheets used in connection with 
preparation of the long-term program should be submitted on. each project. 
Any variations from th~ long-te~ program, such 4schanges ill. costesti
mates or proposed scheduling, sholl;~d be fully explained and just1£i~d. 
Comments should be included conceriting the ~ffects of the improvements 
Oll operating budgets for future years. . 

In studying equipment needs and estimating outlays remember that we are 
interested in long-run economy. Do not hesitate to request new equipment 
that will improve operating efficiency or equipment replacemellts in 
interest of long-xun economy. Justify such t'equests bY'factual statements 
on each item of equipment~ Describe fully in terms of specification; 

'price, purpose, and savings to be effected. If s. replacement item, give 
the condition, age, and salvage value of eq~lipmeD,t to be discarded. '. 

Summau 
i 

In conclusion you are asked in this letter to: 
'/ 1: Incl"de~nyour budget a statem.ent of what you are trying to accomplish, 

how much' of a job it is, and how well it is being done. 

2. Review your present activities in detail, reconmiend discontinuance 
of those which are ob$Olete or unnecessary and proposed changes which 
will reduce expense. . 

i· 

3. Budget salary increases in acnordance with the present compensation 
plan and instructions outline' above. 

4. Budget nonpersonal expense and eX) mmod1.ties at current prices except 
for specific it,ems as indic&ted it;l the memo from the purchasing 
agent. 

5. Consider long-run economy of operations' and improvement of efficiency 
of performance in planning you~ expenditure requests. 

6.. Submit copies of your performance, justification data, and expenditure 
estimates not later than the date specified. ' 

Let's not forget that a budget is not just a statement of dollars and cents. 
It is a program of work which is ~~PQrtant to the health, safety, welfare 
and cODvenience of citizens·. Thif.J is the most important job that you and 
1 have to do jointly each year. Let's do the best job we know how. 

/:' 
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LAH ENFO~CEl1ENT TRAINIm PROGRAM 

SCHOOL OF POLICE ADMINISTRATION AND PUBLIC SAFETY 
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY 

Feb. 1 - July 1 

Prior to July 15 

July 15 

July 15 ~ Sept. 1 

July 15 - Sept. 1 

Aug. 15 - Sept. 7 

Sept. 1 - Oct;. 15 

Oct,,~ 15 - Nov. 1 

"Nov. 1 

Nov. 1 -Nov. 22 

Nov. 7 NOVe, 15 

Nov. 22 
" 

Dec. 15 - Jan. 4 

Continuous 

Budget Preparation Calendar 

Bh2. 

Chief Administrator 
and Department ~eads 

Chief Finance ,Officer 
and Budget Officer 

Chief Administrator 
Officer 

Department Beads 
" 

" .:; 

Chief Finance Officer 
and B1udget Officer 

Chief. Finance Officer 

Budget Officer and 
Chief Administrators 

Chief Administrator 
Chief Finance Officer 
and Budget Officer -

Chief Administrator 

Legislative body 

Legislative body 

Legislative body 

,~~ Department Heads and 
',' Budget Officer 

All administrative and 
Staff Officials 

Preparatio~ of long-term 
program of service's and 
capital improvements 

Preliminary work including 
entering of prior a.nd 
current year fbHmcial data 
on estimate forms and p~~
ltminaryrevenue estimates 

Issue budget instructions and 
estimate forms 

Prepare work programs and 
budget estimate 

Prepare revenue estimates 

Checlt, mathematical occuring 
of estimates, compile and 
summarize 

Investigation and review of 
requests; determination of 
final recommendations 

Preparation of budget 
documant 

Submi~~ legislative braneh~ 
--...;:~ 

Consideration'of budget 

Public budget hearings 

Budget adoption by enactment 
of appropriat~on and 
revenue leg~slation 

Preparation, reView and 
establishment of budget 
allotments 

Budget administration and 
management research 

! 

LAW ENFORCBMENrTRAINlOO PROGRAM 
SCHOOL OF POLICE ADMINISTRATION AND PUBLIC l?AFETY 

, MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY ' 

Budget Classification 

Patterns 

, -. 

The folll?wing chart reflec.ts the variety of'classification methods found 
in governmental ~udget documents. Few jurisdictions, ifnny, employ all 
of the below listed classifications in combination, but all utilize 
these classifications in one form or another. 

Classificati(ln c ~ .. ;. 
Police Example 

Functional 

Departmental 

Program 

!Performance 
1. Ac:;tivity 
2. Product 

Object 

Function: 

Department: 

Program: 

h'ob1em: 

Decision: 

d. 

Protection of persons 
and property 

Police 

Traffic regulation 

Parking and intersection 
control 

Accident investigation 
. follow-up 

Personnel ser~;ices 
;1 

Buds;et 
i' 
I 

Problems 

Program formu;lation 

1. Program fot~ulation 
2.. Budget exec~ltion and 

accountability 

1. Progra.m formulation 
2. Budget execution and 

accountability 

1. Program formulation 
2. Budget execution and 

accountability ,~, 

Budget execution and 
accountability 

Protection of per70ns 
I, 

and Property 

police 

Traffic Regu1atif>n 
< /J To provide the level of police service required to retard 

an unfavorable 1:rend in traffic acctdents attributable to 
city's :.growth f 

II 
To' increase pO~rice protection in the traffic area by adding'" 
one prowl car iCon a one-man car basis) around tile clock for 
Ibne year. II 
~l . 11 '! 

'/t . F'i 
~ n 

.II 
f r· 

If o 
..... 

<: 
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Budgetary reqUirement: 

Analysis; , , 

Salaries fot' 4.5 patrol~en @ $34\3.00 per month 

Co~ensation Insurance Premiums 

Automoti veequipment 'cos,: (deprec iation, repair, 'and 
, ,~perations) 

ReU.rement-city 1Ilat¢hing" contribtotion ',' 
,', 

Miscellaneous supplies (citation book, aDlDunition, 
, .' ~ t,'). , 

etc~:l 
'\' .< .. ;}j 

\.'. 

~\ 

, \~ 

$22,030.00 

18,522.00 

198.00 

2.306.00 

941.00 

63.00 

'$22,030.00 

" 

\\ 

j\ )' 
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LAW~NFO~CEMENr TRAINI~G PROGRAM 
SCHOOL OF POLICE ADMINISTRATION AND PUBJ-,I9 SAFETY 

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY 

Phases in the Budget Cycle 
,-, 

" (Under the "Executive Budget'" System) 

----~~-----~~-------------~~~~.'-'~--------~--~----
EXECUTIVE; LEGISLA~URE 

______________________ ~.;----------------_4------~.'~--------------------------

Preparation 

Key Decisions: 

1.. How much program? 

2. What type programs? 

3. Resources required? 

4. Types of revenues? 

5. H0101 efficient is present 

resource use? 

Execution 

Control through Information: 

1. . Program accomplisbment 

2. Expendi tux-eli!) , fJ ' 
Revenue behavior" 3. 

() 

Submission 

Accountin 
Performance 

, 
' .. 

Adoption 

1. Expenditure level 

2. Revenue leve 1 

3. Salary scale 

Basic Purposes,: 

" " 

1. Checlt,f1nancia1 integrity, 
,,' 

2. Ch,eck adherence to budget 

plan 

3. Systems analysis 

, " 

" 

.,,) , 

~,1 



. Steps in Preparation 

1. Define Go.als 
2. Analyze the Needs 

" 3. Develop.~he Plans 
4 •. Estimate the CO$ts 
5. Compile the Document 

BUDGET 

o 

I 

PR 0 C E 'S S 

Budget 
Est::itnates 
Directive 

.. --.'~' 

.. ¥lo~ Up 

Feedback 

i) 

Feedback 

Flo Up 

~, 

.:;0:7 

\\ D 

Review 
and 

Submit 

Feedback 

FlowtJP 

• 
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MI,CHlGAN STATE UNIVERSITY 

Agency, Department 

Division. Unit or Individual' 

Lieutenant (Traffic) 

Chief, Traffic 

Departmental, Chief 
or budget unit 

Budget Office 

Accounting Office 

Vendor 

police Department 

Treasurer 

... ..-.... 

Expenditure Process 

§teps 

Request 

(Pre.1m) 
f 

::;,' 

Purchase 
Order, 

II 

.Documents 

Departmental 
Form 

Departmental I 
Form I 

I Budget 
i Police Department 

.,.---'--1 .\ 

"i!:;-

Budgetary control 
accounts 

.-. ' {~ 
.~ 
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LAH ENFORCEMENT TRAINING PROGRAM . 

SCHOOL OF POLICE ADMINISTRATION AND PUBLIC SAFETY 

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY 

Curricula Development 

Handout 

To be included, if possible, in materials 
to be sent to participants of: Chief 
Police,Executives Training Program, 
April 3-21, 1967. 
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Chief Police Executives' Training Program 

April 3-21, 1967 

Presentation on "Training" 

I. Training is Comtnunicaticln t Effective communication does not just 
happen, it is planned. 

II. Effective human communic:ation is dependent upon knowing that: 

A. The normal and expec:tab1e result of human conrmunication is 
either partially not: understanding or partia.lly misunder
standing portions or all of an intended message. 

B. By age 7-10 't·~e have learned to communicat.e only that which 
we evaluate as safe and profitable to cammunicate. 

C. Each of l~S makes evaluations as to the purpose of the message 
communicated and as to the motives of the one who is communi
cating. 

D. Each of us makes predicitions as to the message and many times 
begin to formulate an answer before hearing the actual message. 

'.' 

E. All of us fluctuate as to our effectiveness ~s communicators • 

• 

__________________ ~L __ 



III. Structuring of a Training Program 

Material needed 
by s'C\ldent or 

--- participant. Is 
sl~ill or knowledge 

Defined in 

oriented. 

Definite & desired 
""p.--wo" , end results. 

Training has Degree of pro- Stated in the 

{ Program ficiency desired 
to be achieveld. 

, 
Statement (,)t .... , 

courses - course 
L- descripticms & Called the 

syllabus 'of main 
points. 

Supported By 

•.•. ,f.; r [ ,1 "--
Training Evaluatio'n New Statement 
Needs of of Department 
Study Effectivfmess Needs in 

of Training 
Past Programs 

Title & Statement 
of Purpose 

Goals ] 

Curriculum 1 

1 , ,. 

Approved & 
Implemented 
by both 
Chief & 
Staff 

IV. Structure of a Lesson 

New Element of 

-rl Information or Defined I Title 
a component of 1--___ ~ii:.!ne....!::t~h~e _____ ___1.I _____ ___l 
a skill I 

l 

Stated Lesson 
has 

A Purpose in 
Training ~~ _____ ~i~n~th~e~ ________ ~ Objectives 

L-_____________ ~-J 

A Method or r 
an order in 
which it is 
given to the 
class. 

~ ________ ~C~a~l~l~e=d~t~h~e~ ____ ~ Procedure 

. Good ~ 
Int.roduction .J 

Supported 

"\ 
i', (t ., 
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V. Fiv; Danger Signals to Lagging Motivation 

A. Abandoned Purpose 

1. ~o concrete plan 

2. Present achievement considered ultimate 

3. No future plans for improvement 

B. Doubt 

1. About self and ability 

2. Self confidence gone 

3. Confusion creeps into work 

C. Smug Self Satisfaction 

1. Takes it easy 

2. Settles for good enough .. good - better 

3. Fails to encourage good work in others 

4. Seeks security, not che.l1enge 

D. Delay 

1. "Manana" Philosophy 

2. Steers clear of considered risks 

3. Plays ostrich 

E. Symbol Worship 

1. Status seeker 

2. Relishes tit1e--abdicates responsibi.'.dty 

3. Goes for sure recognition, not achievements 

I 

VI. Steps to Increasing Self-Motivaticm 

A. Plan-Goal, Crystalize Thinking: 

1. Time limit control 

2. Defima route 

B. Alternate P.lans 

1. Attempt to predict obstacles 

2. Map out ~outes to goal 

3. Use actual. check-off lists 

C. Promote desire for improvements 

1. Personal s,trengths 

2. Personal weakneases .. corrections 

3. Reward improvements 

D. Promote Faith in P~~ogram 

1. Mottoes 

2. Halo effect 

3. Design internal sluccesses 

E. Seek & strengthen detlarmination 

1. Channel to a1read~r established goals 

2. Employ persuasion 

F. Develop subordinates 

( .. 

. i . ) 
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VII. Management Development 

A. The Learning Phase 

1. Good material 

2. Adequate instructi~n 

3. Able motivation 

B. Attitude Change 

1. Adopt positive department goals as own 

2. Flexibility 

3. Compatibility t:~:i.th supervisors 

C. Ability Change 

1. Practice - chance to employ ne"t>1 skills 

2. Evaluation & ~e-direction 

3. Continued modification 

D. On The Job Performance .' 

1. Leadership climate 

2 . Organiz at iom J. C lir;\8 te 

E. Achievement 

1. Support of group 

2. Support of supervisors 

11 
/1 
,I 
If 

11: 

Ii 

I: 
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VIII. Techniques of Course Preparation 

A. Course Dtwelopment 

1. Detet~ine objectives 

2. Selection of ins·tructional material 

3. Organizat.ion of instructional material 

4. Selection of student activities 

5. Summary activities 

B. Scheduling Instruction 

1. Factors involved 

a. Time necessary for subject 

b. Available time 

,c. Size of grou~ 

d. Dispersion of group 

e. Training on whose time 

f. Type of subject 

g. Type of program 

~. Facilities and staff available 

2. Methoc;Ls of scheduling 

a. Vertical 

b. Horizontal 

C. Revision after presentation for future use 

A P PEN D I X I. K. 
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List of Additional Items Received 

Py Each Participant 
/,'. 

Argyria, Chris. "Interpersonal Barr~ers toneci$ion Mak~ng." Harvard 
Business ReView. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University 
Press, March-April 1966. 

Bowman, Garda W. "lVhat Helps or Harms P'I:'oInotability?" !!!tt~ Busine~s 
ReView.c:Cambridge, l-fassachusetts.( Harvard University Pre~s,; 
January-February 1964.' j, 

Emch, Arnold F. "Control Means Action.'" Harvard Business Review. Cam
bridge, l-1assachusetts: Harvard University Press, July-August 1954. 

Granger, CharlesH. "The Hierarchy of Objectives." Harvard Business 
Review. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press,May
June 1964. 

House, Robert J. '~anagement Development Is A Game." Harvard Business 
Review, Cambridge, Massachusett;s: Harvard UJliversityPress, July
August 1963. 

International Association'of Chiefs of Police. Series of Case Studies. 

Irwin, Patrick H. and Frank l-l, Langham, Jr. "'l'he Change Seekers." Har
·vard BUsiness Review. Cambridge, l1assachusetts: llarvard University 
Press. January-February 1966. 

Katz, Robert L. "Skills of aop. EffectiveAd~in:i,strator." Harvard Business 
Review. Cambridge, l1assachusetts: Harvard University Press, January
February 1955. 

Likert, Rensis.. "Measuring Organizational Performance." Harvard Business 
Review. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, March.,. 
April 1958. '.i 

Mci'1urry, Robert N. liThe Case for Benevolent Autocracy.". Harvard Business c 

1!!t~. ' Cambridge, }Ja,ssachusetts: Harvard University Press ,January-
February 1958. . 

--.,. .:.~<': 

Mcl1urry, Robert N. "Clear C01IBDunicationsfor Cbief Executives. ".lli!!Y...!E! 
Business Review. Cambridge, Mas$achusetts: Harvard University,. 
Press, March-April 1965. ." >~)' .' 

Myers, U. Scott. 0 "Who Are Your Motivated Workers?'iHarvard Business~
~. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Pr~ss, January
li'ebruary1964. 

Readings !2!:. Chief Police Executives I Training Program. East. Lansing : 
Michigan State University," April 1967. 0 

Tannenbaum, Robert and l~arren H. Scbmidt."How to choose a Leadership 
1.) _':?" 

Pattern. " Harvard·' Business Re'rlew. Cambridge ,Massachusetts: Har
vard University Press., March-April 1958. 
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READINGS FOR CHIEF POLICE 'EXECUTIVES 'TRAINING PROGRAM 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

.1. THE POLICE ROLE .IN A DElvIOCRATIC SOCIETY 

Herman Goldstein . 
Frank J. Remington • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1966 

II. THE POLICE AND THEIR PROBLEMS: A THEORY 

JamesQ •. Wilson •• • • • • • • • •• • .. • •• Public Policy, 1963 

111. SOCIAL INTEGRATION liND POLICE 

Mi.chae1 Banton • • • • • • • • • • • • .. l!!!. -.P_ol_i_c-.e Chief, April 1963 

IV. NONVIOLENT CIVIl. DISOBEDIENCE AND POLICE ENFORCEMENT POLICl'··. , 

J. L~ LeGrand:e 

V. POLICE LEADERSHIP AND HUMAN RELATIONS 

Marshall E. Jones . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . Polic~ .. Ma~-June 1966 

VI. DECLARAT:lON BY THE EXECUTIVE COl1MITTEE 

Michigan Association of Chiefs of Police • • • • • • • • • May 1966 

VII. GENERAL ORDEtt. CONCERNING CIVIL RIGHTS 

Chicago Police. Department • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • April .1966 

VIII. 7.TH ANNUAL POLICE-COMMUNlnRELATIONS INSTITUTE 

Irving Reich.ert .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • •• • January 1966 

IX. GETTING VIEWPOINTS' OF SUBORDiNATES KEEPING PROMISES AND 
HANDLlNt,;SUGGESTIONS 

~.deoi~·' Whale 
.'C· Law ·Enforce.1'1t Training Program 
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WORKSHOP 

on 

the Police ChiefYs Executive 

and 

Legislative Relationships 

School of Police Admini'stration 
and Public Safety· 

M1;chigan State University 

February ~6, 27, 28, 1968 

'~ 1~;7t' 
'I"~ 

;!:i' 

I February 26, 1968 

9:00 - 10:00 

10:00 

12:00 

1:30 - 2:30 

2:30 - 3:00 

3:00 ... 4:00 

February 27, 1968 

9:00 - 10:30 

10:30 - 11:00 

11:00 - 12:00 

12:00 - 1:30 

," 

Registration 

"Opening Remarks" 
Professor Raymond Galvin 
Project Director 

"Welcome" 
Professor Ralph Turner 
Ac'l:iing Director 
School of Police Administration 

and Public Safety 

"Keynotell 

Professor Herman Goldstein 
School of Law 
University of Wisconsin 

Lunch 

"Probl:em Identification" 
Specialized Groups 

Coffee Break 

"Problem Identification" 
( continued) 

Discussion 
Integra ted Group . 

Coffee Break 

D1i.scussion 
( continued) 

Lunch 

.. # 



1:30 .. 2:30 

2:30 - 3:00 

3:00- 4:00 

8:00 

February 28, 1968 

9:00 ~ 10:30 

10:30 -11:00 

12:00 

/) 

II 

Discussion 
Integrated Group 

Coffee Break 

Discussion 
(continued) 

Optional Clinics 

"Police and Community Helations ll 

Professor Louis Radelet 
Chairman 
School of Police Administration 

and Public Safety 

"Current Developments 
in Police Administration" 

Professor Gordon Misner 
Chairman 
University of California 

Discussion - Summary 
Specialized Groups 

Coffee Break 

Lunch 
II Closing Remarks" 

Graham Watt 
City Manager 
Dayton, Ohio 

/1 
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ROSTER 

t'lorkshop on the Police Chief's Executive 

and. Legislative Relationships 

Donald Hutchinson Robert S. ~lright 
Chief of Police Chief of Police 
913 Fifth Street 1615 Patton Avenue 
Aurora, Illinois i-Iaterloo, IOl'la 

Albert D. McCoy Lloyd L. Turner 
Mayor Mayor 
30 South \-Jestlm"m Avenue 2546 \-Iest 9th Street 
Aurora, Illinois t'Jo.terloo, loue. 

Kenneth B. Chamberlain Trueman Miller 
Chief of Police Councilman 
8000 tong Avenue 456 Progress Avenue' 
Sltolde, Illinois 60076 t'laterloo, IOi'la 

Gordon E. Thorn l'lalter Krasny 
City Manager Chief of Police 
5224 Monroe 1230 t·Joodlmm 
ffitokie, Illinois 60076 Ann A~bor, r,tichigan 

t-lilliam J. EUiott l'lende1l E. Hulcher 
City Co~nissioner t.1ayor 
7Q,25 Lomon Avenue Cit~r Hall 
Sltoltie, Illinois 60076 Ann Arbor, Michigar& 

Doyle T. l'1right Leo E. Cardinal 
Chief of Police Chief of Police 
2320 vlest12th street 400 South Arbor 
Anderson, Indiana Bay City, Michigan 48706 

Harlon D. Vaughn Casimer F. Jablonsld 
Assistant Chief City Manager 

R .,I~'2 907 South McLellan .H. • ~,'. 
Bo~ 2 Bay City, Michigan 48706 
Anderson, Indiana 

MaJt·· Murningham 
James O'ICeefe Mayor 
Chief of Police City HaJ.! 

.. 3902 42nd Street Lansing, Michigan 
l'Siowc City, IOl'1o. 

Louis Adado 
Duford vlatson Jr. Councilman 
Ci ty latlnager Lansinz City Hall 
2843 Valley Drive tansing, i:'f:ichigan 
S~~owc City, IO\,1a 
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Jmues Jordan 
Chief of Police 
J,61~55 .surrey Drive 
Livonia, Michigan 

Nilton C, Vogel 
Chief of Police 
1610 Loveland Drive 
l!'lorissant, Missouri 63031 

James J. Eagan 
Mayor 
1620 Jodphur 
Florissant, 14issouri 63033 , 

Col. James P. Damos 
Chief of Police 
512 Purdue 
University City, Missouri 63130 

Charles T. Henry 
City Manaeer 
7114 Kingsbury Boulevard 
University City, Missouri 53130 

Ed,:r1n R. Anderson 
Chie~ of Police 
8l5·ilth Avenue 
Fargo;) North Daltota 

Herschel Lashlt,oi·lj,tz 
Mayor 
501 Seventh Str~d. South 
Fargo, North Dali...?A~f.~, -

Kenneth R. Johnson 
Police Camnissioner 
162.9 Tenth .~treet, tjouth 
Fargo, North Dakota . 

Frank J. Bumoslty 
Chief of Police 
1207'Colonial Bou~evard,N. E. 
Canton, Ohio 

Harry S. ~liller 
Safety Director 
1131• Colonial Boulevard, 
Canton, Ohio '\\41~7.l4 

\ 
J OM R. Shyrocl,\ 
Chief. of Police '\\ 
21~00 Alvarado Dr\~ve, , 
Kettering, Ohio '454;;,;(>_> 

N. E. 

" 
Robert J. Haverstick 
Mayor 
2501 Adirondack Trail 
Kettering, Ohio 45409 

Charles F. Horn 
Vice Mayor 
617 Enid Avenue 
Kettering, Ohio 45409 

Ervin L. Helch 
Ctiy Manager 
112 West Dorothy Lane 
Kettering, Ohio 45429 

Ie, v,l. Hollol'lell 
Chief of Police 
648 Dorchester Drive 
SprinBfield, Ohio 

Denver Brien 
City C~nissioner 
511 Knickerboclter Avenue 
Springfield, Ohio 45506 

Mo..rgret E. Medders 
Assistant City Manager 
2362 North Lunestone 
Springfield, Ohio 

Earl O. \-101ff 
Chief of Police 
837 Cambridge Court 
Appleton, l'Tisc.onsin 54911 

John F. Ayers 
President 
Common Council 
824 East Ho.ncoclt Street 
Appleton, \'11sconsin 549ll 

Ho't'lard Bj orltlund 
Chief of Police " 
1924 t-Iest Grand Avenue 
Beloit, tlisconsin 

Robert vI. Quinlan 
City Manager 
TOl'1O Hall & Colleg Road 
Beloit, Hisconsin 

Gerald R. Good\'lin 
City Councilman 
1211 Bushnell st,r~et 
BelOit, t-lisconsin 

", 
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t'lilbu!' 11. Emery 
Chief of' Police 
225 South f,lidvale Boulevard 
Madisoh~' Nisconsin 53705 

Otto Festge 
Mayor 
1~310 He:l.'riclt Lune 
Madison, ~1isconsin 53711 

LeRoy C. Jenltins 
Chief of' Police 
1515 Denne Boulevard 
Racine, ~'Jisconsin 

l'lilliam Beyer 
Mayor 
902 PGr~ Avenue 
Racine;, tvisconsin 

• 
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Remarlts by --

Grah::utl H. l'Jatt, City Manager 
Ci ty of Dnyt,on, Ohio 

Prepared for -pO 

Seminar at Michigan State University 
School Qf Police Administration and Public 
February 28, 19Q8 
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Safety 

There are a. lot of people 1'1ho thinlt the police aren't doin!} a very good job these 

days 0 Crime rates are sltyroclteting. Riots tear at the hearts of our cities. 

Negroes scream "honlde" at "lhite "racist" cops and allege police brutality. The 

Presidentts COl!lmission on Civil Disorders charges that police have used excessive 

force in dealing "lith racial violence. 

When the sergeant in "The Pirates of Penzance" first sang his lament: 

"Nhen constabulary duty's to be done,. '1-" 

The policeman W s lot is not. a happy one." 

little could he conceive hO,"l much "lorse the situation \'1ould have become 70 years 

later. ~~nd if you didn't thinlt so, you "TotUdnlt be here. .Your presence is ample 

evidence of your concern. 
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The typical police chief today is suffering a serious t.rauma. He feels rejected 

by the society he iss't'lorn to serve. . ~\'llen he seeks approbation, he gets criticism. 

The courts, citizens, civic officials, and even Presidential Commissions sa~l that 

your 3reatest efforts are not enough; you must do still more, much more. 

La't'l enforcement has become entangled with social programs: anti-poverty, civil 

rights, youth opportunity, and similar activities which place ever more demands 

upon your limited mal'lp,O't'ler alld strained budg\'~tso "If only people would leave us 

alone," you say, ""Ie could get back, t~ la", enforcement and be good policemen." 

This is a period of great uncertainty as to the best relationship bet't'leen the 

police and the cOl1uuun.ity; b(~tl'1een the police and the city govermnent; betl'Teen the 
~ 

police and u host of neir agencies uorlting to improve the condition of our Citizens, 

prevent adme, ana raise moral standards .. 

It is our nature to seek absolutes, but there are no absolutes to aid us in this 
(/ 

dilemma. There is n9 obvious right. Thereia:re no d.efinite guidelines to f'ollO'tr. 

There'is only complexft:v~ 'confUsion.' and continued chal.lenge .. 

-3-

I sugges't, ~hat never again ''Till a police chief enj ~r the luxury of being "lett 

alene" to do his job as he thinks it should be done. ,(The police chief is not 

unique in, this. respect, hOl'1ever; the same condition confronts virtually every 

public service enterprise, as well as doctors, automobile manufacturers, funeral 

directors, drug chemists, airline presidents and just about every other field of 

endeavor.) 

Several times recently I've had the opportunity to meet with police chiefs and 

top la'(ll enforcement experts. A common thread "'hich runs through all these dis .. 

• cussions is the question of (;I. proper relationship betueen the police chief and the 

city government 'Of '\'lhich his department is a vital part. 

Let's begin by loolting at some basics, then ,,,etll 'particularize to the police ser-

vice and to the unique circ~stances of today \'1p.ich so greatly influence OU!' 

activities. 

A police chief serves four masters: the legislature, the judiciary, the instru-

menta of :popular pressure -- political, soc~al, editorial, and his administrative 

superior .. 

j~ 
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As administrative officials, lJe share the traditional res-ponsibility of realizing 
The Tash: Force on the Police. ot' the President's Conunission on La,., Enforcement, 

legislative intent. Painful as it sometimes ilJ, it b the duty of an administrator 
observes that hthere has beert a continuing effort to conrpromise·the need for popu-

to subordinate his plans to the ,·,ishes of the legislative branch of government;:; As 
lar c6ntrol (~f' the police) i'lith the need for a d.egree of op,:rating independence 

"Tooden and iU·l'lilled as some representatives are, they belong to that branch of 
in order to avoid the undesirable practices that have generally resulted frool 

government ",hich is supreme --- and must be supreme --- in a democracy. 
direct political control (lalo1 enforcement, politically dictated appointments' and 

assignment of personnel, immunity e~cchanged for 'political favors, 'use of police to 

O. W. Wilson speults i'lith usual clarity ",hen he tells us that the elected representa .. assist in "linning elections)." 

tives of the c~mnunity establish'policy by the enactmcnt of ordinances designed to 

regulate the general public. The police are charged 't'lith the enforcement of these 
The Task Force report reconnnends that local legislatures l'articipate in the' creation 

of an institutional framet'lork to encourage the deve10pnent and implementation of 

1at" enforcement policies t'lhich are effective yet consistent "lith democratic values. 

Hilson also spealts strongly about limitations imposed upon the police chief's autho- One "lay to accomplish this is through legislative action t'lhich delegates an eJcp1icit 

rity to use his resources in the way he believes most effective~ These limitations, policy-making responsibility to police in areas not preempted by legislative or 

when imposed by legislatures, should be carefully distinguished from ordinances j~dicia1 action. The legislature should prescribe standards or criteria to guide 

designed to regulate the g~neral public., '(-Tilson says that many communities "un- police policy-making and judicial revie," should be 'provided by appropriate means. 

,dsely" restrict the authority of the chief to manage his force in the manner he 

<>, I agree. Police must be giv-en flexibility t~ adapt . . ~ 
considers most effective. 

Other local officials should be inVOlved by participatil'lg in the police policy-

1m', enforcement practices to changing conditions. 
malting process, the Taslt Force Report suggests. The significant "Tord here is 

"participate" for "m~yors and city couilcils are nominally possessed of the ultimate 

responSibility for police "lorlt, but it is dit'ficult for them· to exercise their 

Il '" \,i~;,.,· --:..---_____ ...... ____________________ ·.a2UJ' 't~I';i 
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Generally spealting,the higher the executive position, the more SUbtle and indirect 

pO"lers to influence police policy "lhen that policy is informal and inexplicit. 11 

the control over ilumediate st1.bordine,tes. George vlashington had the authority to 
The Commission suggests that there is no better 'ifay to end the police isolation 

shoot a ",avering soldier at Valley Forge, but he also saw the advantage of sharing 
fro.'ll the conmmllity, 'l:1hlch inhibits both lat'l enforcement and service to the connnu-

his blanltet 't'lith a half.frozen sentry., An administrative organization may be 
nity, than by the police taking the responsibility for formulating policy and dis~ 

designed to allm" the top executive to impose his 'l:lill upon anyone, but the good 
cussing it openly, visibly uith legislative and eJcecutive officius and "lith the 

eJtecutive Imo't·)s that the best ~Iay to coordinate the 'performance of his subordi-
community itself. 

nates \lith his objectives is to cause them to ~1ant to do 't'lhat he 1'lants them todo~ 

In the final analysis, of' course, governmental control over police departments 

Every police chief should have a clear understanding ,·lith his administrative superior 
must be exercised by top .. level executives --- mayors or city managers --- through 

• top-level police officials. Departmental integri t;'l is lost "1hen this control is 
as to (1) matters vlhich require pre-action consultation and approval; (2) act1Ci'l 

that the chief can talte ~·lithout prior clearance but on 't'lhich a report is desired; 
exercised by neighborhood politicians through precinct officials. 

and (3) other matters on uhich no report is desired" 

Let' s loolt then at the relationship betHeen the chief and the administrative head 

The chief should Imol'T or find out ho\" fully his superior '\'lants to be inf~ormed ... 
of the city government, ,·,hetheL' he is mayor or city manager. 

usually, a mayor or manager \'1ants to. be informed "1hen a decision iato be reaChed 

In Aristotle' s Nicomachean Ethics, ''Ie are cautioned to avoid extremes. A boat \'1hich effects his oym act~vities' and principal responsibilities. He '-lants to be 

can be too lon~h and a boat can be too short. A man can be too timid, and a man informed on all mat tel'S on't-lhich he may be questioned by. his supariors or const!-

can be recltless and foolhardy. In controlling his subordinates, an eJ~ecutive can tuents. Generally, mayors and managers do not 't'lant to be consulted about solutions 

easily become too strict and overbearing, or he can jUst as easily become 't'lisby .. to internal problems vlithin the chief1.s department. Some superiors liltemeraoranda, 

"1Ilshy and ~lo't" his organization to become spongy or to split apart. others prefer oral, reports. But "lhatever the means, the police chief should Iteep 

/1 
/l' 

\ '... ~ 
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It there are chiefs here ~lho are unsure of the limits of their authority OJ:' ''1ho do But achievement of an important role in pol:l,cy-maldng by police '''ill require 

not have a clear understanding of the reporting and clearance requirements of your substantial alteration in the ~raditiona1 attitude of police leadership to't'rard 

mayor or manager, then this should be your first order of business 't.,hen you return its o'tm function.. Police chiefs will have to accept the importance of this role 

.\ 

home., In my opinion, tnere can be no more important basic understanding between a and indicate a 'l.dllinzness to have police policies the subject of community inter-

deparbnent head. and the cityts administrative head. And, the process of reaching est, discussion and debate. 

these understand.ings ancl agreements 't'lill be profitable, ret'Tarding, and helpfui in 

bridging the gaps 't'Thich may exist in your present relationships. 
There is still more to the rela.tionship bett'reen the police chief and his mayor 

Orlnanager. Understanding the parrumeters of his authority is essential. Parti-

At the same time, the city executive must also realize that the police chief is a cipation in policy-malting is desirable& Support for the police is a thrid aspect. 

"resident expert" in the 1m', enforcement field and that thE: police department 

represents an " interest group" 'toJ'hich ought to be consulted t'Then m~ng decisions 
!-1y discussions· \'rith police officials give eviCience of stron..~ feelings by chiefs 

involving lat'l enforcement and . criminal justice. As the Task Force on Police ob-
that they frequently laclt the visible support of the mayor, councilor city 

served: "Decisions relating to the enforcement function have traditionallY been 
manager. 

made for the police by others. The police have typicallY not been consulted "lMn 
This is particularly evident in planning response to civil d5,sordero Here there 

challges '''e1'e contemplated in the sUbstantive or procedural cr~ID,nal 1a'l.'r, despite 
sh~u1d be support for the police depart..ment and its chief; that support should be 

the fact that they clearly have more experience in dealing with some of the basic 
'prior to the emergency, it should be visible and k£i.o't'm. to the public, not merely 

issues than anyone else." 
understood betueen. the chief and hie adrainist;rative superior. _. 

(\ 
__ ~M-' 
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In matters Tllhi.ch are of increasing concern to police officials, chiefs uant clear, 
Nearly a year ago" I "las faced "dth the taslt of selecting a n,'et'l chief of police 

, 

definite statements of policy by the mayor or city council, or by the city manager, 
for the city to ,,,hich I had only recently com'e b1~rselt~ Before considering indi .. , 

if that is the appl:'opriate procedure in some cities. Thel"e should be clear undel:'-
vidual c'andidates, J: began to put together a COIiltilUl;..ity prOfile of ·the nel'l chief --

standing of the extent of the police de~artmentts responsibilities and assurances 
an in'lfentory of the expectations. about the chief and his"role. To·do this;\I I 

that there is ample authority to cal:'ry out those responsibilities. This means that 
talked "Tith a cross section of the city's citizens. I. interviei'1ed industrial and 

the mayor and council and the city manager must be sensitive to needs ~'lhich are 
retail business leaders,. bank-presidents,- ne1'Tspaper editors, .chamber of COIlln1erce 

unique to police responsibilities: equipment,training resources, intelli~ence, 
officials~ ministers,- Negroes ..... both militant and noll-ltlilitant -- professional 

and the li1m. people, men and i·Tomen. 

The police chief has a counter responsibility: the responsibility to exercise the 
I also talked i·nth local po;Lice· officials and national leaders in the field Cif' 

authOrity uhich he seelts. Hilson says that the most common ueakness in police 
1atJ enforcemento l:fuen I tolas finished, I· categori·zed the comments. and' descrip.tions 

service stems fl:'om failure on the part of the chief of police to exercise the autho-
i'.lhich they had used in telling rne "rhat characteristics they thought "lere vital for 

rity "lhich he has. This failurf.l sometimes results from laclt of courage or lack of the ne't>l chief. 

appreciation of the need for action. Sometimes it comes fram the ignorance of the 

By far, the most important feature "Tas adminlstrative abilitYQ Administrative 

methods to use. 1'Jhether the s\'lbject is personnel management, use of expenditure 
'.i 

aspects of the chief's job "Tere mentioned more· frequently and i'nth greater emphasis 

authority, or some other aspect of administration, the chief l'lho fails to exercise 

than any others. Some of· the comments, almost verbatim, are interesting: 

his authority in time of need should expect to lose either his authority or his 
__ 'rhe chief in'a large city is a business managert he can surround himself 

position. 

i'11th competence in police ,·rork • 

• _ The chief's job is 8o~,~ adxniniistration and 20(i~ lai" enforcement .. 

o 
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• .ow He should be a strong achninistra.'tor. but he needs a good lai'1 enforcement 
The need for innovation in police work was reflected in such comments as: 

backgroUnd to be accepted by members of the department. 
-- Chief should have a broad view of the changes taking place in the world 

Age i'laS mentioned "lith surprising frequency-- most respondents referred to an age-
today. He should be willing to change to meet changed circumstances. 

maturity balancec ~'he general standard 't'las a man bet't'leen 40 and 50 years of age .. 
-- He should have the ability to "swing" with new federal programs. The 

imaginative departments will get the money. 

Nany of those ''lhom I intervie't'Ted felt t~at the chief should have a ba.chelor's _ .. He must anticipate and guide change, be v~nturesame. He Shbuld have the 

degree or its equivalent .. - l'1ith a major in police administration or a closely ability to grow with a job which is growing in complexity. 

related field of specializution. 
II Others mentioned depa,rtmental training, the development of greate~ professional 

competence within the department, leadership -- especially in helping his m~n'to 

• The representative function of the chief was recognized by most who stressed the 
understand and respond to Negro problems. 

need for a person articulate in written and spoken communication. 

One said, social and community relations work is becoming more important. The completed profile characterized the community's expectations both for the new 

Law enforcement must be integrated into the community .. _- not apart from chief and for the pro~ram he was to head. Only "Then this profile was completed did 

it. we prepare a position description and begin to recruit applicant's. The man who was 

-- Another said, the chief has more dealings with others in local government ultimately selected from within the department measures up vel:'3' ~~~l to the profile. 

and with community leaders. Articulate. Needs to communicate with uni-

versity p~ople, scientists, computer~eople; with judges, prosecutors, and 
The first paragraph of our position description;t even couched in the lingo of the 

the power structure. He must be able to meet with corporate executives and 
perscmnel administrator, is meaningful to our discussion here, for :t~1~~ates the 

'- ' 

explain why he cannot or can handle a labor or racial probl~. 
range of responsibility and authority generally in the manner of bhe previous com-

ments. It reads: 

.- -
!Il,-,,' '"', .,-'::...."-
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"Under the direction of the city manager, the director of police is the 

officers who have been 'provided the assistance, the assurance, and the competence 
chief executive officer in charge of the Dayton Police Department. He is . 

of a recognized expert in the particular field of specialization~ We don't want 
responsible for the continued £levelopm~ and the administration of a".£.9!!l-

"just another survey" of police operating methods and procedures, and a report of 
;erehensive law enforcement and crime prevention program for the city of 

Dayton and for the ~?agement of all departmental facilities and equipment. 
what ought to be done. When this project is completed in about a year, any report 

issued will state "this is' what we accomplished.l' 
He administers ~olicies established by the City Commission and City Manager; 

he recommends to the City Manager changes in policies (laws and regulations), 
No police organization can remain static, and we want to increase the capability 

new policies and elimination of policies no longer appropriate. The 
within our department to evaluate and a.ssess community law enforcement needs and to 

Director of Police is responsible for the maintenanc~ of a high level of 
develop and implement new and improved methods of policing to cope With these needs. 

law enforcement effectiveness throughout the community." 

In the police service, where chiefs traditionally rise through the ranks, it is dif-

This is about as clear a statement of police involvement'in policy determination 
ficult to introduce new and novel ideas and techniques into the organization; out-

and administrative freedom as I have seen anywhere. 
side influences find it difficult to penetrate to counter the status quo. ~ae 

! ' 

When he was appointed, Dayton's new chief requested assistance in helping him and 
IIsystem" thwarts introduction of modern techniques and experimentation with innova-

his department to meet the new challenges and demands of today and tomorrow. One 
ting approaches. By placing carefully selected experts as "counterparts ll to top 

of his proposa~~ is for the employment of a variety of expert advisors on a short 
department officers for brief periods of time, we believe we can counter these 

term basis to work in close cooperation with top departmental operations and staff 
traditional trends and make significant, meaningful improvements, sparked by our 

officers --- to identify together areas susceptible to impl'ovement, to develop 
own police Officials who will call upon their staff experts for advice, suggestions, 

together the needed improvements, and to see the changes made by Dayton police 
reliability, and support. 

I 

_J!.--_ .... _ .. IIIIIIIIIiI .... .i~.'rSii"· .. ' Filii''''.' .. --~~ ____ ~L 
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Anothe~ response to the new challenges which we face is the preparation by the 

City of Dayton and Michigan State University's School of Police Administration, 

jointly, of a new,'untried, comprehensive pOlice-community re.lations program. This 

term "police<'1community relations" has been brought forth to cover a number of 

specialized new activities reflecting the t;!oncern of law enforcement officials 

about their image and the growing public concern regarding the effectiveness of 

police services~ These new programs generally propose to (1) improve the police 

;image, and (2) involve the community in crime prevention activities. 

/lJ' 

For our program, we went to the President's Commission on Law Enforcement,'s ~ask 

Force Report on liThe Police" and to the MSU "National Survey on Police and Commu-

nity Relations." These reports proposed a number of suggestions for imI>roving the 

police .. cOmmunity relationship; many of these proposals are still untested. Some.' 

elements are in use by some police agencies, but the total package has never been 

tried in a single city. 

Our proposal is to implement the total program and, Using careful research methods, 

to evaluate the effects of' each element. The es'sentia~, elements ot' thElprogram 

,.,ill inciude: 

\'. 
\ 
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1. Formation ~f an Advisory Council on Police-Community Relations to advise 

the chief a~}: his top commanders of areas of community tension and to 

provide assistance in the for.mulation of special community-relations 

programs, 

2. Appointment of a Coordinator of Police-Community Relations who will head 

the Community Relations Unit in the office of the Chief of Police e 

3. Introduction of new police""Mmmunity relations programs involving every 

police officer and large groups of citizens. 

4. Revie1-' and assessment of current training programs and the development of 

new training programs aimem at providing ~he police 9fficer with needed 

skills to deal with sensi.t:lve social problems. 

5. Appointment of a Citizens' Appeals Officer in the office of the City Mana-

ger to revievl citizen appeals from decisions of any agency of government. 

and to advise the City Manager as to recommended action3 

60 Expe:dmentat16n' with new police field procedures a~ed at reducing the 

tension existing between some eity residents and the police department. 

7. Review and assessment of every process involved in the implementation oi' 

these programs and the utilization of this data in restruct'~ring some 
~' 

pa.rts 9;f the programs as necessary. 

.. 18-

The'}?roject·involves. 'placing administrative analysis -- young men specially qualified 

in selected fields --- into the government as "a.ssistants. to" administra.tors who 

have management responsibility for these areas, The administrative analysts will 

provide 'professional staff assistance ~d serve as impartial agents of evaluation 

"and change. They will be ad~1..sors only, the final responsibility for decision-

making wi~l be left to the administrator. 

Those to whom assistants will be assigned .include the Chief of Police, the Superin-

tendent of Police 9Perat10ns, the Commander of Police Traini11g and Personnel, the 

Coordinator ot' POli.ce-Ccrom.unity Relations, and the Citizens' Appeals Officero 

.When the project is completed in about three years, we expect in Dayton to have 

developed a model police-community relations program; a program aimed at the identi-

fication of tension areas in the community and the design of programs to reduce 

this tension; to have developed a new emphasiS on the concep~ of social responsibi-
~ , " , 

l1ty as a legitimate activity of the police service; and to have established a 

model complaipt procedure not 'only within the police department but throughout the 

entire city government so tha,t the powerless members of the connnunity: will feel 

t.hat they ba.1te some easily a.ccessib~e place to seek satisfaction if they feel a. 
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wrong has been done. Those programs and activities which are found successful will 

be reported in detail as guidelines for action in other cities •. 

In the final analysis, it is the police chief who is responsible for the prevention 

" 
of crime and the repression of criminal activity, for the protection of life and 

property, for the preservation of peace, and for public compliance with countless 

laws. The community provides him with men and equipment to assist in the attain-

ment of these objectives. All our efforts must contribute to reaching these or 

comparable goals designed to make our citi-es fit places f9r men to live. Our 

methods change and must cllange, our objectives remain essentially the same.. To 

begin, we must recognize our cities and those who live in them as they really are, 

not as we would like them to be. To be honest with others, we must first be 

honest with ourselves. To be faithful to others, we must first be faithful to 

ourselves. To move others, :we must first move ourselves. To challenge others,. 

we must first be challenged. 

* * 
J 




